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FOREWORD

So far very little has been attempted to guide students

through all the intricacies of the Nupe Language, so

that it is with great pleasure and interest that I have
learned that Rev. A. W. Banfield, M.B.C., and Rev.

J. L. Macintyre, C.M.S., have decided to publish a

Nupe Grammar and Vocabulary.

Having been associated with the Nupe Province
since the earliest days of British Administration, I

desire to place on record the unsparing devotion and
arduous labours performed by the authors of this book
in the interests of the Nupe people, their language, life,

and customs. After many years' residence amongst the

Nupe people, they have become thoroughly conversant

with their habit of thought and have obtained a real

insight into the lives of these interesting and intelligent

people. Few people have a greater knowledge of Nupe
histor}^

This work now to be published is the result of

strenuous and earnest effort in the study of this difficult

language. The measure of success in a work of this

nature will not be gauged by the number of copies of

the book purchased, but in the careers of young
Political officers and others, Avho have the honour to

serve their country in the Nupe Province of Nigeria.

August 18th, 1912.

H. S. Goldsmith, C.M.G.
Late Resident Nupe.

493730
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NUPE GEAMMAE
INTRODUCTION

Language.—The Nupe language is probably, next

to Hausa, the most useful language in N. Nigeria, and,

although not nearly so widely spread, yet it is spoken

and understood over a considerable area, chiefly along

the course of the river Niger.

The Nupe country proper lies on the left bank of

the Niger, nnd extends from the Gurara river right up

to Bajibo. On the right bank of the Niger the Nupes
have occupied and cultivated a fertile tract of country

from Egga up to Jcbba for over a century at least,

and founded important towns there, such as Lafiagi,

Lade, Shonga, Tsaragi, Patigi, etc. As the Nupes are

great canoemen, their settlements may be found on the

Niger from Burutu upwards, as well as at such places

as Garua, Yola, Ibi, Loko, etc., on the Binue.

Leaving the thickly populated Nupe Province out

of the question, Nupe is also spoken by the Basa Nges
in the Bassa Province ; it is widely understood through-

out the Kabba Province : and it is the language of

about one-third of the lUorin Province. All the crews

of the Government steamers are Nupes, and so are the

majority of the canoemen who may be seen travelling

up and down tlie Niger and Binue rivers.

As the Nupe people have a history extending back
some hundreds of years, it is most probable that Nupe
is the most important example of a large group
of related languages spoken by pagan tribes in

9



10 NUPE GRAMMAR

N. Nigeria, anvl tivat a, staiiy of ihis language will furn-

ish tlio key to many of the hitlierto unwritten difficult

pagan dialects to be met with in different parts of the

Protectorate. It undoubtedly belongs to the same
family as Yoruba and Gbari, and is a particularly rich

language.

Population.—Including small tribes like the Ka-
kandas, Ganagas, etc., who use Nupe in addition to

their own language, half a million is a liberal estimate

of the number of those who speak Nupe. Although
the Nupe Emirate is one of the smallest provinces, yet

there is a large popidation, the whole country being

covered with small villages.

Dialects.—The Nupe people, like every other race,

are divided into difterent tribes, who speak slightly

different dialects. The original home of the Nupes
was probably somewhere in the Trans-Kaduna district,

and the best and purest Nupe is spoken in that part,

but the differences are not very great, and the student

will find no difficulty in making himself understood

anywhere.

It is, however, well to notice that Yorubas cannot

pronounce some of the Nupe letters, and put sh for ch,

and s for ts, etc., while the Hausas pronounce the Nupe
double letter kp as kw, and glo as gw ; (cp. Givari for

Gbari) so the student must be prepared not to be

misled by these mistakes of non-Nupes.

The chief subdivisions or dialects of Nupe are : Bini,

Gbedigi, Benu, Ebagi, Cekpan, Kiadia and Kusopaci.

Characteristics.—Nupe is quite unlike Hausa,

but belongs to the same family as Yoruba, Ibo, Jukon,

and other West African languages in which the

meaning of a word varies according to the tone upon
which it is pronounced. In Nupe this characteristic

has been highly developed, and it is this that makes it
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such a difficult language to acquire both for Europeans
and for natives from other parts of Africa.

Thus be pronounced on the high accent means come.

be „ „ middle „ „ again.

be „ „ low „ „ to blow.

To the Nupe mind these three words are utteily

different, and he sees no more reason for confusing

them than we do for confusing hcd and hud, or rat and
rot.

It is not the least use for the learner to start writing

down words, or attempting to learn them, without
noticing the accent or tone upon which they are to be
said. Thus in the following pages any syllable on the

acute or high accent is marked thus
(

'
), the grave

or low accent being marked thus (
' ), and the middle

accent being left unmarked. Bishop Crowther thought
that these three accents corresponded more or less to the

notes in music represented by G for the acute accent,

E for the middle accent, and C for the grave accent;

but except for a small minority of people it is doubtful

if this is of much practical use.

As an approximation to the exact sound the following

rough rule may be found useful : in any Nupe word
the syllable with the highest accent cdways carries the

emphasis. Thus in the Nupe word ebi = knife, the

emphnsis is on the second syllable, as the first is low
accent, and the second middle accent; but in ebi = kola

nut, the emphasis will be on the first syllable, because
it is on a higher accent than the second one, which is

on the low accent. The same usage prevails to a very

small extent in English, as when we s-a^y present (accent

on the first syllable) a gift ; but present (accent on tlie

second syllable) to give. Compare also invalid, a sick

person, and invalid, illegal. This rough rule of lay-

ing stress on the highest accent in any word is not

quite the same thing as giving each accent its exact

sound, but it will prove a great help at the beginning,
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and will make the speaker more readily understood.
The learner should practise the two examples already
given, ebi nnd ebi, until he finds that a native will

understand at once whether he means a loiifc or a hola

nut.

Peculiar Letters.—In addition to the difficulty of

the various accents, there are in Nupe certain peculiar

sounds not found in English which will have to be
learned from a native. These are : the double con-

sonants kp and gb ; the a, the o, and the n. These
will be explained further in treating of the alphabet {vide

p. 15).

Structure.—Nupe has practically no inflections, and
it is almost entirely S3'nthetical, its structure being
fairly simple. Nouns and Pronouns have no Genders,
and the plural suffix is often omitted when there is

another word that serves to show that more than one
is meant. There are not many Tenses in the Verb, and
they are all formed by the addition of particles. There
are very few Adjectives, strictly speaking, their place

being largely taken by a kind of Intransitive Verb.
Adverbs abound in the language, with very fine shades
of meaning. The system of numeration is peculiar, in

that tvjcnty, and not ten as an European languages, is

the base number, and tiuo thoitsaiid is the highest

number for which there is a distinct single name.

Foreign Elements.—Considering that the Nupes
and Yorubas are so closely allied, there are remarkably
few Yoruba words to be found in Nupe. Those that

exist are chiefly among the numerals, and two modern
words that have come in with the advent of the
British Government, akwawii = a clerk, and olokpa = a
policeman.

Tlausa has been laid under contribution far more,
and, in the towns especially, a good many Hausa words
are in common use, though in the villages the people
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keep far more to tlie pure Niipe without usiug these

Haiisa equivalents.

A good many Arabic words have found tlieir way
into the language tlirougli the Mohammedan religion

that the Fulani conquest imposed some hundred years

ago. These are naturally words connected with

religion, such as malayika = angel; aduwa = prayer,

tuba = repentance, gafara = forgiveness, etc. These are

generally slightly different from the Hausa equivalents,

being the Nupe method of pronouncing the Arabic

original, and are not to be considered corruptions of the

parallel Hausa adoption from the Arabic.



PART I : CHAPTER I

THE ALPHABET

In a language like Nupo, containing a good many
sounds not found in English, two courses are open in

attempting to reduce it to writing. One is simply to

use the English alphabet as it stands and leave the

reader to supply from memory the modifications

necessary ; the other way is to enrich the alphabet by
new letters with diacritical marks to represent the new
sounds. Both methods have their advantages, but in

the case of a language like Nupe where it is absolutely

essential to be able to give the exact pronunciation of

the words, the only course open to ensure accuracy, is

to employ letters with special marks, even though at

first sight it may appear to make the writing cum-
brous and complicated. Any one setting out to learn

the Nupe language would be compelled sooner or later

to invent some system of distinguishing the various

accents, etc., and the following system, which has been
gradually evolved by those who have studied the

language for some years, can be recommended as

thoroughly practical and essentially accurate.

Speaking broadl}^, all the consonants are pronounced

as in English, and the vowels as in Italian according to

the system recommended by the Royal Geographical

Society, etc. In addition to this, the following letters

have special sounds attached to them

—

C not being required for either of its two sounds, s or

/j, is used to represent the sound of ch (cp. Italian.)

S is used to represent the sound of sh in shut.

Z is used to represent the sound of z in azure.

N is a strong nasal n sound as in the French word uion.

A has the sound of an unaccented a, as in the

14
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phrase " I saw a man "
; cp. the sound of cr in

better ; or the final a in America ; or the u in

hotter. This is a very common letter in Nupe.
has the sound of aw in rata or au in nautical. It

is not often used in Nupe.

The consonants are generally pronounced with the

vowel i after them, instead of being given an arbitrary

name as in English ; e. g. the letter / is called ji, and
the letter s, si.

The complete alphabet then is as follows

—

A pronounced as the a in father.

A
,,

as the a at the end of America.

B „ as in English.

*C
,,

as the ch in church.

D „ as in English.

E „ as the e in fete, or the a in fate.

F „ as in English.

G „ as the g in gate, i.e. it is always hard.^

H „ as in English.

1 „ as the ee in feet.

*J, K, L, M, N, all as in English. .

N pronounced as a strong nasal n] cp. the n in the

French word mon.

„ as the o in note, or the o in go.

., as the cnv in raw.

P, R, S, „ all as in English.

S
,

as the sh in sJiut.

N.B.—In Arabic and other Oriental languages, the

only distinction between s and sh is a mark over

the latter letter.

T pronounced as in English.

TJ
,, as the oo in tool,

V, W, Y, Z, all as in English.

Z „ as the z in azure, or the s in jdeasure.

N.B. — This sound is sometimes represented in other

African languages by zh, on the analogy of s and sh.

* Note.—In an alphabet constructed on strictly

scientific phonetic principles the sound we write J
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ought to be written Dz, and C ought to be written

Ts, as each of these are compound sounds and are

separable into their two component parts, as above.

However, until the Government adopt a scientific

alphabet, in accordance with modern phonetic principles,

for writing down native languages, it has been thought
best to retain the two letters J and C as they are so

commonly used. If the student will try pronouncing

a word beginning with the Si)und of z and then adding

d, he will find that he arrives at the ordinary sound

of j, e.g. in-zure, in-dzure = injure.

Similarly if a word beginning with sh be pronounced
and then a t placed before it, it will be found that it is

the ordinary hard sound of ch. ; e.g. shant, tshant = chant.

Double Consonants

The foUowiug double consonants are in use in Nupe,

and care must be taken in reading not to separate the

two letters, as they represent only one sound.

Kp. This can only be correctly learned from a native.

It is a strong explodent, arid the lips are first pressed

together and then suddenly opened to say it. Contrast

the two words kpati = box, and pati = hill.

Gb. This is the other sound that must be learned

from a native. The g is pronounced down in the throat

first, quicldy followed by the b. Contrast the two

words gboro = straight, and boro = locust.

Note.—These two double consonants sound very

like the simple p and b respectively to the beginner, and

special care must be taken to distinguish them. Hausas

pronounce them as hw and giu respectively, being

unable to get the correct sound, although they dis-

tinguish them from the simple k and p.

Dz, ts, and ny are common combinations in Nupe,

but they present no special difficulty in pronunciation.

Accents

The three tones on which syllables may be pronounced
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have been already alluded to. They are marked in the

following manner

—

(') denotes the Acute or high accent or tone; Ex.

pati = hill

:

(' ) denotes the Grave or low accent ; Ex. kara= a load.

When a syllable is unaccented it denotes the Middle
accent or tone ; Ex. gado = a bed. •

There are two more accents used to denote different

sounds in the language—
(^)the Circumflex, when the voice is first raised and

then lowered. Its effect is to give a peculiar sharp

emphasis to the syllable very difficult to describe. Ex. :

ania = but, de = outside, kin = ground.

This accent is not very common in Nupe.
(^) the Inverted circumflex, which denotes that the

voice is first lowered and then raised. Its effect is

almost to double the vowel over which it stands, a

faint repetition of the vowel sound being heard after

it has been pronounced. Thus in selii = guinea-fowl, it

sounds almost like seln-u, only shorter.

This system of accents may at first sight seem
clumsy or even unnecessary, but a little experience will

convince the student that without some such system it

would be impossible to learn the language with any-

thing like accuracy or intelligibility. The fact that

only a few Europeans have ever succeeded in the past

in mastering this difficult language, shows the need of a

specialized alphabet to meet the requirements of the case.

One word before proceeding to the Gi'ammar. It is

worse than useless to attempt to learn any Nupe word
without also learning its correct accent or tone, as the

student will never be sure how to pronounce it, and his

hearers will never be sure which of two or three entirely

different words he is trying to say. Remember that

tlie syllable with the highest accent in any word bears

the stress; emphasize that syllable strongly and you
will go far to being understood.



CHAPTER II

THE NOUN

The student may occasionally be somewhat puzzled

at finding that a native pronounces the Nupe words a

little differently from the way they are written here.

This is due to the marked tendency in the language to

abbreviate whenever possible, and especially to omit
the initial vowel. For instance, the word eza = person,

is nearly always pronounced as 'za, although if jou asked

the native to say it again slowly for you, you would
hear the initial e quite distinctly. The salutation of

welcome in Nupe, oku be 'bo nyi, sounds more like 'ku

be 'bo 'i ; and while the student will naturally try to

speak as the natives do, it must be remembered that

the written form is the original full sound of the w^ord,

and would be so pronounced by a native speaking
delibeiately and slowly. The learner will soon find

out where he can clip the words in speaking, but were
they written in the abbreviated form here it would
make the study of the language i'ar inore difticult, as

the origin and structure of the word would often be

obscured.

Note.—The combination nd so often met with in

Nupe is not a double consonant, as the letters do not

coalesce, but each one is sounded distinctly.

1. There is no Article in Nupe, but the word ndo or

ndoci takes its place to a certain extent. Ex.

:

bagi ndo be a man has come,

u ya mi enya ndoci he gave me something.

(Note.—For pronunciation of ndo sec p. 23.)
18



THE NOUN 19

The English word tlie is never to be translated.

2. The Adjective always follows its Noun, instead

of preceding it as in English. Ex. :

eza bokim a white man.
bi§e tetengi a small fowl.

bagi guwo ten men.

The Noun
Nouns denoting persons are generally compounded

from other words. Ci is a common termination, mean-
ing the one who does ; cp. in English, er in IjoIcgt.

Thus in the word eyapaci = canoeman, eya means
canoe, pa means to pull, atnl ci tlic one 'wlio does. Cp.
karalaci where kara = load, la = to carry, ci = tlie one
who does ; hence carrier. Cp. also katatiici = a builder

;

yigbeci = a thief.

There is another common suffix, tso, which means
the possessor of a thing, or the one who has it. Ex. :

emitso householder. dokotso the owner of a horse.

zoguntso the one who bisetso the one who owns the
has a mat. fowl.

People who sell things are generally called in this

way, when a buyer wants them, e.g. guziats6= you with
the ground nuts. In the word Tsoci, the two particles

tso and ci are joined to form one word, meaning lord or

master.

Gender
There is no distinction of Gender in Nupe, but in

the case of persons a different word is generally used
to denote the sexes; as iida = father; nna = mother;
bagi = man ; nyizagi = woman.

In the case of animals the suffixes eba = male, and
yiwo = female, are used when it is required to distinguish

the sex. Ex.

:

bise eba cock. bise yiwo hen.

doko eba stallion. dobina eba a male date palm.
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Number
The sign of tlie plural is always zi, >vlucli never

changes. Wlien, however, there is another word in

tlie sentence, as, for instance, a Numeial Adjective,

that shows that more than one is meant, the sign of the

plural with the noun is generally omitted. Ex. :

bagizi men. bagi giiwo ten men.

ndazi fathers. enya dokun many things.

In some cases, however, the zi is retained with the

noun even when not strictly required, as, ezazi kpata

= all the people.

Case

There is no inflection ibr Case in Nupe, and the

Possessive is simply formed (as in French), by using

nya = of, in a paraphrase. Ex.

:

litafi nya Musa Musa's book,

eya nya egi mi my child's friend.

Sometimes tlie nya is omitted altogether, and tlie

two nouns simply stand together, as egi Yusufu = the

son of Yusufu.

Vocabulary of Words Used
okii (salutation) how litafi a book,

are you. be nyi with.

bo



CHAPTER Iir

THE ADJECTIVE

The Adjective in Nupe always follows the uoun it

qualifies, instead of preceding it as in English. When
the noun it qualifies is plural, it is the adjective, and not

the noun, that takes tlie mark of the plural (zi.) Ex.

:

kpati wpncinko big box. kpati wpncinkosi big boxe?.

eza bokun white man. eza bokiinzi white men.

When an adjective is used like kpata = all, or dokun
= many, tiiat m itself implies more than one, the zi is

dropped altogether, as a general rule, tljoiigh it is some-
times used.

Kinds of Adjectives

Care must be taken to distinguisli between Adjectives

pure and simple, as bokuii = wiiite, and Predicate Ad-
jectives which are Copulative and Adjective in one.

For instance, while the Avord wangi simply means good,

the word ge means to-he-good, and requires no part

of the verb to he before it as wangi does. Ek. :

doko ana yi wangi this horse is good.

doko ana ge this horse is-good.

This latter kind of Adjective, which includes the verb

to he, we have called Predicate Adjectives, and they

are far more common than tbe ordinary adjectives in

Nupe. They are in reality Intransitive Verbs, and
follow the rules for sucli verbs, which will be treated of

later, but for the sake of convenience they are grouped
with Adjectives hei'e. Probabh^ they were formed
originally from a noun and its cognate verb, but the two
parts have become practically one word, and in most

21
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cases the original noun is never used alone. Thus keto

= to-be-hic^h, was formed from a word eto =: height,

and ke, which is probably one of the numerous forms of

the verb to he. Thus when the order of the syllables is

inverted (see belov*'), the original initial vowel of the

second syllable (which then becomes the first) reappears,

having been dropped when the word was compounded.
The rules which govern these Predicate Adjectives, in

common with all verbs, will be treated of later, but
meanwhile the following ditferences and peculiarities

which distinguish them from the ordinary Adjective

may be noted

—

1. They can never take the sign of the Plural.

2. They can be used as a verb with simply a pronoun
or noun in front, no copulative being required. Ex.

:

Bida woiicin Bida is-large. U ge it is-good.

3. By inverting the order of the syllables, or, in the

case of a monosyllabic word, by reduplicating, we obtain

an abstract noun which expresses the same idea as the

Predicate Adjective. Ex. :

gboka to-be-strong. kag^bo strength.

woncin to-be-large. cinwon greatness.

dokim to-be-many. kundo multitude,

lukpin to-b(5-heavy. kpinlu weight.

ge to-be-good. gige goodness.

4. Sometimes the root noun and the Copulative

which go to make up the one word may be separated

and Jorm a Verb with its Cognate Object, thougli it is

only some of the Predicate Adjectives that can be

broken up into their component parts in this way. Ex. :

sidii to-be-deep, edii na u si na the depth that it has.

lokpa to-be-far. ekpa na u lo na the distance that it is.

5. The only way in which these Predicate Adjectives

can be used as simple adjectives, is by the use of a
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relative clause; e.g. in order to say a heavy hox, we
should have to express it a hox that is heavy. Ex.

:

mi de kpati na woncin na I have a large box.

6. Notice that the word dokuii can be used both as a

Simple Adjective and also as a Predicate Adjective.

Ex.:

eza dokun be many people came.

ezazi dokun the people are many.

List of some Simple Adjectives and Peedicate
Adjectives

Simple Adjectives.

woncinko bio*, lar^^e.

good,

bad, evil,

black.

wangi
dede

ziko

gboro

fill

straight,

open, plain.

kiikiiriigi short.

Predicate Adjectives.

v/oncm to be big, large,

to be good,

to be bad, evil,

to be black,

to be crooked,

to be expensive,

to be tall.

g-6

hi

siziko

ka
malo
wuiikpa

Note on Kdo and its Pronunciation

Enya ndondo
eza ndoro

eza ndoci

efo ndoci

Notice the adjective ndo = a certain, and its com-
pounds, ndondo, ndoro, and ndoci. Ex.

:

anything or everything,

any one or every one.

anotlier one, some one.

another day.

When ndo and its compounds follow a word ending
with a vowel, the initial n of the ndo is sounded as if it

belonged to the word before, being as it were attracted

back to the preceding vowel ; e. g. eza ndoci is pronounced
almost like ezan doci, and bagi ndoci like bagin doci.

Demonstrative Adjectiv^es

The Demonstrative Adjectives are as follows, the
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plural in every case being formed simply by the addition

of zi

—

ana, nana this. ga that,

wimciii ih'iF. wiinga that.

Ex. : bagi ana this man. eza ga that person.

Adjectival Suffixes

There are two suffixes that can be added to Nouns to

modify their meanings : ko= large, and gi= small. Ex.

:

eya a canoe. eyako a big canoe, i. c. a steamer.

nda a father. ndagi small father, i.e. an uncle.

doko a horse. dokogigi a very small horse, i. c. a

foal.

There are very few simple Adjectives in Nupe, and
the following list, if added to those already mentioned,
contains most of the simple iVdjectives in common use.

nukiiii nukiui each



CHAPTER IV

THE PRONOUN

As tliere is no distinction of Case in Nupe, the same
form of the Pronoun is used for the Nominative,

Objective, and Possessive, and also lor all Genders.

The Personal Pronouns are as follows

—

1st Per.

E.ni, Mi, M', IN" I, me, my, mine.

Yi we, us, our, ours.

2nd Per.

Wo, V/e, '0 thou, thee, thy, thine.

Ye, 'E you, your, yours.

Zrd Per.

Wun, U, Nwi he, she, it, liirn, her, his, liers, its.

A ^l^^t'y, them, their, theirs.

Mi is the most common form of the First Personal

Pronoun.
Emi is sometimes used for emphasis, especially in

questions.

N is the contracted form used before tlie second of

two verbs, or in tlie middle of a phrase.

Ex. : mi ewa n lo, I want to go ; lU. I go.

M', is another contracted form of mi
Ex. : mi a la 'nya m', I will take mine.

Wo is the most common form of the Second Personal

PnniDUii,

25
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'0 is simply a contraction of the above, and its usage

can only be learned by observation.

We is generally used for emphasis or before a vowel,

or for the Possessive Case.

Ex. : kata we, your house ; we mi ga o, you I said.

TJ is the most common form of the Third Personal

Pronoun.

Wun must always be used before the verb when it

has a vowel prefix, and whenever it is followed by the

Negative a or a euphonic o.

Ex. : wun a be, he will come : mi la ya wnn a, I did

not give him ; bagi ga jin wun o, that man did it.

Nwi is used to express emphasis.

Ex. : nwi u yi o, he it is ; la u ya nwi, give it to him.

'E is simply a contraction of ye, and is sometimes

used at the beginning of sentences, especially in the

Imperative.

Possessive Pronouns
These have exactly the same form as the Personal

Pronouns, only as they are practically Adjectives, they

follow the rule for Adjectives, and take the sign of the

Plural when needed, instead of the Noun. Ex.

:

kata mi my house. egi we your son.

suna u his name. nda a their father.

doko wezi thy horses. doko yezi your horses.

eya uzi his fiieuds. eya azi their friends.

Sometimes, instead of using the Pronoun as a Posses-

sive directly after the noun, the word nya = of, is intro-

duced, in the same way as the Possessive Case of nouns

is formed. (See p. 20.)

Compound Personal Pronouns

These are iormed by adding the particle tso to the

Personal Pronouns: as, mitso = myself
;
yetso = your-

selves ; wuntso == liimself.

Sometimes a longer form is employed when emphasis

is specially needed, as, mi be 'ti mi nyi, lit. I with my
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head ; wo be 'ti wo nyi, you with your head, etc. Some-
times the word for hand is substituted for head, as, mi be

egwa mi nyi, lit. I with my hand, i, e. I of m3^self.

Two other peculiar Compound Personal Pronouns
exist, which are formed by placing after the simple

Personal Pronoun, another word in wdiich the same
pronoun is repeated. Thus in mi gba-n-g-i = I alone,

the mi in its contracted form n appears in the middle of

the gba...gi. The remaining Persons are formed in

just the same way, e.r/. wo gba-wo-gi = you alone, a

gba-a-gi = they alone.

The other Compound Personal Pronounis ti. . .nyi=dif-

ferent one, and it is used in exactly the same way. Ex.

:

u yi ti-u-nyi he is a different one.

a yi ti-a-nyi they are different ones.

These two words gba...gi and ti...nyi are, strictly

speaking, Compound Adjectives, but are included here

under Pronouns for the sake of convenience.

Interrogative Pronouns

The Interrogatives are as follows

—

ze, zi, ze, zi, who ?

kici, kicitso which ?

ke, ki what ?

Ze and zi are perhaps the commoner forms, the other

two being, however, quite as good Nupe. All these

can take the sign of the plural.

Kici is sometimes used as an Adjective
; as, enya

kici? = which thing? Kicitso is used in the sense of

which of the tivo ; as, bise ko gbangba, kicitso we ewa
? === the fowl or the duck, which do you want ?

Ke followed by the particle na (cp. p. 28) is also used
as an Adverb meaning hovj.

Relative Pronoun

The Relative Pronoun is of the greatest importance

in Nupe, and it cannot be too carefully impressed on
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tlie student that it consists of tivo parts, one of which

occupies the same pkice as it would in Englisli, while

tlie other part, or " follower," comes at the end of the

plirase or sentence. (Cp. Arabic where the Personal

Pronoun is used after the Relative to finish up the

clause.) There is only one Relative Pronoun and that

is the word na with its '"follower" na, and it can take

the sign of the Plural. Some examples will show how
tlie two parts occur m sentence

—

bagi na mi leye na the man that I see, or saw.

eza na be tsuwo na the person who came yesterday.

doko na mi si na the horse that I bouorht.

egi na we ewa na the child that you want.

1. When the Antecedent is in the Plural, whether it is

followed or not by an Adjective bearing the sign of the

Plural, the na generally takes the sign of the Plural,

but not always. Ex. :

eza bokiinzi nazi be na the white men who came.

enya kpata nazi fi ninmi

u bo na all the things tliat are in it.

In both these exaun)les, liowever, it would not be

incorrect to use na instead of nazi.

2. Notice that the Relative is sometimes used at the

beginning of a sentence without any Antecedent, to

express the meaning of since, or seeing tJmt, or simply

that, the word daga = from, being understood before it.

Ex.:

na u be na, wiin ajin 'fo since he came, it is a long time.

na wo ta ya mi na, mi a [seeing] that you tell me, I

jin yeda will agree.

3. There is another word which, though not a Pronoun,

takes the eame "follower" as the Relative Pronoun
na. This is the word Ke = like, with its compound
Kendona = as or how. Both these words are always
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followed by na at the end of the clause or sentence, in

exactly the same way as the Relative. Ex.

:

mi de guwo ke nana na I have ten like this one.

u bici ke doko na he ran like a horse.

11 yi ke nda ya mi na he is like a lather to me.

Kendona (witli its rare forms kemina, mamina, yewo-
ndona) is used in just the same way. Ex.

:

la u lugwa kendona n yi na leave it as it is.

mi kpe mamina a jin u na a I don't know how they do it.

Indefinite Pronouns

Tiiere are two Pronouns that are used to describe

persons or things in an indefinite way, wlien the

speaker purposely does not want to particularize.

Wani = so-and-so, and is used when the speaker

does not want to name the person he is talking

about. Ex. :

mi le wani ye tsiiwo I saw so-and-so yesterday.

Note.—Wanee is a rare form of wani.

Sasi = some, either few or many, and is used to

describe an indefinite proportion out of the whole.

Ex. :

sasi ninmi a bo "be some of them came,

sasi ge, arna sasi ge a some are good, but others are

not good.



CHAPTER V

THE VERB "TO BE
"

The Vehb " To Be," etc.—In considering the verb to

he, it is necessary to remember that in English this verb

is used in two distinct ways to express two different

ideas; i.e. as a Copulative, as ; this man is good; and
as a principal verb to denote existence, as ; he is in the

garden. In Nupe these two ideas require different

words.

I. Copulative.—The most common way of trans-

lating to he as a Copulative is by the word yi, used for

all numbers and persons. Ex. :

nana yi kata mi this is my house.

a kpata a yi egi mizi they are all my children.

mi yi tisi a I am their chief, or headman.

A great many words expressing qualities include the

verb to he in their meaning, and therefore require no

Copulative. These have ah-eady been* noticed in the

chapter on Adjectives where they are termed Predicate

Adjectives {see p. 21), though, strictly speaking, they

are Intransitive Verbs. Ex. :

bagi ana gboka this man is strong.

ezi ga tsoba that town is near.

kara uzi dokun his loads are many.
u bifo saranyi he is very w^eak

;
(lit. lie is

weak very).

II. Existence.—In order to translate to he in the

sense of existence, that is, as a principal verb, the word
30
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da (plural fi) is used. This word requires the particle

bo or at the end of the clause in order to complete

tiie meauino^. Ex. :

mi da bo I am, exist, am alive.

a fi bo lafiya they are in health, are well.

ko u da bo mi kpe a whether it exists I do no know

Notice that da can be used for both Singular and
Plural ; e.g. a da bo, or a fi bo are both correct.

III. Besides this verb, there are others which are called

Prepositional Verbs, because they uot only denote

existence but also existence in a certain position, or

existence in regard to something else. These must
always be followed at the end of the phase by the

particle bo, in the same way as da is.

List of the Prepositional Verbs

da
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Notice that the word iiinnii = in, is sometimes used
after da, tliougli in every case it could be omitted
without alteriui'' the meaiiincr at all. Ex.

:

u da kata o, or, u da ninnii kata o he is in the house.

2. CI = to be lying down. This is used of things that

are l3'ing lengthwise, or of persons who are reclining on
the ground or a bed. Ex.

:

yeko ei babo the load lies here,

u ci gado u bo he is lying on his heel.

3. SI = to be sitting down. This is used of things that,

as it were, sit, i. e. their greatest length is not along the

ground ; a.^, for instance, a water pot, a chair, or a lamp.

Ex.:

mange tadawa si kin bo the inkpot is on the ground.

u si bo he is sitting down.

Note I.—Notice that the two preceding verbs Ci and
Si, together with their plural Zi, can be reduplicated to

form Adverbs of Place, and in this form they do not

require the addition of the particle bo. Ex. :

la kara sisi put the load down, i. c. as it

were sitting.

la cigban cici put the post down, i. e. length-

wise.

la enya kpata zizi put everything down.

A'^ote II.—As Zi is the plural of the three words Ci,

Si, and Gi, its derivative Zizi must be taken to mean
clown in its Avidest sense, whereas Cici and Sisi mean
doitm in a special position.

JVote III.—In Nupe things like clothes, corn, water,

earth, etc., are considered as plural, so that the plural

form Zi must always be used after any of them. Ex. :

u la ewo u zizi babo he put his robe down here,

nuwon zi batsozi o water is Ivinof over there.
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4. GI = to be standing up. This is used of persons

standing, and also of trees and of objects placed up on

end. Ex.:

bagi na gi baga o na the man who stands over there.

la kpati gi bo anmga put the box up on end thus.

Notice that Gi is often used in combination with the

Adverb kinni, especially when speaking of persons,

meaning to stand wp, and in this connection it does not

require the final bo. In fact, in speaking of persons

gikinni is commoner tlian gi bo.

5. GO = to be tied up to. This is used of animals

tethered to a tree, etc., or of clothes, etc., tied on to a

line. Ex. :

a la doko go da baga o they have tied the horse

up over there.

la edezi go da egban o tie the clothes on to the

line.

6. ¥0 = to be impaled on, to be fixed onto. This is

used of things that are stuck on to something else to

support them. Ex.

:

a la yigbeei fo' sa o they impaled the thief on

a stake.

la eci nana fo eigban o fix this yam on to a post.

7. TA = to be on, or upon. This is used of objects

placed upon something else, and sometimes the word

eti = head, (generally contracted to 'ti,) is used after it,

with the meaning of being on to]:) of somethirig.

N.B.—The plural of Ta is Kpe, which also has the

meaning of to cover.—Ex.

:

la nana ta esa o put this on the chair,

fitila ta kara 'ti o the lamp is on top of

the load,

nyizagi ela ede kpe 'ti u bo the woman is putting

a cloth on her liead.

c
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8. HA = to be stuck into. This is used of things that

are stuck into something else, as hairpins into the hair,

pins into a cushion. Ex.

:

u la ekin ha tinyi u she stuck a needle into her hair,

konto ha zana o the nail is sticking in the fence mat.

9. BA = to be hanging, suspended. This is used of

things that are hung up or suspended. Ex.

:

a la u ba cigban o they hung it on a tree.

zasa eba sempa o the picture is hanging on the wall.

10. DA = to be suspended against. This is used of

things worn on the body, such as ornaments, etc. Ex.

:

a la layazi da egwa a bo they put charms on their

arms.

u la ebiko da ekpa u bo he hung a sword on his

shoulder.

11. BA = to be placed against. This is used of things

placed in contact with something else, or touching one
another. Ex. :

zogun we ba sempa o your mat is against the wall,

katazi kpata ba dozi o all the houses are touching one
another.

These Prepositional verbs are sometimes used after

another verb simply as prepositions, but they still

require the bo at the end of the clause. Ex.

:

u lele da kata mi bo he slept in my house,

wun egikinni ba kata o heisstandingrt^/ams^thehouse.

la u ha 'gwa o carry it in the arms.

u fediin ta esa o he sat 07i the chair.

Note on BO

(1) This particle bo seems to denote j^^cice or position

with the idea of rest at, and it must always be used

after the Prepositional Verbs already mentioned, except

when babo = here, takes its place. Its position is at the

end of the clause or sentence, though the Negative a is
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always placed after it. It is contracted to o when it

follows a noun, except when the Negative a follows,

when it reverts to bo a^ain. Ex.

:

u da kata nda mi bo he is in my father's house,

u da kata o he is in the house.

u da kata bo a he is not in the house.

(2) Babo = here, is made up of two words, i.e. eba =
place, and bo = position, and can be used in place of

bo ; that is, when babo is used there is no need for the

bo as well. Ex.

:

u da babo he is here.

a kpata si babo they are all sitting here.

(3) Bo is also used, as a rule, after all Prepositions

of Place, whether expressed or implied. These Preposi-

tions are :

baga there. ninmi in, into,

eba to, at, place of. tacin, tatacin amongst.
eti over, on. eye, eyegboro in front of

zunma behind. daga from

and require a final bo to complete their meaning. Ex.

:

u be eba etsu o he came to the king.

a fedun ninmi dzuko o they sat down in the

market.

n la u wa taciii a bo he pulled it out [from]

among them.
u jin u eye mi bo he did it in front of me,
mi la u lugwa ziinma mi bo I left it behind me.
u de yiko eti a bo he has power over them.

(4) Notice that sometimes these prepositions are

understood or implied, and in such cases the bo may
be required. (The words in

[ ] are only implied.) Ex. :

u lele [ninmi] kata mi bo he slept in my house.

u lo [baga] bo tsiiwo he went there yesterday.

u cin [tacin] cigban o he descended from the tree.

a wa mi dzun [eba]ena o they pulled me out from the
fire.
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(5) There are two exceptions to the rule that

Prepositional verbs must always be followed by bo.

a. When da = to be, is immediately followed by the

preposition be . . nyi = with, the bo is generally, though

not invariably, omitted.

Ex. : u da be a nyi he is with them.

1). Sometimes na, the second part of the relative

pronoun, is used as the equivalent of bo in short

sentences. Ex.

:

mi da na I'm here. u gi na lie is standing

here.

a zi na there they are. yeko ci na here's the road.

(6) Sometimes, in accordance with Nupe idiom, part of

the Predicate is placed at the beginning of the sentence,

in which case it may happen that the bo 'precedes its

Prepositional verb. Ex.

:

kata mi bo u da o in my house he is.

yeko bo u ci on the road it is lying.

N.B.—The final o here is euphonic (see p. 38, § 11).

General Introduction to the Verb

I. The verb in its simplest form has the meaning of

a Past Tense, but the same form is often used to denote

the Present Tense, especially to describe habitual

actions. Ex.:

n da Lokoja he v\^ent to Lokoja.

u wo Nupe saranyi he hears (^. e. understands) Nupe
very well.

II. Many Nupe verbs consist of two parts, which
are separated when there is an Object, and the

Object with its attributes placed in between the two
parts. Ex.

:
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mi le Musa eya mi ye I saw Musa my fiieotl
;

(le . . ye
= to see).

uv/u egi uzi lu kpata he beat all his children; (wu . .

iu = to beat).

III. Many Nupe verbs are monosyllabic, and often the

word la = to take, is used in conjunction with these verbs

to help out the meaning, though this is not essential.

Ex.

:

u la taba si, or u si taba, he bought tobacco
;

(si = to

buy).
, ^ ^ , ^

la tasa na ya mi, or na tasa ya mi, wasli the plate for

me; (na = to wash).

la ebi ba ede nana, or ba ede nana, cut this cloth
;
(ba

= to cut).

IV. Verbs often follow one another without any con-

junction where one would be needed in English. Ex.

:

la nana be take this [and] come.
la bise we da take your fowl [and] go.

be gi eje babo come [and] eat porridge here.

gada be fedim enter [and] come [and] sit down.
mi a lo n ziii I will go [and] return. {Lit. I return.)

mi wa we be I wanted you [and I] came.

V. Sometimes the pronoun is inserted before the verb,

although the object has just been mentioned. Ex. :

eza nana u ba mi 1 ,i
• n i i

; • , . \ this person he pleases me.
or, eza nana ba mi

J

^ l j i

VI. The Particle a is used for the Future tense, e

for the Present Continuous tense, while a denotes the

Passive Voice, or the Perfect tense. Ex.

:

mi a be 1 will come,

mi ebe I am coming.

tasa nana ala this plate is broken.

wun abici he has run [off.] -
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Short Summary of Syntax up to the Verb

1. Adjectives always fellow the noun, and when the

noun is plural, the sign of the plural is affixed to

the adjective instead of to the noun.

2. Adjectives denoting more than one object, as ten^

many, all, do not as a rule take the sign of the

plural.

3. The second part or "follower" of the relative

pronoun must alwa^^s be used to complete the

clause (na . . . na).

4. Predicate Adjectives do not require the use of the

verb to he as a copulative.

5. Prepositional Verbs must always be followed by the

particle bo. (For exceptions vide p. 36 (5).)

6. Certain prepositions also require the bo to complete
the clause.

7. The longer form won of the Personal pronoun u
must be used whenever the verb has a vowel

prefix.

8. The particle of Negation, which is a, is placed at the

end of the sentence.

9. The preposition be . . nyi = with, is divided, and
the noun, etc., placed in between the two halves.

10. A euphonic o is often placed at the end of inter-

rogative sentences, and is also used after the

adjective ga = that, and after all adverbs of

Place or compounds of ba.

11. When any part of the predicate or object is made
to precede the verb, a euphonic o is placed at the

end of the sentence to mark the place where the

word would naturally have come. Ex.

:

mi be tsuwo I came yesterday.

cp. tsuwo mi be o yesterday I came.



CHAPTER VI

PRELIMINARY CHAPTER ON THE NUMBERS

The Nupe system differs from the English system of

counting, in that twenty and not ten is the unit upon
which the higher numbers are based. This doubtless

originated from counting the toes as well as the fingers

in reckoning numbers, and it is not uncommon in

African languages, as for instance, Yoruba, and Ibo, etc.

The numbers from one to twenty are here given with
notes.

All these are base numbers and
are used in building up other

numbers, as will be seen below.

one mm
two guba
three guta

four giinni

five giitsun^

six giitswanyi, i.e. five and one, gutsun + nim.

seven giitwaba, i.e. five and two, gutsun + guba.

ei.Q^ht gutota, i.e. five and three, gutsun -f- guta.

nine gutwani, i. e. five and four, gutsun -f gunni.

ten guwo, a, new word.

eleven guwo be nini nyi, i. e. ten and one.

twelve guwo be o guba nyi, i. e. ten and two.

thirteen guwo be o guta nyi, i. e. ten and three.

fourteen guwo be o gunni nyi, i. e. ten and four.

fifteen gogi, a new word, probably b(jrrowed from
Yoruba.

sixteen gogi be nini nyi, /. c. fifteen and one.

seventeen gogi be o guba nyi, i. e. fifteen and two,

eighteen esi din guba, i. e. twenty less two.

nineteen esi din nini, i. e. twenty less one.

twenty esi, a new word, and the base for all tho
numbers up to 200.

39
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From twenty onwards up to two hundred, i. e. ten

twenties, the Nupes use tliis word esi = twenty as the

base, counting by scores instead of by tens as in English.

Thus to the Nupe 1.20 is not one hundred and twenty,

but simply six scores, and 130 is six scores + i^^^- ^^

order to obviate the inconvtnience of adding ten to the

numbers one score, two scores, and three scores, the

Nupes have borrowed Yoruba words to express these

intermediate numbers, i. e. thirty, fifty, and seventy ;
but

for all half scores after seventy^ the word guwo = ten is

added to the previous number. Thus the numbers from

20 to 200 are as follows

—

twenty
thirty

forty

fifty

sixty

seventy

eighty

ninety

one hundred

one hundred and ten

one hundred and twenty

one hundred and thirty

one hundred and forty

one hundred and filty

one hundred and sixty

esi = a score.

gbanwo, a Yoruba word.

siba, i.e. esi giiba = two
scores.

arata, a Yoruba word,

sita, i. e. esi giita = three

scores.

adwani, a Yoruba word,

sini, /. e. esi guiini = four

scores.

sini be o guwo nyi, i. e. eighty

and ten.

sitsun, /. c. esi gutsim = five

scores.

sitsun be guwo nyi.

sitswanyi, /. c. esi gutswanyi
= six scores,

sitswanyi be o guwo nyi.

sitwaba, /. ('. esi gutwaba =
seven scores.

ogbogunni din guwo, i. e. one

hundred and sixty, less ten.

ogboguiiiii, a Yoruba word
meaning four double

scores.
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one hundred and seventy ogbognnni be o guwo nyi.

one hundred and eighty kpako din esi, i.e. two hun-

dred, less twenty. Some-
times this number is

called gwasa, a peculiar

word that does not seem
to have any connection

with nine scores.

one hundred and ninety kpako diii guwo, /. c. two
hundred, less ten.

two hundred kpako, a new unit.



PART II

CHAPTER VII

THE VERB

The Verb in Nupe presents a great many peculiarities,

and needs to be carefully studied. There are three

classes of verbs

—

I. Primary or Monosyllablic, as jin = to make, to do.

IL Derived or Dissyllabic, as sa mi = to salute.

III. Compound or Polysyllabic, as gi toko = to abuse.

I. Primary.—All pure verbs in Nupe were probably

monosyllabic originally, the other kinds being formed

by adding to the verb, a noun, or adverb, or preposition.

These Primary verbs present the most difficulty to

the student, as the same two or three letters pronounced

with a different accent have a totally different mean-

ing. Thus zo = to be hard, but zo ^ to be finished
;

kpe = to open, but kpe = to shut ; and as these

monosyllabic verbs generally denote the commonest

actions, great care is needed in giving each word its

proper accent. The following characteristics of the

JPrimary verbs may be noted.

1. They have a great tendency to take on another

syllable as it were, either by repeating the verb after

the object, or else by use of the verb la = to take, at

the beginning of the phrase. Indeed some Primary

verbs are hardly ever used except with this verb la

as an introductory. Ex. :

u ta mita he deceived me.

mi si doko si I bought a horse.

u la doko u kun he sold his horse

a la u wii they killed him,

42
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2. A bumber of Primary verbs witli the acute accent

('), cliange to that of the inverted circumflex ("), accord-

ino: to the followin": rules—
(a) Whenever they are preceded by any one of the

three Tense particles, a, e, or a. Ex.

:

u be, he came. cp. wun ebe, he is coming.

u gi u, he ate it. cp. wun a gi u, he will eat it.

u gbin a, it is not destroyed, cp. wun agbin, it is

destroyed.

(b) Whenever thev are preceded by another verb.

Ex.:

la u be bring it. Lit. take it come.

go tasa na ya mi take and wash the plate for me.

N.B.—The Exceptions to this rule are : be = to

come, ye = to be willing, agree, la = to be on the point

of, and lugwa = to allow, which do not affect the accent

of the verb following. Ex.: ,

u ye be a he is not wilh'ng to come,
u la gi wun a he has not yet eaten it.

lugwa u la u let him take it.

(c) When the word is repeated at the end of the

phrase or sentence. Ex. :

wunezun nangi zun he is killing a goat.

mi la u la I took it.

The following are some of the chief verbs that change
their accent from ' to " in this way.

gi = to eat.
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II. Derived.—These are generally of two syllables

though some of them have three. They were originally

derived from a Primary verb with the addition of some
other Part of Speech, though in many cases the two
component parts are never used alone now. For in-

stance, in the word leye = to see, the second part is

evidently eye = eye, though the first part cannot be

traced. The peculiarity of these derived words is that

whenever they have aii object, the verb is divided

and the object with its attributes is placed in hdwecn
the two halves of the verb. Ex. :

mi le eza bokiin guwo ye I saw ten white men.
sa eya mizi kpata mi salute all my friends,

(sa ... mi = to salute).

(1) When the object is a pronoun it sometimes
precedes the verb altogether. Ex.

:

mi u leye I saw it.

mi u kpeye I know him.

(2) Sometimes la = to take, is used to introduce a
Derived verb in the same way as it is with Primary
Verbs. In this case the la is considered as part of the

verb, and the object is placed in between the la and
the verb. Ex.

:

mi la bagi nana sami I saluted this man.
egi nana la nda u navo this child refused its father.

(3) When a Derived verb happens to be intransitive,

(and can therefore have no Direct object), the Indirect

object with a preposition, or more often without one,

follows the undivided verb as it would in English. Ex. :

mi sunda u I am afraid of him.

a gaga mi tliey talked [about] me.
n fedioi ta zogiin o lie sat down on the mat.

(4) In a few cases these Intransitive verbs can be
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made transitive by dividing them and placing the

object in between the two halves. Ex.

:

Ti sun mi da he frightened me.
a won u cin they exalted him (woncin = to be great).

(5) Among the Derived verbs must be reckoned the

Predicate Adjectives already mentioned under adjec-

tives {vide p. 21), as they are really, grammatically

speaking, Intransitive verbs, and follow the rules for

verbs in most respects. For instance, some of the

Predicate Adjectives, as well as other Derived verbs,

that have the acute accent (') on the first syllable,

change this to that of the inverted circumflex C) in the

same way as the Primary verbs, i.e. whenever they

are preceded by one of the Tense Particles, or by
another verb, or have their first syllable repeated for

emphasis. Ex.

:

mi yebo u, I love him. cp. mi a yebo u, I will love him,
mi gbinga, I nsk. cp. mi a gbinga, I will ask.

II dokim, it is much. cp. u dokundo, it is very much.

The following is a list of Derived verbs (including

Predicate Adjectives) that change in this way.

dokun
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III. Compound.—These resemble the Derived verbs,

only they are formed from a verb and a noun either

of which can be used separately, i. e. the connection is

only artificial, as it were, and not permanent.
1. They are usually formed by using the verb jin = to

do, to make, with a noun (usually a foreign word), in order

to manufacture a new verb. Thus, from the Arabic word
gafara = to forgive, the Nupe verb jin gafara has been
formed. Compare jin tuba = to repent, jin adiiwa = to

pray, jin aro = to borrow^ etc. All foreign words are

dealt with in the same way in order to form verbs,

e.g. the English word change has been used to form a
new compound verb jin changi, meaning to change

money, or to take turns at loorlz.

2. A few Compound verbs are formed from the verb

gi = to eat, though in these cases the second word is

always a Nupe word. Ex. : gi gbata = to owe, gi

tici = to hold rank, gi 'gun = to inherit, gi 'le = to

make a profit on, gi nugunci = to be senior to.

3. In the case of all Compound verbs, the object is

placed in between the two parts of the verb, in the

same way as with the Derived verbs. Ex.

:

u jin egi u gafara he forgave his child.

u jin mi changi sisi he changed me sixpence,

u gi Musa nugiinci he is senior to Mnsa.

mi gi bagi nana gbata I owe this man t^'u pounds,

pound guwo

Conjugation of the Verb

The Tenses of the verb in Nupe present some diffi-

culties, as they do not correspond very closely to the

tenses in English, nor are the differences between them
always very clearly defined. With but one exception

they are all formed by the addition of a prefix.

1. The verb in its simple form has a Past meaning,
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tlioiiofli it is also used to indicate an indefinite

Present. Ex.

:

u be he came, mi si u I bou^lit it.

mi wo I hear. mi le ii ye I see it.

2. The Imperfect or Continuous Tense is f<jrmed

by prefixing the letter e (contracted from the original

particle re, which is still met with occasionally) to the

verb. This gives the idea that the action is stdl going

on, and is incomplete. It is also use I to denote
habitual actions, or to describe a man's occupation or

trade. Ex. : mi epa 'ya = I am a canoeman ; lit. I am
poling a canoe. Notice that before this and the other

tense prefixes the longer form wun of the pronoun u
must be used. Ex.

:

wun ebe he is coming.

mi ejin u I am doing it.

mi ewa enyagici I want (Jit. am vvanting) food.

3. The Future is formed by using the Particle ga,

(generally contracted to a) before the verb. Notice
that when the full form ga is used, there is no need to

use the longer ibrm wun of the pronoun u. Ex.

:

wun a be he will come,
u ga lo he wall go.

mi a ta ya u I will tell him.

a ga le u ye they will see him.

Note.—This ga of the Future must be carefully

distinguished from ga = if, or should, used in the same
position. (Notice the different accent.)

4. There is another tense which must be carefully

distinguished from No. 3, and for which it is hard to

find an exact equivalent. It is really the Passive

Voice, but in the case of intransitive verbs which, of

course, have no Passive Voice, it is used as a kind of

Present Perfect Tense, a usage not uncommon in
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African languages. It denotes an action already com-
pleted but continuing in its effects np to the present.

For instance, wun abici = he has run off, and it also

implies that he has not yet come back, though this

inference does not always follow the use of this

tense. Ex.

:

katp« mi agbin my house has fallen down.
Musa atsii Musa is dead.

wun aze yigbeci he has become a thief.

Notice that there are some verbs which are hardly

ever used except in this tense, such as abo = to be tired,

anyi = to be spoiled, agun = to be completed, etc., but as

the 23refix a is not an original part of the verb, they

are given under their root form in the Vocabulary

without the a.

5. The word am = already, although it is an adverb,

is so frequently used with verbs as to justify its inclusion

under Tense particles. It is placed after the verb, and
gives it the force of a Present Perfect Tense. Ex.

:

u be ani he has come, mi jin n ani I have done it.

6. Sometimes the ani above mentioned is used in

conjunction with No. 4, to form a kind of Pluperfect

Tense, or to give more emphasis to the idea that the

action is completed. Ex. :

wun abici ani he has already run off, or, he had run off.

ele azun ani the rain lias already stopped.

7. Sometimes the ga of the Future (cp. No. 3) is also

used with No. 4, to express the idea of a distant Future,

i. e. an action which is not expected to come to pass as

soon as the simple Future. Ex.

:

u ga asagiin he will be healed (but not directly).

ega nana ga atsa this word will be fulhlled (some

time).



CHAPTER VIII

CONJUGATION OF THE VERB

I. The Passive Voice

This is not common in Nope, and its place is

generally taken by a paraphrase, the Agent being turned
into the Subject, and the Subject becoming the Object;

e. ^.instead of saying, he was beaten hy Musa, the Nupes
put it, Musa heat him. This is the most common con-

struction and is generally used where in English the

Passive Voice would have been employed. Ex.

:

a ^i mi toko I was abused. Lit. they abased me.
a yi nangi mi my goat was stolen. Lit. they stole

my goat.

This is the most general way of translating the English

Passive, but there are two other ways wliich are some-
times used.

1. In tlie case of some Primary Verbs the Passive

Voice is formed by adding a to the root form of the

verb. This is the same inflection that in the case of

intransitive verbs, is used to denote the Present Perfect.

{^ide p. 47, § 4.) Ex. :

tasa nana ala this plate is broken,

egwa Musa asa Musa's hand is cut.

ede mi ale my cloth is torn,

nana agi 'ka this is white-ant eaten.

2. Sometimes a contraction of the paraphrase men-
tioned at the beginning is used in the case of Primary

verbs, so that only the pronouns are used before the

verb. Thus to translate he was killed, the Nupe para-

phrase would be they l-illed him, a la u wu, and this is

D 49
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sometimes shortened down to a u wu = lit. they him
killed. This construction is not often met with, but is

sometimes used in the course of a narrative. Ex.

:

a ci u won = and they caught him.

II. The Imperative

The Imperative is the verb in its simplest form,

usually without the pronoun, though it is sometimes
inserted for emphasis. Ex.

:

be babo come here. ta ya mi tell me.

wo da ta ya u acinga j^ou go and tell him so.

1. When the idea is not so much an order, as a tcish

or desire on the part of the speaker, the personal

pronoun is inserted between the noun and the verb.

This is the form employed when invoking blessings on

others ; those pious wishes which the Nupes are so fond

of expressing. Ex.

:

bagi nana u fediin let this man sit down.

Soko u ya we lafiya may God give you health.

2. The word lugwa = to let, or allow, ought not to be

used in connection with the Imperative as a translation

of Ict^ as it does not imply an order or desire so much
as the removal of an obstacle, or permission to do some-
thing. For instance, the proper translation of let us

go, is, be yi da ; lit. come we go ; whereas to say lug^a
yi da would mean allow us to go, i. e. do not hinder us.

When let is not used in the sense of the Imperative,

lug^wa is quite correct. Ex.

:

lugwa mi jin u ya we allow me do it for you.

lugwa yi da baga let us go there.

III. The Infinitive

The true Infinitive is not often found in Nupe, and
then nearly always in the case of Primary verbs only.

1. It is formed by using the preposition nyi = to,

before the verb in its simplest from, and if the verb
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has an object, the object must be placed before the

verb, except in the case of Derived verbs. Ex. :

nana ma nyi gi this is nice to eat.

cigbe nana zo nyi fin this medicine is liard to drink.

ega ana ge nyi wo this word is good to hear.

konto nana z6 nyi ka the nail is hard to drive.

2. Derived verbs when used in the Infinitive have
the order of the syllables reversed, and nyi used before

the latter part of the verb.

etsa ge nyi ma gbani it is good to laugh now.
etun nana zo nyi lo this work is difficult to do.

3. Notice that in the case of the Primary verb wa
= to want, the Infinitive is not generally used after

it, but the pronoun is repeated before the second

verb instead. In the case of tlie first personal pro-

noun mi, the contracted form n is used for the

repetition. Ex. :

mi ewa n lo Bida I want to 2^0 to Bid a.

a ewa a si bise they want to buy a fowl.

mi ewa bagi nana n leye I want to see that man.

4. In the case of some Derived verbs however, the

Infinitive is used after wa, the order of the syllables

in the verb being reversed. Ex.

:

mi ewa etun ana nyi lo I want to do this work,
egi nana ewa eko nyi ee this lad wants to fight.

5. The Infinitive Mood is not often employed in

Nupe, and its place is generally taken in one or other

of the following ways:

(rt) The use of a paraphrase ; as for instance, instead

of saying, he ivants to work, it may be rendered, it

pleases him that he will worlc, u ba u na wan a

lotnn na.

{h) The use of the Gerund instead of the Infinitive,
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so instead of saying, it is good to sit, we may phrase

it, sitting is good. Ex.

:

ediiiife ge sitting is good. (/r. fediin.)

tokogi ge a abusing is not good. {fi\ gi toko.)

IV. The Gerund
The Gerund in Nupe has several uses, and as it occurs

fairly often, its formation needs to be carefully studied.

1. In the case of Primary verbs, the Gerund is

formed by reduplication, with the vowels i or u in

the first syllable. Ex. :

Gerund tita.

„ bibe.

„ cincin.

„ lulo.

gungiin.

2. In the case of Derived verbs, the Gerund is

formed by inverting the order of the syllables, as ley^ =
to see. Gerund yele. Sometimes the initial vowel of the

second part of the verb, which was elided when the

verb was formed, reappears in the Gerund when the

s.econd syllable becomes the first. Ex.

:

ta
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formed as in Derived verbs, i. e. by inverting the order

of the two parts. Ex.

:

jiii g-afara to forgive Gerund gafara-jin.

gi tici to hold office „ tlci-gi.

V. The Participle

There is only one participle in Nupe, and that is the

Past Participle Passive, and it is almost entirely confined

to the Primary verbs, and to those Derived verbs

which form their Gerund by reduplicating the first

syllable (vide p. 52, § 3). It is formed by adding the

participle ci to the Gerund, i. e. to the reduplicated

form of the verb. Ex.

:

Root Verb.
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denotes the Agent, and has an active and not a imssive

meaning.



CHAPTER IX

AUXILIARY VERBS

In addition to the tenses, etc., mentioned in the last

chapter, there are a number of verbs used as auxiliaiies

that modify the meaning of the verb, and form those

various idiomatic Tenses that are to be ibund in every

language. Most of these are true auxiliary verbs and
are never used independently, but some other verbs are

included in the list which have a separate meaning
when used by themselves, but have an idiomatic

meaning when used as auxiliaries.

I. Auxiliaries that change the Form of the
Verb.—The following Auxiliaries affect the verb they

modify as follows :

(a) In the case of a Primary verb, the object or the

adverb must be placed before its verb.

(b) In the case of a Derived verb, it must be changed
to the Gerund, i. c. the order of the syllables inverted.

1. YI . . RE = to continue, to be still, to be in the

act of. Ex. :

u yi kata tu re he is still building a house.

Musa yi etuiilo re Musa is in the act of working,

nda mi yi Bida da re o my father continues to be in

Bida.

Note.—This last sentence is an interesting example of

a Derived verb in process of formation. Da Bida o = to

be in Bida, is here treated as if it were a Derived
verb, and so the order of the words is changed after

yi . . re, from da Bida to Bida da.

55
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2. SA . . RE =^ to do something temporarily, for the

time being, i. e. with the idea of resuming the former

action. Ex.

:

mi a sa ediinfe re I will sit down for a bit.

u sa de lo re he has gone out temporarily.

3. DA . . KE = to repeat an action, to do it over again.

Ex.:

u da kiima re he rose again.

a da ka-ta ziin re they re-roofed the house.

4. BA . . EE = to assist to do something, to help to.

Ex.:

ba mi jin re help me to do it.

II ba mi eya pa re he helped me to pole the canoe.

5. BE . . RE = to do something else at the same time,

simultaneously. This auxiliary is often used in the

Imperfect Tense, when the Be changes to Be. Ex.

;

wun egaga, u ma ebe etsa- he is talking and also laugh-

ma re mg at the same time.

•wnn edaza, u ma ebe ega- he is walking and also talk-

ga re ing simultaneously.

6. YE = to repeat an action, to do it again better.

Ex. :

ye u ga say it again.

ye n jin ya mi put it right for me.
u si 'nya da ye u kun he bought a thing and resold it.

7. MA = to know how to, to be good at. Ex. :

u ma kata tu he knows how to build.

mi ma u jin a I am not good at doing it.

8. GA = to exceed, to be too much.
This auxiliary is always used in the Present Perfect

Tense. Ex. :

bagi nana aga etunlo this man works too much,
wim aga enya gi he eats too much.
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9. SA . . ANI = to finish for the present, to break off

doing something. Ex. :

mi sa jin ani I have finished for the present,

u sa rubiitu ka ani he has finished writing for now.

Sometimes it is used without the word ani following,

with much the same meaning. Ex. :

Yi sa egaga we have finished speaking for the

present.

mi la sa jin a I have not yet finished.

All of the above nine verbs follow the same rule in

requiring a Primary verb to come after its object or

Adverb, and a Derived verb to change to the Gerund.

II. The following two auxiliaries have their own
peculiar construction, and that is to put the verb that

follows into the Infinitive Mood. For rules for forming:

the Infinitive, refer back to pp. 50, 51.

10. KA = to be the first to do something, to be

beforehand. Ex.

:

u ka nyi lo Bida he was the first to go to Bida.

u ka ewun nyi sun he began the quarrel.

11. YA = to begin, to start. Ex.

:

a ya u nyi wu they began to kill it.

mi a ya etunlo nyina I will begin to v^ork to-day.

III. The following auxiliaries do not affect the form
of the verb or the sentence in any way.

12., FE = to continue, to keep on at. Ex.

:

fe jin u keep on doing it.

u fe gi mi toko he kept on abusing me.

This word Fe is also sometimes used as a kind of

Past Tense of the verb to be, when it seertis to require
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the particle bo at the end of the sentence, thougli not
invariably. Ex.

:

u fe Bida o be babo lie was in Bida and came
here.

ko u fe bagi, ko u fe nyizagi whether it be a man or

a woman.

13. ZO = to finish off completely, to bring to an end.

Nupes have a great objection to using this word about
themselves, as it implies to them that the speaker will

be prevented by death or some other cause from ever

doing the action again. This auxiliary follows directly

after its verb. Ex.

:

kami na u gaga zo na when he had finished speaking.

mi jin u zo wo a I cannot complete it.

14. LA = to be on the point of, to be nearl3^

This auxiliary is nearly always used in the Imperfect
Tense, when it changes its accent to la. Ex.

:

nuwon ela zo gbani the water is nearly finished

now.
kami na wun ela sa jin na when he had nearly finished

doing [it].

15. DAYE or DAYENTJ == to be accustomed to, to be
used to. This is used directly before the verb. Ex.

:

aninga u daye jin o so he is accustomed to do.

mi dayenii lo baga I am used to going there.

16. DADA = to be quick about, to hasten to. Ex.

:

u dada ce mi wu he hastened to help me.

u dada jin fusi a he is not quickly angry.

17. YECI . . A=not to be slow at, not to delay. Ex.:

u yeci nakin a he was not long in getting up.

'mi a yeci zin a I will not delay returning.
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This word is generally used with the Negative, but
it is sometimes used without it, when, of course, the

meaning is the opposite, i. e. not to be quick at. Ex.

:

ede nana a yeci nyi this cloth will not quickly spoil.

18. BE = to come about, to sjet to. Ex.

:

mi a be ma u jin I shall get to be able to do it.

wun a be kpe u ye he will get to know him.

19. WA = to want, to wish.

Notice that this verb is nearly always used in the

Imperfect Tense, and that the pronoun must be repeated

before the verb that follows it. In the case of the First

personal pronoun, tlie contracted form n is generally

used for the repetition. Ex.

:

mi ewa n lo I want to go.

yi ewa yi lotun babo we want to work here.

When the second pronoun refers to a different person

from the first, the word ga = tliat, is generally, though

not invariably, used before it. Ex. :

mi ewa ga wo ta ya mi I want you to tell me.
mi ewa egi nana u be I want this child to come.

20. YE = to agree, to be willing, can.

This verb is often used with the Negative to denote

impossibility, especially in the case of inanimate things.

Ex.:

u ye be a he is not willing to come,

enyagici nana ye gi ? can this food be eaten ?

kara mi ye la a my load can't be carried.

21. WO = to be able, can. Ex.

:

bagi nana ga u jin u wo this man says he can do it.

kpati nana lo bo wo a this box won't go there.

22. TATA = can, could possibly.

This is used of an action deemed impossible, and is

always introduced by the adverb ke = liow. It is
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followed by the conjunction ci, and is nearly always

found in interrogative sentences. Ex. :

ke mi a tata ci jin u na o ? how can I possibly do it ?

wo ta ya mi kendo na mi a you tell me how I can

tata ci le u ye na possibly see him.

23. LTJGWA = to let, allow, i, e. not to hinder. Ex. :

ele lugwa mi be a the rain did not allow me to come,

lugwa u da emi u let him go to his home.

This word lu^wa is also used as a principal verb,

in which case it is either preceded by la, or else it is

divided like an ordinary Derived verb. It then has

the meaning of to leave. Ex. :

mi la doko mi lugwa baga o I left my horse over there,

lu u g-wa aninga leave it so.

24. GAGA = to be surpassing, exceeding.

This verb is always used in the Present- Perfect Tense,

and it follows the verb it modifies. Ex. :

doko nana malo agaga this horse is very dear.

Musa jin fusi agaga Musa was exceedingly angry.

It will be noticed that this is the same verb as

No. 8 (p. 58), but it has a slightly different meaning

-when used after the verb in its reduplicated form as

here, from its meaning Avhen used lefore the verb.

25. GA . . MA = do not, may not; used for prohibi-

tions. When [used with a Primary verb, i.e. a mono-

syllable, an adverb must be used after it, if there is not

an object following the verb. Ex.

:

ga jin acin ma do not do so.

ebo a ga wo wiincin ma so that they may not hear

this,

^a sunda ma do not fear



CHAPTER X

INTEREOGATION AND NEGATION

I. Interrogation

There is no definite rule for forming the Interro-

gative in Niipe, as a question is indicated, more
often than not, by an inflection of the voice, accom-
panied by a slight lengthening of the last syllable.

This can only be learned from a native, and all that

can be done here is to give the various ways in which
the Interrogative can be formed, though there is no
rule to say when the different methods should be
used.

1. Sometimes a euphonic o is placed at the end of

the sentence to show tliat it is Interrogative, but it is

not used directly after verbs, except the verb wo = to

be able. Ex.

:

ze jin nana o ? who did this ?

ba we elo ghani o ? where are you going now ?

wo til kata wo o ? are you able to build a house ?

When tlie sentence ends in a negative, the particle

nyi is sometimes used before the o. Ex.

:

ke jin we ci jin wnn a what was the matter with you
nyi ? that you did not do it ?

2. Sometimes the Interrogative particle sin or bo is

placed at the end of a sentence to mark a question.

Ex.:

wo lo dzuko sin? did you go to the market ?

wo kpe u ye a sin? do you not know him ?

wo le u ye bo? did you see him ?

wo de nini a bo ? have vou not 2fot one ?

61
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3. Sometimes the word jin = to do, with a pronoun

is used to introduce an Interrogative sentence. Ex.

:

njin we £l be ? will you come ?

ajin a gbin u ga bedzo ? do they ask him first ?

4. Another way is by prefacing the question with

the word mgba, which means colloquially / say, or tell

me. Ex.

:

mgba wo le u ye ani? I say, have you seen it

already ?

mgba we ewa nana nyina? tell me, do you want
this to-day ?

5. In the case of some Negative sentences, the Inter-

rogative is foriried by putting the particle nyi at the

end of the phrase. Ex. :

a kpe ga wo lo a nyi ? do they know that you
did not go ?

mi wo ga wo de a nyi? do I hear that you have

not got [any] ?

6. In some cases the prolonged form min of the

First personal pronoun mi is used in Interrogative

sentences with the idea of emphasizing the question

and drawing out an answer. Ex.

:

min ke u bindiga ? shall I shoot it ?

min la u ya u ? am I to give it to him ?

II. Negation
This is formed by placing the particle a at

the end of the phrase or sentence to which the

Negative applies. I'hus in reading a sentence it is

often impossible to tell whether it is affirmative or

negative until the end, but in speaking there is a

peculiar intonation of the voice that will be treated of

later in Chapter XV that tells the hearer that the

negative particle is coming at the end. This way of

saving up the negative, as it were, to the end of the
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sentence is apt to be rather confusing, especially when
more than one statement has been made, but the

following examples will, it is hoped, make the usage

clear. Ex.

:

mi kpe bagi nana ye a I do not know this man.

mi de labavi ndondo nyina a I have no news to-day.

a kun doko dozi nana pound they cannot sell a horse

gutsun wo a like this for five pounds.

u ge na we a lo baga na a it is not good for you to

go there.

1. When the sii^n of the Neo^ative would follow

directly after the pronouns mi, we, yi, or ye, or after a

word ending in n, the euphonic particle nyi (often

written yi) is inserted to carry tiie negative. Ex.

:

nana ba mi nyi a this does not please me.

u ta ya yi yi a he did not tell us.

mi de kagbo gba kin nyi a I have not strength to

dig the ground.

mi a la ya we yi a I will not give you.

2. In the case of a double negative, they both come
at the end of the sentence, the second one being carried

by this same euphonic nyi. Ex. :

mi kpe ga wo le u ye a nyi a I did not know that you
did not see him.

mi gaga u yebo mi a nyi a I did not say he does

not love me.

3. When, however, there is a relative pronoun in the

sentence, the second part or "follower" of the relative

carries the second negative, and thus renders the use of

the nyi unnecessary. Ex. :

a de Nupe ndondo na mi there is no Nupe that

wo a na a I do not hear.

u de enya ndondo na mi he has nothing that I

leye a na a have not seen.
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4. Special care must be taken when there are two
or more clauses in a sentence, one of which is negative

and the other is not. If it is the statement in the

relative clause that is negatived, the a is placed

just hefore the second na, but if the principal clause is

negative, the a is placed after the second na. Ex

:

a de Nupe na mi wo a na there is Nupe that T

do not hear.

ede na mi si a na da na this is the cloth that I

(lid not buy.

Here it is the statement in the relative clause tliat I
hear that is negatived, and so the a precedes the final

na. But contrast the following. Ex.

:

a de Nupe na mi wo na a there is no Nupe that I hear.

a de enya na mi w^a na a there is nothing that I want.

Here the principal clause, there is Niq)e, is negatived,

and so the relative clause is finished by the final na,

and then the a is added at the end.

5. The above sentence might also be expressed as

two independent clauses, in which case both would
require the negative. Ex.

:

a de Nupe ndondo a, there is no Nupe that I hear.

na mi wo na a

yi gba 'ga wun a, we have not obeyed his word,

na u ta ya yi na a which he told us.

Notice than in EnoUsh the second negfative would
not be required, and tliat to translate it here would be
to alter the meaning.

6. The double negative is also used in giving an
affirmative answer to a question in the negative. Ex :

Qves. wo de lafiya a ? you are not well ?

Ans. mi de lafiya a nyi a I am quite well. Lit. I am
not not well,

mi daza wo a nyi a ? I can walk, can't I ? Lit. I

can't not walk.
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7. When tlie auxiliary verb ga...ina = (]o not, or

may not, occurs in a double negative sentence, the

negative particle a is placed immediately after the

ma. Ex. :

mi ga ga wo ga lo bo I did not say that you were
ma a not to fjo.

u ta ya mi ga mi ga He did not tell me that I was
jin u ma a not to do it.

Miscellaneous Observations on the Verb.—
1. Notice that in the case of persons, ye denotes

vnllmgness, and wo possibility. Ex. :

u ye be a he is unwilling to come.

u be wo a he cannot come.

2. The Nupes are very fond of avoiding the responsi-

bility of actions by attributing them to inanimate
objects, i. e. using verbs in an impersonal way instead

of mentionino- the human a^^ent. Ex.

:

tasa fa mi 'gwa the plate slipped from me ; i. e. I

dropped it.

kara ye la a the load won't be carried ; i. e.

I can't carry it.

ebi sa mi 'gwa the knife cut my hand ; i. c. I cut

my hand,

cigban azun the stick is broken ; i.e. I broke

the stick.

3. Verbs often follow one another closely without
any conjunction or pronoun, where in English several

words would be required to link up the two ideas.

Ex.:

yi a lo bo zin we will go and come back.

sanin be ta ya mi be quick and come and tell me.
la u be n cin u le bring it that I may look at it.

bagi ana wa mi be this man wanted me and catne
;

i.e. sought me out.

u la u kiin si taba he took it and sold it and bousjht

tobacco.

E
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4. In the case of Impersonal Verbs, such as are used

in speaking about the weather, etc., the word eba =:

place, is used as the Subject. Ex. :

eba fayeko it is C(tld.

eba siziko it is dark.

But contract the following, where the subject is

specifically named. Ex. :

sama edzwa it is lightening; lit. the sky is lightening,

lozun asi it is evening ; lit. evening has become dark.



PART III

CHAPTER XI

ADVERBS

Adverbs iu Nupe are generally distingtushed by
the termination nyi, which corresponds to the suffix

ly in Engb'sh, a^^, karanyi= gently. This last syllable nyi

is often very much abbreviated until it sounds more like

a single 1, but the original form is undoubtedly nyi, and
accordingly all the adverbs are so spelled in this book.

A peculiar and characteristic feature of Nupe is the

large number of adverbs which are used, not only to

modify the adjective or Predicate-adjective, but also

to add something distinctive to its meaning. Thus
many adverbs, instead of being used indiscriminately

with any adjective as in English, have their own proper

adjective, to which they should always be attached

whenever the adjective is modihed in any way. In
English we can use the adverb very to modify all

kinds of qualities, as, very big, very small, vei^y tall,

very nice, etc., but in Nupe each of these adjectives

has a proper adverb that ought to be used in conjunc-

tion with it, as its meaning is, in a way, bound up with
the particular quality that the adjective indicates.

These adverbs, which really partake of the nature of

an adjective, are called Intensitive Adverbs, and they
are very numerons in the language. In many cases

their meaning can only be expresped by reference to

the adjectives they always accompany. Some examples
wdll make this clearer :

kpati nana woncin g-bakala this box is exceedingly big
Here the adverb gives the idea of hidk or mass.

67
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konkeni ana woiicin gboro- this papaw is very

gboronyi large.

Here the adverb gives the idea of something roiivdrd

or sivelling.

cigban ana keto sakpa-sakpanyi this tree is very t;ill.

Here the adverb gives the idea of height without

h^eadth.

Musa yebo mi nyasasanyi Musa loves me exceedingly.

Here the adverb has the idea of intensity.

Of course there are a few general Adverbs such as

gaya = very ; saranyi = properly, thoroughly ; dokiin =
much; degi = little ; wangi= well ; hari = utterly, that

have no special distinctive meaning, and can be used

after any adjective, but the student who is content with

these alone will miss much of the beauty and expres-

siveness of the language. Some special words that may
present difficulty will now be noted.

1. NEARLY. There is no Nupe word for this, and
it has to be translated by a paraphrase, e.g. he nearly

died, becomes, it remained a little that he died. The
verb ke = to remain, is used in this paraphrase. Ex.

:

wun ake degi na wun anikin na, he nearly fell down.
Sometimes the same idea is expressed by using the

word wa = to want, wish, with the Future Perfect

Tense of the Verb. Ex.

:

kata ewa ga u ga agbiii, the house vv^ants to fall

down, i.e. is nearly falling. See also note on use of

the Verb La, p. 58, § 14.

2. TOO MUCH. This is translated by the Auxiliary

verb ga = to exceed, in the Perfect Tense, followed by
the verb inverted, as already set out on p. 56, § 8,

under Auxiliary Verbs. Ex. :

kpati ana ag^ cinwon, this box is too big.
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3. WHEN. This is translated by a phrase meaning
the time that, and the student must be careful always

to insert the second part of the na . . na = that, at the

end of the sentence. Kamina . . na is used for time past

or future, kakunna . . na generally for time past, and kni

and kafi are rare forms of kami. Ex. :

kamina u be na when he came ; lit. the time tljat

he came.

Notice its use with the Neo-ative. Ex.

:

Mi kpe kamina u be na a I don't know when he came.

Sometimes the kami,///". time, is contracted to ka. Ex.

:

mi gbin u ga, ama u kpe I asked him but he does

ka a not know when.

4. WHEN ? as an interrogative is translated as luhat

time ? Ex. :

kami kici wo be babo ? when did you come here ?

kami kici eya a wa da o ? when will the boat leave ?

5. BEFORE in the sense of time is translated by the

word bedzo, but as its position in the sentence is quite

different from what it would be in English, it neeJs

great care to master its usage. In English we attach it

to the latter of two actions, e.g. he told me hefore he

luent, but in Nupe more logically it is attached to the

former action. Ex. :

kamina u zin na, mi da 'mi when he returned I went
bedzo home first, i. e. before

him.

na u jin u na, u ta ya mi when he did it he told me
bedzo first, ^. e. before he did it.

jin u bedzo, wo ci da 'mi finish it first, then you go
home.

Occasionally, however, bedzo is used at the beginning

of the sentence. Ex. :

Bedzo we ci jin u, wo before you do it come and

be ta ya mi tell me.
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Notice also tlie phrase mafari bedzo = (iist ol" all.

Often bedzo is used at the end of the sentence when
no other action to follow it has been mentioned. It

then has the meaning of nej:t. Ex. :

mi a da 'mi bedzo I am p-oino: home next.

The only case where the word BEFORE occupies the

same place in the sentence as in English, is when
it stands before a noun or pronoun with no verb

following. In this place it is translated by the verb

ke = to remain, to leave. Ex. :

mi le u ye ke we I saw it before yon, lit. leaving

you [behind.]

mi da 'mi ke u I vrent home before him.

6. BEFORE in the sense of -place is translated by either

eye (lit. face), cr eyegboro = opposite, or yita = in iront

of; all three of these words require the Paiticle bo to

complete the sentence (cf. p. 35, § 3.) Ex. :

u fedun eyegboro mi bo he sat (K)wn opposite me.

n g^aga aninga yita etsu o he spoke thus before the

king.

7. NEVER in the sense of j^'^^^i i'^^^<-(^ is translated by
le = formerl}^ with the addition of the Negative Par-

ticle a at the end of the phrasa. When le is used

without the Negative it simply means ever. Ex. :

mi le u ye le a I have never seen him.

wo da Bida le ? did you ever go to Bida ?

8. NEVER in the sense of future time is translated

either by be= again, orkporiyi = at all, oi-hari= forever;

in each case loUowed by the Negative Particle. Ex. :

mi a jin acin be a I will never do so again,

wun a ziin gamana kponyi a he will not lie at all.

mi a la we lugwa hari a I will not leave you for

ever.
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Sometimes the Hausa word Kara = never again, is

used when it is wished to make a very strong assertion

or prohibition : it also must be fallowed by tlie Negative

a, except when used with g'a . . ma. Ex. :

mi a kara lo bag'a a I will never go there.

ga kara yi 'nya ma don't ever steal.

9. Notice tlie compounds of Ba = place, and Kami or

Ka = time, which are used as Adverbs.

babo, here. baga, there.

ba na . . na, where (lit. the place that).

kamina . .na, when (lit. the time that).

baiidoiido, wherever. batsozi, yonder.

kandondo, whenever. kanga, then.

kandoci, sometimes. kakandondo, always,

ekaga degi, in a little while, presently.

10. Adverbs of Time like soon, lately, just now,
etc., present some difficulties in their us^age in Nupe.

i. Mangi = a little while, lately (of time past).

Ex. :

bagi na be babo mangi na the man who came
here just now.

u da de mangi he went out a little

while as^o.

There is one excepticm to this meaning of time past,

and that is in the phrase wun aze mangi, lit. it has

become a short time, which is used in saying good-bye

to a person you expect to see again soon, and means
good-hj/e for the present.

ii. Tosi, tsotso aie used to express either kttely ov soon,

i.e. a short time past or a short time future. Tsotso is

really a reduplication of the verb tso = to be near, and
is sometimes used in the Present Perfect Tense Ex. :

kami mi atsotso my time is near.

mi a be tosi 1 will soon come.

sayi tosi u nakin baga o only recently he left there.
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iii. Gaka means litei'a]]y to exceed the time, and is used

to denote a lapse of time cither in the past or the future,

after the time alluded to by the speaker. Ex. :

mi a gaka bedzo, nii ci I will be some time first,

be then I will come.

u be gaka ani he came some time ago.

na u da de na, wim since he went out, it is

agaka some time.

u gaka degi, kanga u be a short time elapsed, then
he came.

iv. Gbani means time just past, or just coming. Ex. :

mi a be gbani I will come just now.

gbani u nakiii da just now he rose and went,

mi efediin Bida ninmi I am living in Bida at

gbani this present time.

V. Gbanl-gbani or gbogiani means immediately, at

once. Ex. :

eya a be gbogiani the boat will come im-
mediately.

nakin da gbani-gbani rise and go at once.

vi. Eoro means ago, but it is only used for short periods

of time past, and even then it is not often heard. Ex.

:

daga tsiiwo roro since yesterday.

wun agun eya giiba roro it is two years ago already

ani na mi le u ye na since I saw him.

11. The Gerund of some verbs, i.e. the verbal noun
formed by inverting the syllables {see p. 52), can be
converted into an adverb by the use of the preposition

be . . nyi = with. Ex. :

be giriku nyi suddenly (from ku . . giri

= to take by surprise).

be ninsa nyi hurriedly (from sanin = to

hurry).
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12. Some adjectives and Predicate a(]jectives are

also used as adverbs without any change at all. Ex. :

fin kata w^ngi sweep the house well.

II lotim dokim he works much.

18. The adverb la = yet, is always found in con-

junction with the Negative a. Itinust be distinguished

from the intransitive verb ia, = to be on the point of.

(see p. 58). Ex.

:

u la be a he has not yet come,

mi la kpe u ye saranyi a I do not yet know it

properl}^

14. The adverb de=just, only, is sometimes used

before the verb and sometimes after it. Ex. :

u de ta ya mi he only told me.
gikinni de just wait.

Adverbs of Afb^irmation and Negation

eba, hin yes.

to all right, yes.

aciii, acinga so, exactly.

aba, or abade truly, exactly, of course.

aka, or akade ,, „ „

awa, eye, aa no.

The following Arabic expressions are in common use :

na'am yes.

la buddi no doubt.

madala that's right, good {lit. praise God.)

Interrogative Adverbs

Notice the two root words ke = how, and ki = what
or which.

kami kici, when ? (lit. what time.)

ebokinyabo, why? (lit. for what thing.)

babo, where ? When this is followed by a Preposi-
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tional verb, the bo is generally droppeil, as the verb

itself is fbllowfcd by its ov\n bo. Ex. :

ba Musa da o ? where is Musa ?

Giinkin, how much ? how many ? Ex.

:

ewo giinkin we ewa o? how much money do
you want ?

Mgba, tell me, I say, I ask you. Ex. :

mgba wo le u ye ? I say, did 3'ou pee him ?

The Nupes have an idioni of using the Negative to

ask a question, and also to express assent in a kind

of satirical manner. Cp. the English expression " not

half bad." Ex.:

u ge a ? isn't it good ? (expects the answer yes).

mi ta ya we bedzo a ? didn't 1 tell you first ?

Qucs. we ewa nana ? do you want this ?

Ans. saranyi a, rather; lit. not properly.

Particles.

There are a ie\N words that are used at the end of a

sentence to modify the verb in some way, which may be
classed as adverbs, though in some cases it is difficult

to assign a definite meaning to them. These are as

follows

:

1. Particles of Negation, ba, nayi, otso. Ex.

:

mi de a ba I haven't at all.

u kpe mi ye a nayi he doesii't know me at all.

a lugwa mi gaga otso a they wouldn't even let

me speak.

2 Particles of Interrosration, sin, bo. Ex. :

wo le u ye sin? did you see him ?

we a lo baga bo ? will you go there ?

3. Particles of Affirmation, re, mana. Ex.

:

u ge re it is good indeed.

mi a lo mana of course I will go.



chapteh xir

PllEP0Srn(3NS, CONJUNCTIONS AND INTERJECTIONS

I. Prepositions

There are not many Prepositions in Niipe, but it

must be remembered that in some cases the preposition

is already contained in the meaning of the verb, and
therefore need not be translated at all. Ex. : emi mi
tsoba Bida, my home is-near Bida. Heie the word

tsoba includes in its meaning verb ? nd preposition.

There are three divided Prepositions that call for notice.

1. Ebo . . bo = for. on account of, instead. The second

part of the woid (bo), which is sometimes contracted

to 0, must always be placed at the end of the phrase

or sentence, and must be distinguished from the bo

meaning p^acc. ( Vide p. 34.) Ex. :

u j in nana ebo mi bo he did this for me (on

my account).

mi a lotim ebo enyagici o I will \\ork for food.

Notice the compounds of this word, which are mostly

conjunctions.

ebogabo therefore. ebokinyabo why ?

ebo na for, because, ebo wuncin o on this account.

Sometimes ebo is used without the bo, as a con-

junction to mean so that. Ex. :

mi a bici ebo a gawon I will run off so that they

mi ma may not catch me.

2. Be . . nyi = with, from. Bambe . . nyi = without.

Witii both tliese w^ords the " follower " nyi must be

75
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used at the end of the sentence to complete the sense.

Ex.:

11 da be Musa nyi he went with Musa.
a be bambe u nyi they came without him.
eza na mi lo dzuko benyi the person that I went

na to market with.

List of the Chief Prepositions

In the following List of Prepositions it will be noticed

that several meanings are given to some words. This

is on account of the Nupe idiom, by which a different

preposition altogether from what v/ould be used in

English has sometimes to be employed ; e.g. deliver us

from the Evil One, becomes in Nupe, ke yi ga be Ibili

nyi, lit. deliver us ivith the Evil One.

ninmi in, from. daga from, in.

ba against (place.) eba to, at.

tacin, tatacin amongst, amid. eti upon,

zunma, zimmata behind. tako underneath.

Notice that all the above words require a final bo.

tsoba near. taru through.

be . . nyi with. bambe.. nyi without,

sayi except, ma keze around.

II. Conjunctions

The following Conjunctions call for some notice

1. Gomaga = rather, rather than. It is used at the

beginning of a sentence to mean rather than, and in

tlie middle as meaning the rather. Ex. :

gomaga na we a ya mi rather than you should
ev/o na, ya mi ewo give me clothes, give

me monej'.

ga yi 'nya ma, ama do not steal, but the rather

gomaga wo lotun work.
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2. Kakadina . . na = instead of. This is used iu mncli

the same way as gomaga, and is nearl}^ always found
at the beginning of the sentence instead of in the

middle as in Eno^lish. Ex.

:

kakadina mi a wa Musa instead of Musa I want
na mi ewa Ali Ali.

8. Ga meaning literally saying, is used as the trans-

lation of that, after verbs of saying, thinking, knowing,
hearing, feeling and wanting. Ex.

:

ta ya u ga mi a be tell him that I will come,
mi kpe ga u be ani I know that he has come.
u wo ga wo be babo he heard that you came here,

mi ewa ga mi a le u ye I want that I may see him.

4. Ma = also, as well, and. This is used after the

noun or pronoun that it joins to a preceding word.

Cp. the use of the Latin conjunction que. Ex. :

mitso ma a lo be a nyi I also will go with them,
u be ani to Musa ma he has couie and Musa also.

won egba takada, u he is reading a book and
ma eka rubiitu he is also writins^.o'

5. To ^= all right, yes, and. This is used as the answer

to a question, and also in enumerating a list of people

or things, but is not generally used to join sentences or

phrases. Notice that in Negative sentences it is used

as the equivalent of neither or nor. Ex. r

mi ewa taba, to esa, to I want tobacco, and salt, and
eci yam

.

ye ga lo de ma, to we, you must not go out, neither

to nwi you nor he.

wo wo ? to, mi wo ani do you hear ? All right, I

have heard.

to Musa to Jiya, a da both Musa and Jiya are

bo here.
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4. Ci = and. This is the word used to join phrases

in the course of narration or of a long sentence. It is

sometimes r.sed after the pronoun, and sometimes it

takes its place. Ex. :

yi da dzuko, yi ci le u we went to the market and

ye baga o saw him there.

u ku enya yeka ci da he collected things together

de and went out.

The following Conjunctions are used to express a

condition or supposition. Wun ayi ke . . na, wun
abe ke . . na, kaba, ga, a ga ga, kaga, afe.

5. Wun ayi ke . . na meaning literally, it has hecome

as, and wun abe ke . . na, are used as the equivalent of

if, in the case of a probable supposition. Ex.

:

wuii ayi ke wo le u ye if you have seen it tell me.

na, wo ta ya mi
wun abe ke u da 'mi ani if he has crone home leave

na, la u lugwa it alone.

Notice that the ke requires to be followed by na at

the end of the sentence (cp. p. 28, § 3.)

6. Kaba also means if, and is generally used for a

supposition that is not considered very probable, i. c.

for a condition that will not be fulfilled. Ex. :

kaba u lotun saranyi a, ga if he does not work well,

wo gbata ya u ma don't pay him.

kaba wo la u ya mi a, mi if you don't give it to me
a ta ya nda mi I will tell my father.

7. A ga ga ^ lit. they say, is sometimes used as the

equivalent of supiiusivg, for an improbable supposition.

Ex. :

a ga ga eza ndondo da bo a, ke mi a jin jin na o ?

supposing nol ly is there, what shall I do ?

a ga, ga u de eci a, niin si kaba? supposing he has

not got yams, shall I buy Indian corn ?
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8. Ga means should, and is placed after the pronoun,

just before the verb. It is also used to express an

unfulfilled condition in the past, when it is preceded

either by the phrase wmi ayi ke or by kaba. Ex.

:

wo ga jin nana, mi a jin we should you do that, I will

foro punish you.

wun ayi ke wo ga da babo had you been here, he

na, wnn a tsu a would not have died.

9. Kaga is always followed by the Negative a, and

means unless, and is used to denote an essential con-

dition. Ex.

:

kaga wo fm cigbe nana a, unless you drink this medi-

wo ga atsu cine, you will die.

kaga a be nyina a, a ga le unless they come to-day,

mi ye a they won't see me.

10. Afe (rare form afece) = unless. This is nearly

always followed by the Negative a, or the Conjunction

ma = al o. Ex.

:

afe wo la u ya mi a, mi a unless you give it to me, I

yebo we yi a will not love you.

afacewe alo ma, mi a lo a unless you also will go, I

will not ^o.

mi a lo a, afe we a lo I will not go, unless you go.

List of the Chief Conjunctions

to all right, yes. gama, \ ffor,

ebogabo therefore. gamasij \ because.

ci anil kaba if.

ebo na because. ga that,

ama but. afe, aface, unless.

ma also. wun ayi ke. .nai

kokwa perhaps, wnn abe ke . . na if.

whether, abe ke . . na J

ebo so that ga should, if.

(pujpose.) kaga . . a unless,

goniaga ratlier. kakadi^ia instead of.
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kasin
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aba or abade just so, exactly.



CHAPTER XIII

THE SYSTEM OF NUMERATION

In the preliminary chapter on the numbers (p, 39) it

was shown that twenty and not ten is the basis in

reckoning any number, and this principle is carried

right through in all the Nupe numeration. It cannot

be too carefully impressed upon the student that such

units as 100, 1,000, etc., are not units at all in Nupe, and
that any even number of twenties, two hundreds, or two
thousands is considered in Nupe as one number, e.g.

140 in Nupe is not 100 j?/?6s 40, but one number, i.e.

seven scores, and similarly 1,400 is one number, i.e.

seven two hundreds.

As esi= twenty is the unit up to 200, so from 200 up
to 2,000 the unit is the word kpako= 200. The numbers
between any multiple of 200, i. c. any odd number of

hundreds, etc., are made up by using multiples of the

lower base number esi = twenty. Thus 300 in Nupe
is 200 plus five scores, and 320 would be 200 plus

six scores, because, as was shown before, the extra 120
which has to be expressed after the kpako = 200, is in

Nupe one single number, and not two as in English, 100
and 20. So, too, there is no break at 1,000, which is

simply five ttvo-himdreds, and the numbers go on in even
steps from 200 up to 2,000, to express which figure a

new unit is used. The numbers from 200 to 2,000 then
are as follows :

200 kpako.

300 kpako be sitsminyi.

400 kpoba, i. e. kpako g-dba = two two-hundreds.

82
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500 kpoba be sitsun nyi.

600 kpota, i e, kpako guta.

700 kpota be sitsun nyi.

800 kpagiinni, i. e. kpako gunni.

900 kpagiinni be sitsun nyi.

1,000 kpotsun, i. e. kpako gtitsun.

1,100 kpotsun be sitsun nyi.

1,200 kpotsv/anyi, i. e. kpako gutswanyi.

1 ,400 kpotwaba, i. e. kpako gutwaba.

1,600 kpotota, ix. kpako gutota.

1,800 kpotwani, ^. c. kpako gutwani.

2,000 gba, a new unit.

Tills new unit, gba = 2,000, is dealt with in exactly

the same way as esi and kpako, and multiples of it are

formed up to gbaguwo = 20,000, which is tlie largest

iigure for whicli the Nupes have a single number,

though they can, of course, express far higher numbers.

These multiples of gba are as follows

:

2,000 gba.

3,000 gba be kpotsun nyi.

4,000 gboba, i. e. gba guba.

5,000 gboba be kpotsun nyi.

6,000 gbota, i. e. gba guta.

8,000 gbagunni, i. c. gba gunni.

10,000 gbotsun, i. e. gba giitsuii.

12,000 gbotswanyi, i. e. gba gutswanyi.

14,000 gbotwaba, i. e. gba gutwaba.

16,000 gbotota, i. e. gba gutota.

18,000 gbotwani, /. e. gba gutwani.

20,000 gbaguwo.

Thus 13,462 would be rendered in Nupe as follows:

12,000 = gbotswanyi (2,000 X 6)

1,400 = kpotwaba (200 X 7)

60 = sita (20 X 3)

2 = guba.

gbotswanyi be kpotwaba nyi tu sita be guba nyi.
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As these higher numbers were ahnost always

employed for counting cowries, the words Gura nini=
one sackful, was used to denote 20,000 cowries, and so

the word Giira may be taken to represent 20,000,

though it is not a real number and would not be used

for counting persons.

For numbers above ghkguwo = 20,000, the word Gba
is used, followed by any number as a multiple, e.g.

100,000 would be gba arata, i.e. fifty two-thousands,

and 2,000,000 would be g^ba kpotsun, i. e. a thousand
two-thousands.

For very large numbers the word Eda = times, is

introduced as the equivalent of the arithmetical sign X

,

so that the base number gba may be multiplied twice,

as it were. For instance, 4,000,000 would be in Niipe

gba kpako eda giiwo, i. e. two hundred two-thousands

taken ten times; 2,000 X 200 X 10 = 4,000,000. Thus
it will be seen that the Nupes possess a system of

numeration that enables them to express the very

highest numbers quite clearly and intelligently. The
expression gba wuru is sometimes used in order to

express an indefinitely large number.
Another peculiarity about the numbers is that when

a number is within a little of a larger round number,
it is expressed by subtracting the difference that

separates it from the larger number. For instance, 18

is called est din giiba, i.e. twenty less two, and 75 is called

sini din gutsun, i. e. eighty less five. In the higher

numbers this is pushed still further, and comparatively

large numbers are subtracted from a round number to

express some number below it. Ex. : 950= kpotsun dm
arata, i. e. one thousand less fifty, and 39,000 = gba 'si

din kpotsun, i. e. forty thousand less one thousand. This

is explainable by the fact that a number when it ap-

proaches a larger round number is made up of so many
additions as it were, that it is often quicker to go at

once to the higher number and then deduct from it,

rather than build up from the lower round number.
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The Nupe system of numeration may be summarized

as follows.

1. Twenty and not ten is the first base number used.

2. From twenty up to one hundred and eighty,

multiples of twenty are used, until kpako= two hundred,

or ten twenties, is reached.

3. In the same way multiples of kpako are used,

until gba = two thousand, or ten two-hundreds, is

reached.

4. Gba can be used in its multiples up to ten times,

i. e. 20,000, after which gba is used as a separate word

with any number used after it as a multiple.

5. Up to one hundred the odd numbers of tens, i. e. the

half scores, are generally expressed by special words

that have been borrowed from Yoruba ; but from one

hundred up to two hundred the half scores are formed

by adding ten to the number below.

6. In the same way the odd numbers of hundreds or

thousands are formed by adding sitsun = one hundred,

or kpotsun = one thousand, to the number below it.

7. When a number is approaching a larger round

number, it is often expressed by putting the larger

round number first and then subtracting from it the

difference.

8. In order to translate any number above twenty

into Nupe the following rule will be found useful.

Divide the number by two, leaving the last figure, i. e.

the unit, as it is, remembering the remainder (if any) is

simply guwo. Then take the last figure but one as so

many esi = twenties, and the next figure before it as so

many kpako = two-hundreds, and the remaining figures

as so many gba = two-thousands.

For example, to deal with the number 15,460 ;
divided

by two it will read 7,730, i. e. three twenties= sita ;
seven

two-hundreds = kpotwaba ; and seven two-thousands

= gbotwaba ; that is, gbotwaba be kpotwaba nyi tu sita.
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Ordinal Numerals

The^e are formed by cutting off the first syllable and
adding ci to the end of the number, except in the case

of mafari = first, which is a Hausa word. Thus :

—

gim-ni = four ni-ci = fourth

gu-twaba = seven twabaci = seventh

For the ordinals of any number above ten, the

cardinal number is used with the preposition nya
before it. Ex. : fifteenth = nya gogi.

Sometimes instead of nya, tso is used at the end.

Ex. : sixteen = gogi be 'ni nyi tso.

Ordinal Adverbs

These are of three kinds, as follows :

1. By adding the prefix zun to the cardinal adjective,

we obtain a word that means so many times (the original

number). Ex. :

mi be ziinguba I came twice.

a wu u lu zunguwo they beat him ten times.

Sometimes, how^ever, the adjective is used without

any change to express the same idea exactly. Ex.

:

u ga nana gunni it exceeds this four times.

doko nya ini ga nya m.y horse is twice as good

we giiba as yours.

2. By repeating the last syllables of tlie cardinal we
obtain a w^ord that means either groups of the same
number in each, or all of that particular number. Ex.

:

wmi ekun u aratata she is selling them by fifties.

la a be gutata bring them all three.

3. Sometimes the numeral adjective is repeated to

indicate that the things are to be divided into groups

each containing that quantity. Ex. :

la a sisi guta guta put them down three by three,

kpa eel gutsun gutsun pile the yams by fives for

ya mi me.
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Notice the word Eni (sometimes contracted to 'Ni)

used to mean one, in the following idiomatic phrases

:

'fo eni one day. 'ba eni one place.

'za eni one person, zunni at once; lit. one time.

bici eni immediately ; lit. one foot.

list of Numerals.

gbanwo.

gbanwo be 'ni nyi.

gbanwo be o guba nyi.

rudin din gliba.

rudin diii nini.

rudin.

rudin be 'ni nyi.

rudin be o guba nyi.

siba dill guba.

siba din nini.

siba.

siba be 'ni nyi.

siba be o guba nyi.

siba be guta nyi.

siba be gunni nyi.

siba be o gutsun nyi.

siba be o giitswanyi nyi.

siba be o gutwaba nyi.

arata din guba.

arata din nini.

arata.

arata be 'ni nyi.

arata be o guba nyi.

arata be o guta nyi.

arata be o gunni nyi.

sita din gutsun.

sita din giiiini.

sita din guta.

sita din guba.

sita din nini.

The followini]^ is a com
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60.
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123.
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171. ogbogiimii be o guwo 230.

nyi tu nini. 240.

172. ogbogunni be o guwo 250.

nyi tu guba. 2GO.

173. ogbogunni be o guwo 270.

nji tu giita. 280.

174. ogboguiini be o guwo 290.

nyi tu gunni.

175. gwasa din giitsmi. 300.

176. gwasa din guiini. 310.

177. gwasa din guta.

178. gwasa diii guba. 320.

179. gwasa din nini. o30.

180. gwasa.

181. gwasa be 'ni nyi. 340.

182. gwasa be o guba nyi. 350.

183. gwasa be o giita nyi. 360,

184. gwasa be o gunni nyi. 370.

185. gwasa be o gutsun nyi. 380.

186. gwasa be o gutswanyi 390.

nyi. 400.

187. gwasa be o gutwaba 420.

nyi. 440.

188. gwasa be o gutcta nyi. 4G0.

189. gwasa be o gutwani nyi. 480.

190. kpako din giiwo. 500.

191. kpako din gutwani. 520.

192. kpako din giiLota. 540.

193. kpako din gutwaba. 560.

194. kpako din gutswanyi. 580.

195. kpako din gutsuii. 600.

196. kpako din giiiini. 650.

197. kpako din guta, 700.

198. kpako din guba. 750.

199. kpako din nini. 800.

200. kpako. 900.

210. kpako be guwo nyi. 1000.

220. kpako be esi nyi. 1100.

tu

til

kpako be gbanwo nyi.

kpako be siba nyi.

kpako be arata nyi.

kpako be sita nyi.

kpako be adwani nyi.

kpako be sini nyi.

kpako be sini nyi

guwo.

kpako be sitsun nyi.

kpako be sitsun nyi

guwo.

kpako be sitswanyi nyi.

kpako be sitswanyi nyi

tu giiwo.

kpako be sitwaba nyi.

kpoba dill arata.

kpoba dill siba.

kpoba din gbanwo.

kpoba din esi.

kpoba din guwo.

kpoba.

kpoba be esi nyi.

kpoba be siba nyi.

kpoba be sita nyi.

kpoba be sini nyi.

kpoba be sitsiui nyi.

kpoba be sitswanyi nyi.

kpoba be sitwaba nyi.

kpota din siba.

kpota din esi.

kpota.

kpota be arata nyi.

kpota be sitsun nyi.

kpagiiiini din arata.

kpagiuini.

kpagiinni be sitsun nyi

kpotsun.

kpotsun be sitsun nyi.
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1200. kpotswanyi.

1400. kpotwaba.

1600. kpotota.

1800. kpotwani.

2000. gM.
240 0. gba be kpoba nyi.

30U0. gba be kpotsun nyi.

40(^0. gboba.

6000. gbota.

8000. g-bag1iniii.

10,000. gbotsun.

12,000. gbotswanyi.

14,000. gbotwaba.

16,000. g'botota.

18,000. gbotwani.

20,000. gbaguwo. (1 giiia.)

22,000. gbaguwo be 'ni nyi.

30,000. gba gogi.

40,000. gba 'si. (2 gura.)

50,000. gba 'si be o gutsun

nyi.

60,000. gba gbanwo.

(3 gura.)

70,000. gba rudin.

80,000. gba siba. (4 gura.)

90,000. gba siba be o gutsun

nyi.

100,000. gba arata.

(5 giu-a.)

120,000. gba sita. (6 gura.)

140,000. gba adwani.

(7 gitra.)

150,000. gba sini din gutsun.

160,000. gba sini. (8 gura.)

180,000. gba sini be o giiwo

nyi. (9 gura.)

200,000. gba sitsun.

(10 gura.)

240,000. gba sitswanyi.

(12 gura.)

280,000. gba sitwaba,

(14 gura.)

300,000. gba ogbogunni din

giiwo. (15 gura.)

320,000. gba ogbogunni.

(16 gura.)

360,000. gba gwasa.

(18 gura.)

400,000. gba kpako.

(20 giira.)

500,000. gba kpako be arata

nyi. (25 gura.)

600,000. gba kpako be si-

tsun nyi.

(30'gura.)

800,000. gba kpoba.

(40 gura.)

1,000,000. gba kpoba be si-

tsun nyi.

(50 giira.)

1,100,000. gba kpota din

arata.

(55 giira.)

1,200,000. gba kpota.

(60 gura.)

1,400,000. gba kpota be si-

tsun nyi.

(70 giira.)

1,600,000. gba kpaguiuvi.

(80 giira.)

2,000,000. gba kpotsun.

(100 gura.)

2,400,000. gba kpotswanyi.

(120 giira.)

2,800,000. gba kpotwaba.

(140 gura.)
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3,200,000. gba kpotota. 80,000,000 gba kpako eda

(160 giira.) kpako.

8,600,000. gba kpotwani. (4,000 gura.)

(180 gura.) 800,000,000. gba kpako eda

4,000,000. gba kpako eda gba.

gliwo. (40,000 gm^a.)

(200 gura.) 800,000,000,000. gba kpako
6,000,000. gba kpako eda eda gba kpo-

gogi. (300 giira.) tsun.

20,000,000. gba kpako eda (40,000,000 gura.)

arata.

(1,000 gura.)



CHAPTER XIV

METHOD OF RECKONING TIME

The Nupes, like so many other nations, reckon both

the day they start from and the day they finish on in

calculating time, so that the actual number of days is

always one less than the number expressed. Notice

that they have distinct words for the phrases " the-day-

after-to-morro\y " and " the-day-before-yesterday," where

in English four words have to be used to express each

idea.

nyina to-day.

esun to-morrow,

tsiiwo yesterday.

sunkpazi day after to-morrow,

tsotaci day before yesterday.

1. In reckoning time past, the verb giin = to complete,

is used in the present perfect tense, and the first day as

well as the last have to be reckoned in making up the

total. Ex. :

wun agun 'fo giiniii nyina it is four days ago to-day
;

lit. it has completed four

days to-day.

nyina o gutsun live days ago.

(This is a contraction of nyina agun efo gutsun.)

mi tu kata ga eya baci I built that house last year;

lit. the second year,

wim agiin 'fo gunkin na wo how many days is it since

le u ye na o ? you saw him ?

u da efo gunni ani it is already four days ago.
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2. For future time the verb ke= to remain, is generally

used, or else simply the number of days on ahead is

mentioned followed by the word nyina= to-day, it being

understood that the time is being reckoned on from
then. Ex. :

wun ake efo giita na mi a in three days' time I will

lo na go ; lit. it remains three

days that I will go.

u ke degi na wim a be na he will come in a little time.

'fo gunni nyina mi a nakin o four days from to-day I will

start.

mi a lo baga eya ndoci I will go there another year.

3. Notice the phrase u jin 'fo, lit. it makes a day, used

in speaking of an indefinite long period ; and also the

companion idiom of using 'fo giiba, lit. two days, to ex-

press a long while. The word gaka = long time, lit. to

exceed time, is used when the time is reckoned in hours

and has not run into days. Ex. :

we a jin 'fo baga o ? will you be long there ?

okti be 'fo guba nyi welcome after your long

absence.

u gaka hari hari u ci zin he was a long time before

he returned.

goro ga agaka nuwon, kaga should a hook belong in the

u zin be nyika nyi a, wun water, if it does not come
a zin be nyasa nyi, out with a fish, it will

come out with weeds.

4. In speaking of a certain day of the week, the words
''next" and " last" are expressed as follow. Ex. :

Alade na ebe na next Sunday.
Alade nya batsozi last Sunday.
Alade baci na ebe na next Sunday week.
Alade baci nya batsozi last Sunday week.

Notice the phrase etswa na da nin bo na = two
months in the future ; lit. the month inside.
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5. Tiie days of the week have been introduced from

tlie Arabic and are as follows :

Alade Sunday, lit. first.

Atenin Monday, lit. second.

Talata Tuesday, lit. third.

Lariiba Wednesday, lit. fourth.

Alami Thursday, lit. fifth.

Jima Friday, lit. Assembly.

Asibi Saturday, lit. seventh.

6. The Nupe months follow tlie moon, and so no

English equivalent can be given for the names of the

months which follow.

Etswa Naviin

Etswa Bawa Gani

Etswa Gani

Etswa Togaya
Etswa Togaya Guba

Etswa Bawa Azmi' Za Gbako

Etswa Aziin 'Za Gbako

Etswa Bawa Azim (Rama-
dan)

Etswa Azmi (or Ramadan)

Etswa Salagi

Etswa Bawa Salako

montb of Torches,

the month before Gani.

the month of Gani.

the month of Togaya.

the second month of To-

gaya.

the montli before the Old
People's Fast.

the month of the Old
People's Fast,

the month before the Fast.

(Ramadan.)
the month of the Fast, or

Ramadan,
the month of the Little

Feast.

the month before the Great

Feast.

Etswa Salako month of the Great Feast.

7. The names of the seasons of the year arc as follows :

Rainy Season. April 1st

till Oct. 80th approx.

Ziuiziiiika

Yikere Dry Season. Nov. 1st till

Mar. 30th approx.
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Gbanfereka Cold Season i. c. the Har-
mattan, about January.

Banagunka Hot Season, i. e. March and
April, before the rains.

Weights and Measures

There are very few words that denote an exact

quantity of anything, and measures of Weight and
Length are almost entirely wanting, except the words
that are used for measuring cloth, which are as follows

:

Egwa kpankoro from the tip of the finger

to the middle joint of the

finger (about 2 inches).

Taka from the tip of the first

finger to the thumb,
when stretched apart

(about 8 inches).

Gwaka or Kami from the finger tip to the

elbow (about 2 feet).

Gaba from the tip of one finger to

the tip of the finger on

the other hand with both

armsoutstretched(6feet).

For measuring ground or building, the word bici =
the length of the foot is used.

Miscellaneous Measures

ema



PART IV

CHAPTER XV

euphonic changes, etc.

The False Accentuation

This is a subject of some importance, but it has

not been touched upon before owing to its difficulty,

although quite possibly it has been* noticed already

by the student.

When two words come together, the first of which
ends on the grave accent, this grave accent is often

changed to the inverted circumflex for the sake of

euphony. This change of accent is not marked in

writing, as it is only a temporary accent due to the

sequence of tones, and the student must learn when it

is used and put it in from memory.
A common example is eya mi = my friend, which is

always pronounced as eya mi. This change in the tone

seems to be due to a desire to avoid beginning a

sentence on two grave accents, and to introduce an

accent on which the voice can dwell, e, g. an inverted

circumflex, as soon as possible. The following are

examples of this curious change of tone :

ega Soko the word of God pronounced ega Soko.

ewo le a rain coat „ ewo le.

tsukun mi my stick „ tsiikmi mi.

eza 'mizi people of the house „ eza 'mizi.

emi 'tsu the king's house „ emi 'tsu.

eza gasikiya a true person „ eza gasikiya.
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In any of the above examples the false accent would
disappear if the word nya = of, were introduced between

the two words, as this introduces an acute accent on

which the voice can dwell, into the phrase.

Ex. : emi nya etsu the house of the king.

Here there is no change in the tone.

However, in some cases where a phrase begins with

two grave accents, no change is made, and the false

accent does not appear.

Ex. : eza dede a bad person.

Here there is no change in the tone.

Raising of Tone in Negative Sentences

There is another change of tone or accent which is not

marked in any way that must be noticed in negative

sentences. This is a kind of gradual raising of the tone

on all the words in a sentence preparatory to the drop

down to the grave accent on the negative a at the end.

It is this premonition of the end of the sentence that

enables a Nupe to know that the sentence is a negative

one, although there is no word to show that it is a

negative until the a is reached at the end. The mental

effect of this gradual raising of the voice in a negative

sentence may be represented graphically as under.

mi le u ye niiimi dzuko bo ^
I did not see him in the

3- market.

In order to realize this change in the tone that is made
when a sentence is negative, the student should try

getting a native to say the two following pairs of sen-

tences, the only diiference between them being the
single letter a at the end of the second one, and noticing

the difference in to7ie almost all through the second. Ex.

:

u kpe enya na wun ejin na he knows what he is doing.

ct. u kpe enya na wun ejin he knows not what he is

na a doing.
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mi de enya na wun ewa na I have wliat lie wants.

d. mi de enya na wnn ewa I have not what he wants,

na a

Neither this change of tone due to the negative, nor

the false accent already treated of, can be marked in any

way, as the change is only a temporary one, and to try

to represent it by any sort of accent would only lead to

great confusion.

The Euphonic at the End of Sentences

In addition to the bo, often contracted to o, that

follows the Prepositional Verbs (vide p. 34), there is

another o, apparently used for euphony, that is also

placed at the end of certain sentences. Its usage is as

follows

:

1. When any part of the Predicate occurs at the

beginning of the sentence before the verb, then this

euphonic o is placed at the end. Ex.

:

tsuwo u be yesterday he came,

bise nana mi a si o this fowl I wall buy.

In both these examples it will be noticed that some
part of the Predicate comes at the beginning of the

sentence, and that the " o " takes the place of the word
that has been moved away to the beginning of the

sentence. In both these examples the natural order

would be for the word at the beoinnino- to come at the

end, and the object of placing it first seems to be to

give emphasis to the statement. If the word reverts

to its place at the end, then the " o " drops. Ex.

:

u be tsuwo he came yesterday.

mi a si bise nana I will buy this fowl.
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2. The demonstrative adjective Ga= that, is followed

as a rule by the euphonic o at the end of the phrase.

Ex.

:

^
bagi ga si nana o that man bought this.

egi ga jin wiin o that boy did it.

But when the sentence ends in a Negative, or a word
ending in a, or in ani, the euphonic o is not used. Ex.

;

doko ga ge a that horse is not good,

bagi ga be ani that man has come already,

eya ga aka that canoe is bent.

3. The Euphonic o is also used to mark some, but

not all, Interrogative sentences. It seems to be used as

a general rule after words ending in a, e, or o, but not

after i or u. Ex.

:

ze jin nana o ? who did this ?

we ewa si ede o ? do you want to buy cloth ?

wo jin nana wo o ? can you do this ?

wo ga ga Musa la u? did you say Musa took it ?

wo de enyagici gi ? have you food to eat ?

4. The Euphonic o is also used after the conjunction

Acin =a= thus, and also generally, but not always, after the

compounds of Acin. Ex.

:

acin u ta ya mi o so he told me.

acinga u yi o so it is.

acinga a be kpata o so they all came.

5. A euphonic o is inserted in between certain of the

compound numbers, viz. when any unit (except the

number one) is added to another number, the o is

placed after the preposition be = with, and just before

the unit. Ex. : sita be o giita nyi = sixty-three.

When a number between ten and twenty has to be

added on, the o is placed before the guwo. Ex.

:

sitsun be o giiwo nyi tu giita, one hundred and thirteen.
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Summary ' J \'\ :': :.' :

Thus an o at the end of a sentence may be any of

the following

:

1. Contraction of bo after a prepositional Verb.

2. Contraction of bo after a preposition of Place.

3. Contraction of bo after a preposition understood.

4. A euphonic o used after a question.^

5» A euphonic o used after the word Acin.

6. A euphonic o used after the word Ga.

7. A euphonic o used to show that part of the pre-

dicate precedes the verb.

8. A euphonic o used in connection with a compound
number.

Interchangeable Letters

1. Sometimes the letter n is changed into m in

inflections for the sake of euphony, where it would be

difficult to pronounce the "n" before some letters, viz.

before p or b. Thus pa tsun becomes in its inverteil

form tsumpa ; and cin zunye bo becomes zunyecimboci.

2. Sometimes kp and gb are interchanged, especially

in long words that are reduplicated. Ex. : kpakpanyi

is sometimes pronounced gbagbanyi, and kporokporonyi

may become gborogboronyi.

3. L and R are often interchanged, and in fact some
natives seem unable to distinguish between the two

letters, and pronounce a sound which it is hard to

identify as either L or R, but would do duty for either.

In any case a word would be understood when it is

pronounced with either liquid letter. Some examples

are here given

:

lulu or ruru steam. roro or 1616 ago.

kolo or koro throat. liri or riri malt.

lumaka or rumaka sponge. eri or eli witness.

rayi or layi life. rani or lani blemish.
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V ' "; V* {^ MlSCELiAN-EOUS

1. Verbs of one syllable are sometimes repeated at

the end of the sentence, partly for emphasis, and partly

perhaps for the sake of euphony ; and in the same way
the first syllable of a Predicate-Adjective may be
repeated at the end of a word. Ex.

:

u da u da he went away,
a ta mi ta they deceived me.
u gbokagbo it is strong.

mi a gi u gi I will eat it.

mi tun u tun I sent him.
mi ezin zin I am returninsf.

u dokundo it is much,
wuii ebicibi he is running.

2. Some words seem to have an accent half way
between the middle and the acute accent, and to be
pronounced on a higher note than the ordinary middle
accent. No attempt has been made to mark this half

accent as there are only a few words which seem to

possess it. Ex.

:

bagi man. lefi sin, fault.

kaba Indian corn. Makwa a Nupe town.

In the same way the personal pronouns seem to be
pronounced on an accent a little loiucr than the middle
accent, so that when a pronoun comes next to a word
on a middle accent, that word carries a greater stress

than the pronoun, as if it were on a higher accent.

Notice in the following phrases how the stress passes

on over the pronoun to rest on a word of the same
accent nominally, but which must in reahty be a little

higher. Ex.

:

gun yi ye pity us. {The stress is on the " ye.")

mi ma yi diikiyadeci I also am a rich person.

{The stress is on the " ma.")
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3. It will be noticed that nearly all the syllables in

Nupe are open, i. e. end in a vowel. This is one of the

characteristics of the language, and helps to give it such

a musical sound. The only consonants that are found

at the end of syllables are N, N, and M.
N is as much a modifier of the previous vowel as

anything else, and it can hardly be said to close the

syllable.

N ^^as probably part of the double consonant used to

begin the following syllable, and has become detached

and joined on to the end of the previous syllable. It is

only found before the letters G, T, C, and K. Ex.

:

tonto, rongbo lankpa, longero, kpankoro, gonta,

futanfu, sentigi.

M seems to be used chiefly for euphony. It only

occurs before the letters P or B. Ex. :

zempa, bimbiri, tutumpere, katamba, kpembo.

4. Care must be taken not to divide the Double
letters, especially when they occur at the beginning

of a syllable in the middle of a word. Sometimes the

first syllable of a word appears to end in a consonant^

whereas in reality the consonant is part of the double

consonant that begins the next syllable.

Notice the following examples of double consonants

in the middle of words. Ex.

:

ndondo any ^?yw^o«7icc6? ndo-ndo and not ndon-do.

dagba elephant „ da-gba „ dag-ba.

etsu king „ e-tsu „ et-su.

The double consonants in use in Nupe are as follow :

ND, NY, NW, DZ, TS, RW, SW, GW, LW, and the triple

consonants TSW and MGB. Also NN and MM each

occur once in Nupe in the words nna = mother, and
mma = uncle, respectively.

Gb and Kp are not classed as double consonants, as

each combination represents a single sound.
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The only combination of vowels used is the " ia," in

which the " i " is given a very shortened sound, while

the " a" preserves its original sound. Ex. :

diadia verandah. siasia interest, usury,

kosia tomb. guzia ground nuts.

CONTKACTIONS AND ELISIONS

1. Nearly all nouns beginning with the letter ** e,"

drop this initial letter when preceded by another word,

or even when they stand at the beginning of a sentence.

Ex.:

mi le 'za giiba ye tsiiwo I saw two people yester-

day,

'nya na wo la ya mi na ge the thing that you gave
re me is very nice.

2. The initial ** 1 " of the verb La = to take, is often

dropped, when it must be carefully distinguished from
the *' a " of the Present Perfect, and tlie personal

pronoun. Ex. :

a won n, 'a u wu they caught him, and killed him.

In this example the first *' a " is the personal pronoun,

while the second is a contraction of la = to take.

8. The pronouns Wo = thou, and Ye = you, often

drop their initial letter ; and the phrase u yi = it is, is

sometimes contracted to *' e." Ex.

:

'e be babo you come here.

mi le nangi 'o ye I saw your goat.

e mi le u ye a it is not I who saw him.



CHAPTER XVI

RELATIONSHIP

This is always a confusiag subject in any African

language, as the terms father, brother, etc., are used

very loosely to indicate any sorts of kinship, and also

the prevalence of polygamy and of divorce, not to men-
tion slavery, all tend to complicate family relationships.

In addition to this, they distinguisli maternal and
paternal relations in a way that we do not in English,

so that there may he two or three ways of translating

uncle for instance.

Notice that for words of Common Gender, where the

one term in Nupe does duty for the Masculine or the

Feminine, the words Bagi = man, and Nyizagi= woman,
are used as suffixes when needed to distinguish the

sex. Ex.

:

egi bagi boy. egi nyizagi girl.

When the father is dead or has become an old man,
his eldest son is considered the head of the family, and
all his brothers' and sisters' children call him their

father ; and in the same way the children of the brothers

or sisters call the eldest sister mother. Thus the term
Nda = father, is used for the actual father, and also

for the paternal uncles who are older than the father.

In the same way Nna = mother, is used for the actual

mother, and also for the maternal aunts who are older

than the mother. The paternal uncles who are younger
than the father are called Ndagi, lit. little father, and
the maternal aunts who are 3'ounger than the mother
are called Nnagi, lit. little mother. The paternal aunts
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are all called Macima, and the maternal uncles are all

called Mma.
These relationships may be set out in tabular form

as follows

:

Father's older brother nda.

„ younger brother ndagi.

„ sisters macima.
Mother's older sister nna.

„ younger sister nnagi.

„ brothers mma.

Thus a man's father's brothers are all either *' nda
"

or **ndagi," and his mother's sisters either "nna" or

"nnagi" ; the two distinctive words being kept for the

father s sisters = Macima, and the mother''s hrothers =
Mma.

There is no exact equivalent for the words nephew,
niece, or cousin, but the following terms are used with

their peculiar meanings

:

Magi means the child of one's sister.

Egi means the child of a man's younger
brother or sister.

Dzomaci means the children of a brother and a

sister, i. e. cousins.

Yaya means an elder cousin.

Other relationships are termed as follows

:

Yegi bagi a brother.

Tsogi bagi a half brother.

Yagi grandchild.

Enyamaci parents.

Yaya an older relation.

Gwazunma younger brother or sister.

Nyici \

Dangi \ relations in general.

Enyi J

Egi kpati first born.
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Yegi nyizagi a sister.

Tsogi nyizagi a half sister.

Eya great-grandchild.

Yali family, i. e. wives and children.

Nugunci elder brother or sister.

Nanyici tribesman (r^?. nyici = relation).

Egi kpanmagi last born.

Relationship by Marriage

Bridegroom Eba yawo. Bride Yawo.
Husband Eba, or bagi. Wife Nyimi, or nyizagi.

A man calls his wife's father and mother Yele.

A woman calls her husband's father and mother
Bayiwo.

In each case the words bagi = man, or nyizagi =
woman, should be used if needed to distinguish the

sexes.

A man is said to tahe a bride, i. e. la yawo.

A woman is said to go a bride, i. e. lo yawo.

In the case of a man marrying a widow or a divorced

woman, they are both said to tic a bride, i. e. pa yawo.



CHAPTER XVII

SALUTATIONS AND GREETINGS

This is a very important subject, as salutations, etc.,

play a very large part in native life and customs, and
the foreigner who can make the customary polite in-

quiries and return the proper answers to such inquiries,

will hold a high position in the estimation of the people
with whom he comes in contact.

The basis in all salutations is the word Oku, often con-

tracted to 'Kti, which means hail or greeting, or " / salute

you for'' This word is used alone or in conjunction with
other words bearing on the special circumstances, as for

instance, Oku be lazin nyi = good morning. Notice
that the word nyi (the second part of the preposition

be. . nyi = with) is often contracted in speaking to the
sound of " i " alone.

1. The answer to all salutations beginning with " oku
"

is " oku " with or without other words following it. The
following are some of the most common general
salutations :

Oku I salute you or Hail

!

Oku be lazin nyi good morning (up to about
10 a.m.).

Oku be yigidi nyi greetings for the sun (from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m.).

Oku be loziin nyi good evening (from 4 p.m. to

sunset).

Oku be 'fe nyi greetings for the wind or cold.

Oku be banagmi nyi greetings for the heat.

Oku be bayeko nyi greetings for the dampness.
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Okti be 'tun nyi greetings for working.

Okti be 'diinfe nyi greetings for sitting.

Oku be 'bo nyi greetings for tiredness or arrival.

Oku be 'mi nyi greetings for being at home.

Oku be 'bo nyi 'tun greetings for tiredness after

work

.

Oku be 'fo guba nyi greetings for long absence. Lit.

for two days.

Oku be kazun ana nyi greetings for just now.

Oku be 'za nyi greetings for a journey.

Tiius it will be seen tLat almost any conceivable

circumstance can be made the base of a salutation

beginning with oku. In the case of a verb being intro-

duced it will be noticed that it is used in the form of

the gerund.

For the salutation, oku be 'bo nyi, given to anyone

arriving home from a journey, however short, the proper

answer is oku be 'mi nyi, but for most of the others a

simple " oku " would be the proper answer.

2. For saying good-bye the following phrases are used :

"Wun aze laziii good-night ; lit, it will become the

morning.

Wun aze 'sun good-bye ; lit. it will become to-

morrow.

Wuu aze mangi good-bye for the present ; lit. it

will become a short while.

Wun aze 'ka ndoci good-bye ; lit. it will become
another time.

Wun aze 'fo ndoci good-bye ; lit. it will become
another day.

Wun aze zin good-bye; lit. it will become the

returning.

3. Other salutations take the form of questions and
require an appropriate answer, either the phrase mi jin

yebo Soko = I thank God, or else the phrase mi da bo

lafiya = I am well, with the pronoun in the singular or
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plural according to circumstances. Sometimes this

latter phrase is contracted to simply lafiya = well.

Ke wo wo na 1 how are you ? lit, how do
you feel ?

Ke wo wo be 'bo nyi na o ? how do you feel wdth the

tiredness ?

Ke wo wo be 'tun nyi na o ? how do you feel with the

work ?

Ke wo wo be lazin nyi na how do you feel with the

? morning ?

1 Emi lafiya ? is your house all right ?

^ Eza 'mi we2i ? is your household all right ?

1 Eza bagazi ? are the people there all

right ?

In each case the phrase mi jin yebo Soko, or lafiya,

or mi {or a) da bo lafiya would be the answer to the

above inquiries.

4. The following inquiries have no special form of

answer attached to them

:

Wo ana 'ni? 1 , .
i i o

Or Wo'anakin ani? |
'^^^° y°" ^'^^'^ "P ^''"^'^^^^ '

{Note,—The second phrase is the full form of the

first, but it is not generally used.)

Wo asi lozun ani ? have you reached the evening ?

Wo dzun be ani ? have you come out already ?

Wo asale ani ? have you awakened already ?

We ejin u ? are you doing it ?

Wo zin ani ? have you come back ?

These are not so much real inquiries, as statements

which are put in the form of a question, or a polite

inquiry which does not expect any answer, or merely
the answer " yes," i. e. bin, eba or to.

5. The following phrases are used on various occa-

sions, and the proper answer, if any is made, would be

to = all right, yes.

^ Cp. p. 97 for remarks on the False Accent.
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Grawama well done (used to people at

work).

Mai aba or marahabi welcome.^

Ye ya lo good-bye ; lit. you begin to go.

Ye lo bo zin good-bye ; lit. you will go and return

(said to one starting on a sbort

journey).

Eye wo da na ? is it really you ? lit. is it your face ?

(said on meeting a friend after a
long absence).

Na ke na da na yes, it's me ; lit. what remains of it is

here. This is the usual answer to

the above question, but the phrase

mi jin yebo Soko = I thank God,

can also be used.

6. Last of all there are the salutations invoking

blessings or other pious wishes, of which the Nupes are

so fond. The answer to all these expressions beginning

with Soko is, ami = amen.

Soko yi yell God is the morrow (said on
parting at night).

Soko yi 'suii God is to-morrow (said on
parting at night).

Soko u wa wo dziin May God deliver you.

Soko u cin yi be yele dozi May God grant us to see one
nyi another again; lit. God

love us with the seeing

the other.

Soko u la 'za u ge May God prosper thejourney.

Soko u yi 'o lo be lafiya May God accompany you
nyi witli peace.

Soko u la rayi we u lokpa May God prolong your life.

Soko u ya we sawuki May God grant you ease.

Soko u so yi asiri May God hide us secretly,

i. e. from evil.

^ The Nupe equivalent of this Arabic word is berenyi, but it

has almost entirely been superseded by the Arabic expression.
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Soko u ya we hankuri May God give you patience

(said to one who lost a

relative by death).

Soko ka cin God willing.

Special Salutations

The Nupes have an elaborate system of ranks, each

of which has its proper salutation as distinct from the

name of the rank. Thus the third in rank from the

Emir is called Makun, but he is saluted as Daniya
;

(cp.

an earl being addressed as " my lord.") There is a

long list of ranks and titles extending from the Emir
downwards, the holders of which all have some connec-

tion with the Emir, i. e. they are descended from the

Fulani conquerorei, called by the Nupes Goyi, who over-

ran the country and seized the chief power some
hundred years ago. These are all classed together as

sarota, which may be taken as meaning, related to the

Reigning Family.

After these come the ranks that belonged to the old

Nupe aristocracy and which are bestowed by the Emir
upon prominent men who are not descended from the

Fulani. They are called saraki, and they include civil

and military titles.

Last of all comes the various ranks which are given

to the kings' chief slaves, who then become very impor-

tant personages.

. As well as these, the Kiadia tribe have their own
system of ranks and titles, and all the principal trades

and handicrafts have names and special salutations for

their headmen, including the mallams ; and even the

chief women traders in the market have titles.

As well as these real ranks and distinctions, each

headman copies the King, and gives out titles among
his following, and some of these again may do so in

their compounds. Societies of young men distribute

titles among their companions with the same saluta-
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tions as the real titles, although of course everyone

recognizes them ns only as it were play titles. Thus
you may hear a young man saluted Daniya, i. e. the

salutation for the Makun, when he is merely the third

in order in a band of young men to wliich he belongs.

In the same way you may have the " King of the i;rass-

cutters" in a district of a town, and the "Crown Prince

of the Boxers," each of whom will be given the correct

salutation.

A list of these ranks and their salutations is given

farther on, but some of the more common salutations

may be noted now.

For a prince, Lerania, Dawudu, Yama, Daniya, Amali.

For a judge, Gurnza, Kiiliya.

For a mallam, Sewii, Siigaba.

For a district headman, Agaba, Gimba.

For a hunter, Ndace.

The most common salutations answering roughly to

our " sir," etc., are

—

Zaki sire; {lit. lion). Dawudii my lord.

Woncin your honour. Nda father, mister.

Sometimes the Yoruba word Baba = father, is used

for old men, etc.

Majin, which means head or chief, may be used in

connection with any profession or trade to denote an

important man, as, fur instance, majin cigbe = tlie chief

doctor, i. e. one who knows medicine thoroughly w^ell,

and Egba has much the same meaning, though it fs

generally used alone, without mentioning the profession.

H
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ranks and titles

Ranks given to Members of the Royal Family

Note.—In each case where more than one word is

given, the first one is the most generally used ; the

others being less frequent alternatives.

Etsu King; sahtted as, Zaki, Bagadozi Sama-
zagudu, Ciwo hankali.

Siaba Crown Prince ; Dawudii, Kpako nyankpa.
Kpotun Yama, Gboyafaru, Suyibini, Elu dztii^u

Kodondo.
Makun Daniya, Adanbirice, La Dibo gun lazin, La

Kupa nase.

Nakoji Daniya, Dada wu dzodzo, Babarankasi,

Gbadarigi, Etuii yi 'ba donci o.

Lakpiaiinia Nyandalii, Dagba da 'ya a.

Rani Dan saraki, Lerama, Ciyan saraki.

Nagia Yama, Gbiandia, Murogaci, Bisi,

Saci Ganaomace, Gi gaka, Lerama.
Tsadiiya Takun, Lerama.
Fogun Daniya.

Lefariima Kobo,
Siabagi nin Dawudii, Kpako nyankpa {cp. Siaba).

Kusodii Daniya, Ewon na tso 'dii na.

Kafa Lerama.
Cekpa Suku, Dodondawa.
Ceceko Daniya, Dakiin, Gabo.

Benii Kigudu, Dawudu.
Cata Ceginasun, Dodondawa.
Ginya Kobo.

Gbagbaruku Nakpaki.
Tsoyida Dzaka, Mawore, Edzakukumaku, Gandzo

Bisa, Daniya.
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Tswasiako
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Military Titles (contimied)

Somfarakwa
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Titles among the Kiadia or Canoemen

Kuta
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Toiun. Title. Salutation.

Sakpe Etsu Sakpe. La wu a.

Kiitigi Etsu Kutigi. Zo nuwon, Bagadozi.

Makwa (Mokwa) Nda Liie. Dawudu.
Liaba Liaba. Dodondawa.
Moregi (Muraji) Kiita. Dombasi.



CHAPTER XIX

IDIOMATIC USAGE OF 31^ AND GI

As well as its ordinarv meanino; " to make " or " to

do," the verb Jin has also the followiriLT idiomatic

uses.

1. As meaijing to cause or to effect. Ex.

:

ke jin we ci si iiangi ? what made you buy
a goat ?

ke ejin we yi o, we ci egaga what is making you
aninga o ? you talk like this ?

2. As the equivalent of (he verb Yi =^ to be. Ex. :

Bagi ana ajin niisa this man is old.

u jin eya guta ani it is three years ago.

u jin 'za guru saranyi he is a really good man.

Notice that in each case the verb yi could be substi-

tuted for the jin without a change in the meaning.
3. To form Compound verbs from words introduced

from Hausa, Arabic, or other languages. Ex.

:

jin mi gafara forgive me.
wun ejin aduwa he is praying.

wun a jin changi be mi nyi he will take turn

about with me.

ga jin wawa ma don't act foolishly.
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4. With the meaning of something being the matter,

or troubling a person. Ex. :

ke jin u, ci la be a ? what is the matter, that

he has not come 3^et ?

ke jin we yi ? mi ajin cingun what is the matter with

you ? I have got

fever.

Tlie verb GI, which means to eat, is also used in the

following idiomatic sentences with various meanings.
Ex.:

mi gi 'le dokun

'za ga gi mi nugiuici o

u gi 'gun nda u

u gi tici

u gi mi gbata

bata egi u naka
eda mi agi

ekun la ezi ga gi

I made much profit ; lit. I ate

much profit.

that man is older than me.
he has got his father's in-

heritance ; lit. he ate his

father's inheritance.

he holds a rank.

he owes me a debt ; lit. he
ate a debt.

disease is attacking his body.

my shoes are worn out ; lit.

are eaten.

war destroyed that town ; lit.

ate it.

Notice the various compounds formed from Enya,
= a thing, and Eba = a place, especially in connection

with the body. Ex. :

u ta 'nya lie is in pain ; lit. a thing hurts him.
u ze mi 'nya he hit me ; lit. he struck me thing.

mi anyi 'ba I am hurt ; lit. I have spoiled a place,

ke 'ba ya mi make room for me; lit. leave a place for

me.
II yi 'ba dzim he stole a way out ; lit. he stole a place

[and] went out.
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There are a few adjectives that have a special form

of the verb to he which belongs to them, and which

seems to have an intensifying effect on the adjective.

Ex.:

u yi bokiin it is white. u vunbokiin it is very white.

u yi ziko it is black. u siziko it is very black.

u yi yeko it is cold. u fuyeko it is very cold.



PART V

CHAPTER XX
NUPE LITERATURE

For a long time it was thought that the Nupes
possessed no literature of their own, until the discovery

was made a few years ago that there were in existence

in the Nupe country a number of songs written in the

Aljemi character, and dating back about one hundred
years. This bastard Arabic character called Aljemi is

in general use in parts of North Africa, and all over

the Western Sudan ; and although it is not at all

suited to the Nupe language, still it has been used as

the medium of circulating poems and songs, and so

the Nupes can truthfully be said to be possessed of

literature of their own as much as the Hausas who use

the same character.

This literature consists almost entirely of religious

poems or songs intended to be committed to memory,
and embodying the special points in Mohammedanism
that the mallams wished to impress upon the then pagan
Nupes. Some of these songs contain curious alkisions

and statements which are certainly not to be found in

the Koran, but the Mohammedanism of so many of

the Nupes is such a strange mixture of paganism and
Islam, that it is not surprising to find that their

teachers were themselves in error about many things.

A specimen page of one of these songs written in

the Aljemi character is the frontispiece to this book,

and a transcript of the same into Komau characters is

here given, and also the English translation.
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TllANSLITERATION

Bismi allahi arrahmani arrahimi salla allahu ala anabi

alkarim.

1. Mi ya, mi ebe yebo ya 'tsu na jin a ci ajin yi na.

Soko woncin azakpe ya 'za na ga kpa u ye na.

Jin a ma, jin a 'ti, kaye 'tsu na yi kagboci na.

Alhamdu yebo yi ejin o ya Tsoci na jin yi na.

Asalatu yesi be 'yi nyi ya egi Amina na u ma na.

2. Soko ya yi 'ti, ii ya yi 'gwa, to bici, yi ejin yebo.

Etsu ga jin yere giitwani fi ninmi naka 'za bo.

Aba Jiya ga, Ye kpe ze eta Nupe ci ejin yebo '?

Abu Bakari egi Anasi ci ekoni, ci ejin yebo.

Yesi be 'yi nyi godewa ya Tsoci na jin yi na.

o. Tsoci u jin anabawazi jin ya egi Makaci.

Tsoci u jin malaylkazi jin ya egi Makaci.

Tsoci u jin 'fe, u jin 'na, to nuwon ya egi Makaci.

Tunci Soko yi a gba o, Mahamadii egi Makaci.

Yesi be yi nyi yi eyi wun o, ezako na ba yi na.

4. Soko Tsoci yi eba lafiya na dokuii na.

Soko Tsoci yi eba 'nya, to rakun na a la kara yi na.

Soko ga Iwo eli yi ma, wo ya yi 'nya na yi eba na.

Soko u la yi lo Maka, yi a da ezi nya egi Amina.

Madina tsa a eyi wun o, 'ba na a tu 'mi zi bo na.

5, Yi ba u 'bo Swalihu bo, wo ya yi ebo Sarijisu bo.

Yi ba u 'bo Lukmanu bo, wo ya yi ebo Zalikifulu bo.

Yi ba u 'bo Yunusa bo, wo ya yi ebo Sofuwanu bo.

Yi ba u 'bo Mahamadu bo, wo ya yi ebo Asabuhu
uzi bo.

Wo ya yi gwaga 'fo mi 'ku nyi, na ke yi ga be ena

nyi na,

etc.
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Translation

In the name of God, the merciful, the compassionate,

may God bless the generous prophet.

1. I have begun, I am adding thanks to the King who
made them and us.

God is great and surpasses all those who think on
Him.

He makes them to rejoice and to cry, the name of

the Mighty King.

Alhamdu, praise we are giving to the Lord who
made us.

Prayer night and day to the son born to Amina.

2. God gave us a head, He also gave us hands and feet,

and we are thankful.

That King made nine apertures in the body of

man.
Aba Jiya says. Do you know those who speak Nupe

and are giving thanks ?

Abu Bakari the son of Anasi is singing and giving

thanks.

Night and day [we give] thanks to the Lord who
made us.

3. The Lord made the prophets for the son of Mecca.

The Lord made the angels for the son of Mecca.

The Lord made wind, and fire, and w^ater for the

son of Mecca.

The Apostle of God we will worship, Mohammed
the son of Mecca.

Night and day we call on him, the Mighty one who
pleases us.

4. Lord God, we are begging for liealth that is

abundant.

Lord God, we are begging for something, and a

camel to carry our load.
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God, regard not our ways, but grant us what we are

begging for.

Mny God bring us to Mecca ; we are going to the

city of Amina's son.

It is called Medina itself, the place where homes

are prepared.

5. We beg for it for Swalihu's sake
;
grant it to us for

Sarijisu's sake.

We beg for it for Lukman's sake
;
grant it to us for

Zu-Alkifulu's sake.

We beg for it for Jonah's sake
;
grant it to us for

Sofuwanu's sake.

We beg for it for Mohammed's sake
;
grant it to

us for his Companions' sake.

Give us an escape in the day of Hades, whereby we

shall escape the fire.

PATIENCE

This song was written by a Nupe mallam in the

Aljemi character.

(For notes see p. 1310

1. Nyizagizi bazagizi,^

Ye wo 'ni be 'mi Nupe nyi.

Eza na wo na jiii hankuri.

Hankuri ma, ii ci zo nyi jin.

Yiya eni ana da na,

Waziin la u jin ya eti mi o.

Hankuri ma, u ci zo nyi jin.

2. Mi re - jin asalatii ya anabizi be hankuri nyi.

Mi re jin ya swabezi be hankuri nyi.

Mi re jin ya eya mizi be hankuri nyi.

Mi re jin ya yegi mizi be hankuri nyi.

Hankuri ma, u ci zo nyi jin.
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8. Soko g-a wo de o, jin hankuri.

Anabi ga wo de o, jin hankuri.

Dide wo de ^ o, jin hankuri.

Kag-a wo de a, jin hankuri.

Hankuri ma, u ci z6 nyi jin.

4. Nyimi wo de o, jin hankuri.

Egi wo de o, jin hankuri.

Lafiya wo de o, jin hankuri.

Bata wo de o, jin hankuri.

Hankuri ma, u ci zo nyi jin.

5. Masoyi wo de o, jin hankuri.

Makiri wo de o, jiii hankuri.

Bide karatuii, jin hankuri.

Dide litafi, jin hankuri.

Hankuri ma, u ci zo nyi jin.

6. Karatmiwuci, jin hankuri.

Karatunjinci, jin hankuri.

Ecun-alheriloci, jin hankuri.

Etun-'giinloci, jin hankuri.

Hankuri ma, u ci zo nyi jiii.

7. Eriatwaci, jin hankuri.

Nyabotaci, jiii hankuri.

Nyayedaci, jin hankuri.

Talaka ma, jin hankuri.

Hankuri ma, u ci zo nyi jin.

8. Etsu kami ana,"* jin hankuri.

Alikali kami ana, jin hankuri.

Ekuiigunci, jin hankuii.

Fataucijinci, jin hankuri.

Hankuri ma, u ci zo nyi jiii.

9. Eba be ya we, jin hankuri.

Eba pin ya we, jin hankuri.

Yeg'i mizi si tukpa, jin hankuri.

Ye wo eni ana, eza na wo na, jin hankuri.

Hankuri ma, u ci zo nyi jin.
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10. Gugo wo sala, jin hankuri.

Gugo wo aziimi, jin hankuri.

Alijenaloci, jin hankuri.

Enaloci, jin hankuri.

Hankuri ma, u ci zo nyi jin.

11. Cinwpn anabawa, jin hankuri.

Cinwon woli, jin hankuri.

Zunyesunci, jin hankuri.

Zunyecimboci, jin hankuri.

Girimankayiwoci, jin hankuri.

Ledabideci, jin hankuri.

Hankuri ma, u ci zo nyi jin.

12. Tibideci, jin hankuri.

Etimananci, jin hankuri.

Zabokoci, jin hankuri.

Gacincinci, jin hankuri.

Hankuri ma, u ei zo nyi jin,

13. Yizewaci, jin hankuri.

Ekuwaci, jin hankuri,

Cinwon wo de o, jin hankuii.

Gbigba wo de o, jin hankuri.

Hankuii ma, u ci zo nyi jin.

14. Manajinci, jin hankuri.

Manaawoei, jin hankuri.

Cewo re gi 'le, jin hankuri.

Cewo re zun ya, jin hankuri.

Hankuri ma, u ci zo nyi jin.

If. Gasikiyataci, jin hankuri.

Gamanazunci, jin hankuri.

Za na jin hankuri na, u ga afo.

Za na jin a na, u ga aya.

Hankuri ma, u ci zo nyi jin.
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16. Musulumizi, jin hankuri.

Kafirizi, jin hankuri.

Kaga enikoci ana de lada a,

Asia ma u ga de zunubi a.

Hankuri ma, u ci zo nyi jin.

17. Larabawazi,^ ko be hankuri nyi.

Hausawazi, ko be hankuri nyi.

Gojrizi, ko be hankuri nyi.

Acin ma mi go ma be hankuri nyi.

Hankuri ma, u ci zo nyi jin.

18. Etsu ye re wa gafara be hankuri nyi.

U re wa ye go u mi be hankuri nyi.

Ze eko 'ni ana be hankuri nyi.

Kantici, ko be hankuri nyi.

Hankuri ma, u ci zo nyi jin.

19. Mi ko 'ni ko be hankuri nyi.

Bati bati siba gutota be hankuri nyi.

Hankuri ma, u ci zo nyi jin.

Translation

1. Women and men, listen to a song in Niipe.

He who hears, be patient.

Patience is good, but it is so hard to be patient.

The origin of this song was my desire to preach.

Patience is good, but it is so hard to be patient.

2. I am praying to the prophets with patience.

I am praying to the Companions with patience.

I am praying to my friends with patience.

I am praying to my brethren with patience.

Patience is good, but it is so hard to be patient.

3. Have you God, be patient.

Have you the prophet, be patient.
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Have you plenty, be patient.

If you have not, be patient.

Patience is good, but it is so hard to be patient.

4. Have you a wife, be patient.

Have you a child, be patient.

Have you liealth, be patient.

Have you sickness, be patient.

Patience is good, but it is so hard to be patient.

5. Have you friends, be patient.

Have you enemies, be j^^^^tient.

Having learning, be patient.

Having books, be patient.

Patience is good, but it is so hard to be patient.

6. Teacher, be patient.

Scholar, be patient.

Worker of good, be patient.

Worker of evil, be patient.

Patience is good, but it is so hard to be patient.

7. Philanthropist, be patient.

Miser, be patient.

Inquisitive man, be patient.

Poor man, be patient.

Patience is good, but it is so hard to be patient.

8. The king of tliese times, be patient.

The judge of these times, be patient.

Warrior, be patient.

Trader, be patient.

Patience is good, but it is so hard to be patient.

9. Is the place wide for you, be patient.

Is the place narrow for you, be patient.

My brethren, listen with patience.

Listen ye to this song, and let him who hears be
patient.

Patience is good, but it is so hard to be patient.

1
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10. The one who can perform the devotions, be patient

The one who can keep the fast, be patient.

The one going to heaven, be patient.

The one going to hell, be patient.

Patience is good, but it is so hard to be patient.

11. The honour of a prophet, be patient.

The honour of a saint, be patient.

One with sliame, be patient.

One without shame, be patient.

One without reputation, be patient.

One with politeness, be patient.

Patience is good, but it is so hard to be patient.

12. Unluck}^ one, be patient.

Lucky one, be patient.

Slanderer, be patient.

Proverbial is t, be patient.

Patience is good, but it is so liard to be patient.

13. Worldling, be patient.

Other-world-seeker, be patient.

Have you honour, be patient.

Have you dishonour, be patient.

Patience is good, but it is so hard to be patient.

14. Grateful one, be patient.

Ungrateful one, be patient.

Successful trader, be patient.

Unsuccessful trader, be patient.

Patience is good, but it is so hard to be patient.

15. Truthteller, be patient.

Liar, be patient.

He who is patient shall be saved.

He who is not, shall be lost.

Patience is good, but it is so hard to be patient.

16. Moslems, be patient.

Heathen, be patient.
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If this soDg has no reward;

Indeed, neither will it be a sin.

Patience is good, but it is so hard to be patient.

17. Arabs, sing it with patience.

Hausas, sing it with patience.

Fulanis, sing it with patience.

I also receive it with patience.

Patience is good, but it is so haid to be patient.

18. Your king wants forgiveness with patience.

He wants you to answer him with patience.

Who is singing this song with patience ?

Countrjaiian, sing it with patience.

Patience is good, but it is so hard to be patient.

19. I have sung this song with patience.

Forty-eight verses with patience.

Patience is good, but it is so hard to be patient.

1 Bazagi was evidently the original form of bagi.
" Another sign of age is the use of the almost obsolete re for

the Present Continuous Tense.
^ A good example of the fondness of the Nupes for a cognate

object to form an alliteration.
'^ The phrase "of this time" is added, as Kimj (ind Judge are

so frequently used of God.
5 A curious double plural, Larabawa being already in the

plural without the zi.

THE BEATITUDES (Matthew v. 1-12)

1. Na Jesu le eza kama ye na, acin u da gun pati o :

kami na u fedun na,

2. eza zimma iizi be ba u : \i kpe emi u wu a 'ga, ga,

8. Mawo da be a nyi nazi da nyagban o na
;
gama

sarota nya sama yi nya a.

4. Mawo da be a nyi nazi etigi na .• gama a a de

nyagbanfa. •
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5. Mawo da be haiiknrijiiicizi nyi : gama a a gi 'gun

yize.

G. Mawo da be a nyi nazi egun mada to noiiwo nya eli

gasikiya na : garna a ga afuiiin.

7. Mawo da be ezayeguncizi nyi : gama a a de yegiin

go-

8. Mawo da be eza nyagban iilieizi nyi : gama a a ie

Soko ye.

9. Mawo da be ewiingacizi nyi : gama a a yi a egizi

nya Soko.

10. Mawo da be a nyi nazi a gasun ebo gasikiya o

na : gama sarota nya sama yi nya a.

11. Mawo da be ye nyi kami na eza a gi ye toko na,

to na a ga ye sim na, to na a gaga dede titititi

eti ye bo na, na yi ganiana na, ebo mi bo.

12. Ye manin, ye fe manin doknn : gama iada ye dokuii

ninmi sama o : gamasi acinga a ga anabizi sim o,

nazi si ye dzo na.

1 CORINTHIANS XIII

1. Ka mi ga gaga be ezi misunzi nyi nya ezawangizi

to nya malayikazi, mi ei de cincin a na, mi aze ke

efiii na etiwd na, ko kiile na eti gongonyi na. 2. Ka mi

ga de eriatwa nya waziinjin mi ei kpe enyasusocizi ye

kpata, to kpikpe kpata ; ka mi ga de egago kpata, hari

mi la patikozi kiabo wo, mi ei de cincin a na, mi yi

enya ndondo a. 3. Ka mi ga la dukiya mi ga kpata ya

talakazi, ka mi ga iugwa a la naka mi din 'na ya, mi ei

de cincin a na, u jin mi anfani ndondo a. 4. Cincin de

hankuri dokun. ci ejin alheri ; cincin ela nyagban a

;

cincin ejiii fari a ; 5. wun ewogi a, wmi ejin 'nya na

go u nyi a na a, wun ewa 'nya nya 'ti wimtso a, wun
ezewuii a, wim ekpaye iefi a ; 6. v/un emanin ninmi eli

dede bo a, ama wun emanin ninmi gasikiya o ; 7. wun
ejin hankuri be enya ndondo nyi, wun ela gasikiya ya

enya ndondo, wun etu 'nya ye be enya ndondo nyi, wmi
ewu nyagban be enya ndondo nyi. 8. Cincin ezo a : ama
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ka wazunjin ga da bo, wun a gog-a ; ka ezi misim tititlti

ga da bo, a ga azo ; ka kpikpe ga da bo, u ga azo 'ti.

9. Gama yi kpe gafi ye, yi ma ejin waziin nya gafi.

10. ama kami na enya na yi giingura na ga be na, eiiya

iia yi gafi na ga agoga. 11. Kami na mi yi dzakangi

na, mi gaga dzakangi, mi kpaye dzakangi, mi de yema
dzakangi : gbani na mi aze bagi na, mi la eli dzakangi
ku ya. 12. Gama gbani yi ie 'ba ye ninmi bayele o

biribiri ; ama kanga eye be eye nyi : gbani mi kpe gafi

ye ; ama kanga mi a kpe kpata ye, kendo na a kpe mi
ye kpata na. 13. Gbani wun ake egago, to yetu, to

cincin, giita na da ana, ama na ga dozi nInmi nanazi o

na, sayi cincin.

THE LORD'S PRAYER
Nda yi na da sama o na, Kaye we lilici u yi o. Muiiki

we u be. Yi jin enya na we wa na nInmi yize o, Kendo
na a jin u ninmi sama o na, Ya yi enyagici yi nyina,

nya nyina. Jin yi gafara lefi yi, kendo na yi jin eza

nazi jin yi lefi gafara na. Ga la yi 16 da ninmi mima-
cinle ma, Ama ke yi ga be Ibili nji : Ebo muiiki yi nya
we, to kagbo, to cinwon, hari io. Ami.



- CHAPTER XXI

SOME PROVERBS AND COMMON SAYINGS

1 Za iia tsu na, wuii ga edin zezi ke na gwa o :

Tlie one who died (first) is the one who is dragging

down the rest.

2 Aliibasa, wuii ego li iiya nuwon a

:

An onion does not take tiie character of water (i.e.

a child is not always like its parents).

3 A wii nusa ga, tsiiii gi a

:

They don't teacli old people how to take food (cp.

"Don't teach your grandmother," etc.).

4 Ajin a ta 'ga 'mi kansana ?

:

Can a person talk with a dry mouth ? (i.e. a person

wants to be fed before he can work).

5 Pegi degi acin sokogunci wo gbata 'ku o :

Little by little the leper pays his debt to the

grave (i. e. by losing his fingers, etc.).

6 Asiada ii ka 'za nyi gi a :

Slander does not hinder a person from eating.

7 Asara, wun ga eka maza ka bolanci o :

Misfortune is what holds back the energetic man
to wait for the feeble man.

8 Ewo da 'ga ke nuwon da 'gun na :

Money softens a dispute as water softens clay.

134
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9 Kendo na cecengi yi na, acing'a imwon yi o :

AcconliDg to the size of the blister, so is the amount
of water (i. e. things are jnst as tliey appear).

J Kaga enya ta nuwon bo a, zungbere a lo 'kpan a

:

Unless there is .somelhing on the water the ants
won't cross ovei- {i. c. there is a reason for every-
thing).

11 Bataci ii Iwo kagboci a :

A shppery place pays no attention to a strong man
(i. e. he can fall as easily as anyone else).

12 Ega ekpa 'na kpa, wim ekiin wun a :

A fold only shelters the flock, it doesn't sell them
{i. e. to have is not to own).

1 3 Soko na sa 'mi na wuii a te wun a :

God who made the mouth v»'ill not close it up.

14 Kaga egi tigi a, a la u?

:

If the child doesn't cry will it be carried? {i.e.

nothing is given without asking for it).

1

5

Daga fiimflu^uyi, acin a ka nyika o :

When the hsh is fresh is the time to bend it (i. r.

trani a child wdiile it is young).

16 A kpe te ke sami elii nuwon na a ci ku 'wo da si u
Pet>2:)le know that a sieve leaks and yet they go

and buy it.

17 Katamba woncin la gbodonji gbaye a :

A large p'Ach does not despise the clay pit (from
which it was dug).

18 Yize gbangba yi ele gbani o :

We are living in the age of ducks now (i. e. young
ducks run on ahead of the old ones, so do tlie

children of to-day).
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19 A la cigbe gbako jin nya 'ti a :

They don't give stomach medicine for a pain in

the head. (Don't beat about the bush.)

20 Gbako nusa bo a tun nyasa o :

Into the liearts of old people they tip rubbish

(i. e. old people are compelled to listen to reports

both good and evil).

21 Diiini gba 'ka ? :

Do flies follow charcoal ? (i. e. will one work for

another when he is not likely to get anything

for it ?)

22 Ajin a si nugiin ya kparo ? :

Can they make a boundary line for the partridge ?

23 Ajin a gbin 'do ga a ci fi u 'yi ?

:

Do they ask permission of the granary to put corn

in it ? (Of course not, it was built for that

purpose.)

24 Ajin a wo duku nuwon keze ? :

Do they turn back at hearing the noise of the

water ? (Don't be easily discouraged.)

25 Man na de fiila dara a na, ga, Enya ga ele a 'ti :

The pritst who has not got a red fez cap says,

" That thing makes the head itch " (cp. The
fox and the grapes).

26 Ajin a gba 'zako go cami ? :

Do tlie}^ lollow a great man to receive only his

blessing ? (They want something more sub-

stantial than that.)

27 Nyagban kin ba ii jin eli kin ba a :

The body prostrated on the ground does not make
humility.
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28 Yekpa dede a kpa a ci tu kata 'ti te o :

It was a bad thought that made them build a fire-

proof house (i. e. taking precautions means that

you suspect).

29 Soko kun, swafa manin :

When it thun<lers the chihl in pawn is ghid ; i. e.

it is going to rain and he won't have to work on

the farm' {cp. It is an ill wind that blows no

one any good).

30 Nusa tutunti u yi o, eza ndoiido ku 'ba da ya kpe u :

An old man is a dumping ground ; everybody

throws sweepings on him {i. e. every one tells

him their troubles).

31 Ekpa gbo a, wo ga ebi nii a :

When your arm is weak you say the knife is blunt

{cp. "Bad workmen grumble at their tools").

32 Mi de 'wo em nyina a, wuncin ma eka mi gba nyi

de 'sun a :

I haven't got a cowrie to-day, but that does not

hinder me from having two thousand to-morrow.

33 Ajin a ce ^kpa, kin yaba? :

When one shoots an arrow does the ground get

out of the way ? (Don't expect impossibilities.)

34 Gbinga wo u gbinka a, ama zunma u tsa aso a :

One who always asks the way won't go astray, but

he can't hide where he is going.

35 Enya 'o u ga azo 'na ba o, 'a 'ye la bo :

When you have nothing more on the fire, take

your eyes away.
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36 Eluko 16 'gba, elugi abici :

When a big bird goes to a tree the little ones

leave.

37 Ga kun esi nyikaiikpinei ya mi ma :

Don't sell me a dog that has no teeth. (Deal
honestly.)

38 Ena ii ga kim 'yi gi, wnn akun 'tuii ta :

When tlie goat is old enough to eat corn it is old

enough to be hit with the pestle.

39 A ga epo selu, eti fe iiu kparo :

When tliey roast a guinea-fowl the partridge has a

headache. (When danger is near be careful.)

40 Egbe wim aze 'gbe dagba, 'a 'sigi 'o won go :

When the hunt turns out to be an elephant hunt,

call your dogs off.

41 A gun 'ziko be 'wim nyi a :

A great city is not taken by means of a quarrel.

42 Eza 'tipaci, u woma yize a :

A timid person does not enjoy the world.

43 Eza yiganci u lo kpata ii ciii 'ya bo a :

A respected man will never go to the ferry and
lack a boat. (Do good and you will receive

good.)

44 Koko, u knn nya na u kii na a :

A growth on a thing is never as big as the thing

itself.

45 Cigbe na a le be koko nyi na, kaga u zo 'gun a, wun
a zo mada :

Medicine that is mixed up with food, even if it

doesn't cure the disease, will cure hunger.
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46 Esi bavun la nyaiikpa a :

A (log fond of iiesh won't carry off a piece of iron

[by mistake].

47 A la ami mana kun dangi a, gania wun a won 'nya

ga etsu a :

They don't waste good words selling a cat, for it

will not catch anything more than rats.

48 Eza ga ga ga, Ke ke mi gi le a ? nyagban-nyi go u
be :

Wlien a person says, "What is there I have never

eaten," envy makes him say it.

49 Nusa da 'ba o enya nyi a, ama a la egwa 'ba 'na

din a wa :

When an old person is near by nothing will be

spoiled, but they snatch away their hand where
fire burns them.

50 Esigi na gomi 'gbe na, wim ga a la giri da o :

A dog that is good at hunting is the one they put
a collar on.

51 Giama ga anikin, ziinye asun Soko :

When a chameleon falls, God has been put to

shame. (The chameleon is so very cautious.)

52. Go sungwa, u yi go gi a :

Take and hold it, does not mean take and eat it.

53 Ajin a mu cigbe 'a gintara bata ? :

Do people lick medicine and forget their tongue ?

54 Dekiin guba eya dozi simi a :

Two white cloths cannot colour each other. (You
cannot give what you do not possess.)

55 Eza na a wa na, eba pin wun a :

There is always room for one who is wanted.
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56 Eza fe doko 'ti o, u ma gwa bise a :

A man on horseback cannot show the height of a

fowl.

57 Cigban na ma 'na na, u ko a :

Wood that burns well v/ill not last long.

58 Ajin a la nyankpa guba fi 'na o tswa ? :

Do they have two irons in the fire while forging ?

59 Ele, gwaziinma tsutsu u yi o :

Sleep is the youDger brother of death.

60 Bagi na de sena a na, wun a tu 'je ye a :

A man who has not got his board money need not

expect any porridge.

61 Degi degi edii za ci be go yeko o :

Little by little the Niger rises till it overflows the

road

.

62 Nnwon amalo, zempa a de fin :

Even if water is scarce, the threshold will have

enough to drink (i. c. it will get the dish water).

63 Gasikiya 11 'gwa ga 'ko :

Truth makes the hands cleaner than soap.

64 Gamana ta ga 'tin :

A lie hurts more than a sore.

65 La n gasun, wuncin ge ga la n bata :

To trouble me is better than to forget me.

QQ Tsutsu emitso u yi o, u jin 'ga a, ama 'fo na wun abe

na, wun aze 'ga ya yi 'fo ga :

Death is the master of the house, and is no

stranger, but when it comes, it will have become

a stranger to us that day.
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67 Nanko edajin ya bata a :

The cattle don't thank the meadow. (Often we are

not thankful for the daily blessings.)

68 Ekpa wo yi o, a ce 'o wo ziii a ? :

Are you an arrow, that is shot out and does not

return ? (Said when a messenger is slow in

returning.)

69 A jin nyina ge ebo 'sun o :

Do well to-day on account of to-morrow.

70 Tukpa pa u lugwa tukpa atsu a :

Constant remiuding does not allow the ear to die

(?'. e. to forget).

71 A yi 'za guba kpata bo a :

They don't call for two [canoe] men at a ferry

crossing (i. e. one will tell the other to take the

canoe across).

72 Enya ndondo ti ke enya na a :

Nothing makes as much noise as a drum.

73 Niisa ga abici nya tsutsu, dzakangi a gikiimi cin

u le :

The old man runs from death, but the child stands

and looks at it.

74 Dzakangi ga egun 'na tsutsu, nusa 'a da bo u ga ya :

If children are kindling the fire of death, if an

old man is there he should scatter it.

75 Kinkere tun takiin? :

Do scorpions sting stones? (i.e. You are spending

your strength for nought.)

76 Fo na eza fa 'wo wangi na, wun a gun yele u 'fo

ga a:

The day that a man wears his best clothes he

won't meet his father-in-law that day.
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77 Aleki nya yig-beci yi nini, nya eza na wiin nya ii na
yi kpotsun :

The sin of the thief is one, but the sins of the

owner are a thousand (?'. e. by accusing everybody
of the theft).

78 Dagba ga 'a 'tsiin ce, dagba ga a go won o :

When an elephant kicks, only an elepliant can
receive that kick.

79 Eya yigbeci, yigbeci u yi o :

A friend of a thief is a tliief

80 Yaba ma 'gi dede 'a una u wu :

The banana bears bad fruit, for it kills its mother
{i.e. by breaking down the stalk).

81 Dangi da m' bo eta fifa, lugwa u lo kuso u da u cin

kana ii le :

The cat sits at home telling how nimble she is; let

her go to tlie forest and watch the monkey !

82 A yi we mia bakogi wo jin gaga, bise iia ema guwo
na keii jin o ?

:

Tliey call you the mother of twins and you are

very proud ; what about tlie hen that has ten

chickens ?

83 Ebi ga aga nu, wun a 'tswa sa

:

When the knife is too sharp it cuts the sheath.

84 Nuwon na se babo a na, wun ga ebe diiku nyi o :

It is the water that doesn't fill the pot, that

makes the most noise.

85 A woma gliba giinji bo a :

You can'r, enjoy two things on a sandbank {i.e.

water is close by, but wood is a long way off).

86 Egaga a cin a yi jinjin a :

Talkinof is not doino-.
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87 Wo g-a le nusa ye ebici, kaga wim enya 'nya a, afe

enya enya u

:

If j^ou see an old man ruiining, if lie is not chasing

something, somethiDg is cliasiog liim.

88 Eg-a dede, nyika fu niiwoii bipa :

Bad news, the hsh is bathing in warm water (^ie.

being cooked).

89 Nil! ga fu 'za, jekiui yi 'li o :

When a person is fall, what remains bears witness

to it {i. e. Don't say a man is really satisfied till

yon see his leavings).

90. Sangi u tun ba li a, naka a ke u ba :

The birch rod doesn't reach the character ; the

body stands between.

9 i Dinni kpako, efu nini

:

Two linndred flies, one bee.

92 Etsu kpako, dangi nini

:

Two hundred rats, one cat {cp. One bee is better

than a handful of flies).

93 Ga Iwo ege nya bagi ma, bagi de u de 'wo

:

Don't consider the goodness of a man, as long as

he has money.

94 Ewo wu 'za ga tsukiin :

Money kills more men than a staff.

95 Yele ge ga wuwo :

Seeing is better than hearing.

96 Fiiini ga wun a nyanya nya 'fe a, u de edza nya
gwa u ?

:

The leaf said that it would not dance to the wind
;

has it got a drummer of its own ? (Make the

best of what you have got.)
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97 Tsutsu go niisa nyi, ii go dzakangi nyi a :

Death swallows up the old ; it does not swallow

the young.

98 Dzakangi ga da bo, wun a be aze nusa

:

If a child lives it will become an old person.

99 Zinkiri u nyi 'nya a, wun ege 'nya ge

:

Delaj^ does not spoil things, it makes them better.

100 Ega fii sokiin a, eza 'mi la u be o

:

Private conversation does not fly over walls, it is

the people of the house who tell it [outside].

101 Elu kukii u la tsnkun a :

An old bird never carries a stick,

102 A ma ^gi dede,'a la ya makundunnu a :

[If] a bad child is born, they won't give it to the

hyenas.

103 Bola la 'wun ze 'tsa :

A weak person turns a quarrel into laughter (/. e.

he can't fight it out).

104 Eyi wara ga pin 'do, ninmi u yi tsatsanyi

:

If a grain of corn falls in the mud, the inside is

still wdiite.

105 A la ega tun nusa 'ye vanyi a

:

No one accuses an old person to the face hastily.

106 Soko edinye a :

God is in no hurry.

107 E toto dangi a, 'nya na ewpn bise na dokun

:

There are many things that catch chickens besides

cats. (Don't accuse hastily.)
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108 A de lukukii 'fia a, cin gwapa u le :

You don't get a pigeon for nothing, [so] look at its

wings (i.e. someone did sonietliing to the pigeon

first).

109 Baba sa be 'iu nyi a :

The river-bank doesn't fall away with the bird [in

it] (some birds scoop out nests in the sandy banks
of rivers).

110 Tsuta gbagba ii ma ya :

Pepper is small, but it smarts.

111 Dinye nuwon eda o :

Water runs in ditches.

112 Eye din 'tswa u ce lazin a :

The new moon is never in such a hurry that it

appears in the morning. (The new moon is

only visible for an hour or so after sunset.)

113 Ebo zo 'ye o, u ma zo nyagban bo a :

A dispute may be ended in the face and still

remain in the heart.

114 Mi a lo 'zi, mi a lo 'zi, wun ga ela 'zi lokpa :

I am going, I am going, that is what makes the

journey long.

115 Eza iia ewa yize na wun a dzodzo a, eza na ewa eku
na wun a dzodzo a :

The man who wants to gain this world won't play,

and the one who wants to gain the next world

won't play [eithci].

116 Etun, wun ga ela eza wangi ga gwa o :

It is work that puts one man ahead of another.

117 Bici titinko wun ejin tukpa lefi a :

The big toe never does the ear any harm.

K
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118 Ka ryika be gintara nyi a ece 'fo sunwun

:

Even the tongue and the teetli quarrel now and

then. (Cp. The best of friends fall out.)

119 Diiini kpe 'tsu ye a :

A fly does not know a king.

120 Gamana wuii esa a robo a :

A ]ie does not make a person's throat swell.

1 21 Eti u 16 etitso a :

The head is never too heavy for its owner.

122 Kagboci lagwasuii 'nya, bolanci la gwa kpe :

When a strong man has hold of a thing the weak
man lets go. (^G}). Might is right.)

123 Elii na ga wun a gi zungbere na, be yedin nyi wun
a nakin o :

The bird that says it will eat driver-ants will leave

in a hurry. (Driver-ants bite the bird's throat

and sometimes kill it.)

124 A tu 'mi ka ye na, a tu 'mi ka tukpa a :

You may build a wall to stop people looking; you
cannot build one to stop people hearing.

125 Giinci le ekuii ye egoga, u ci jin yebo Soko

:

A sick man saw a corpse gcing by and he thanked
God.

126 Tsutsu la koro dzakangi a fe wun a :

If death were to brino forth blossom a child should

not pluck it.

127 Aziki la 'mi ye tu o :

Prosperity causes the house to be rebuilt {i.e. to

enlarge it).
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128 Eza a lele ke o, wun a sale ke o

:

If a person sleeps before yoii, he will waken before

yon.

129 Nampa kukii ii won 'na 'mi bo a :

A leopard is never too old to catch goatj=.

130 Madag-iinci u kpe 'je asamu ye a :

A hungry person does not know poisoned food.

131 Mita dziiko wun a wu cigban a :

The market noise will never kill a tree.

132 Ega u kun egi na a ma ezi o na a :

A stranger is never of the same standing as one

who is born in the town.

133 Eza awunkpa daga 'zi babo a le u ye ezi ndoci bo a,

smia tsa a lo bo :

A person is never so tall that he can be seen from

here to the next town ; it is his name that goes.

134 Nukpanyi guba a lamitu dozi banza a :

Tv/o greybeards do not follow one another for

nothino-.

135 Ezi na we a la 'wo lo na, ewo ga wun siri wun o

:

If you are to take money on a journey the money
decides about the preparation for it.

136 Eye leye wun a la wuii a :

The eye sees but can't take away.

137 Groro ga agaka nuwon, kaga u zin be nyika nyi a,

wun a zin be nyasa nyi

:

When a hook is a long time in the water, if it

doesn't bring up a fish it will bring up weeds.

138 A kpetso Soko nikin nyi a :

No one who trusts in God will ever fall.
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139 A la kasa gbako eye dzakan bo a :

They don't open a crocodile's stomach in fiont of

children {i. e. they may see something there

that will frighten them).

140 Yize si bo si, ama kami tsa yi titi o :

The world remains the same, it is only the times
that change.

141 Ewo iia giama leye na wuii ga wun esa o, wuii esa

ewo koiido a

:

[The colour of] the garment that the chameleon
sees is what it imitates; it can't imitate the

garments in a hamper.

142 Wo la mi da 'gban da fa 'de, we ci ga we a be 'a 'de

dzu nil efogi o :

You took me to the market-place and stripped me
of my clothing, and now you say 3^ou will re-

clothe me up a lane {i. e. as the punishment was
public so ought the reparation to be).

143 Egba gliba ta daga, giilu a le mada

:

When two expert warriors join battle the vultures

will go to sleep hungry {i. c. neither will kill

the other).

144 Evo ala dukiin ematsa, dukiin ga ala evo matsa

:

When the calabash breaks the pot laughs, and
when the pot breaks the calabash laughs.

145 Egi kpatsiin rakun u yi o, ba na aba ii na wun a ta

nya u lo :

A child is like a camel's neck, it goes where it

pleases.

146 Eza na aga yeka na, u ye din da evo bo a :

A very shrewd person cannot be caught and put
in a calabash.
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147 Dziirii dzuiii ebe yi ma re o :

The red monkey still continues to have red young
ones. (Like produces like.)

148 Elu na eyi ele na, ele a wu wuntso :

The bird that calls the rain will get wet itself.

(Those who make trouble Avon't escape it.)

149 Bzakangi nya 'ba kpako, be niisa nyi nya dana nini,

etakpin a gangani u yi o :

A child from a far-off country, and a stay-at-home

old man, can both tell very interesting stories.

150 Etun ga ii sunda kagboci a, bolanci tsa wun
esunda o :

The work says it isn't afraid of the strong man,
it is the weak man that it fears. (Qj. The hare

and the tortoise.)

A FEW COMMON RIDDLES

1 Lo na, won u be :

There it goes, catch it. A71S. An arroAV.-

2 Voda yeregi pa 'dii tu :

A spotted calabash went across the Niger. Ans. A
guinea-fowl.

3 Cigban ndoci gi emi tacin nya nda mi bo, u ga kun

finni, de bo wun a kun lo, wun a kun zi 'mi bo a :

There is a tree standing in my father's compound
;

when it sheds its leaves they i'all outside, they

don't fall inside. Ans. The daughters (when
they are married they go outside).

4 Epagi pa ba lo Keni :

A little mallet pounded the road [all the way] to

Hausaland. Ans. The foot.
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5 Nda mi de fitila nini, u ga la 'na da u yize kpata le

ba ye :

My father has one lamp, but when he lights it the

whole world is lighted up. Ans. The moon.

6 Cikara de 'wo ga 'ya :

The shavings are worth more than the canoe. Ans.

The tail of a parrot (because of the fine feathers).

7 Bampaci yeko Keiii, u cin 'wo a, enya u cin o :

The gatekeeper in Hausaland does not want money,

he wants only a dance. Ans. Driver-ants (when
they bite the traveller they make him dance

with pain).

8 Mafwoci Keni u cin naka a, cintara u cin o :

The butcher in Hausaland does not want the meat,

only the tail. Ans. Guinea-corn (the stalk is no

use).

9 Nnako si kata tako o, enyi u be de :

Grandmother is sitting at the back of the room yet

her hair comes right outside. Ans. Smoke.



PART VI

NUPE VOCABULARY
(ENGLISH-NUPE)

abandon, to, v., La lugwa.

abdomen, )i., Gbako.

abhor, v., Navo.

abi(ie, v., Fedun.

ability (mental), n., Yema.

account, n., Lisafi.

„ ,
to render an, v.,

Jin lisafi.

accumulate, v., Ku ; ku
yeka.

accurate, adj., Gboro
;

ga-

ngaiii.

(power), 71., Yiko
; accusation, 71., Ebo . . .

kag'bo.

able, adj., Wo.
ablutions (ceremonial), 71.

Arola.

abolish, v.. La . . . ya.

abominable, adj., Dede.

abound in, v., De dokun.

about, to go, v., Za.

„ (so much), adv., Ke
. . . na.

above, ^jrep., Eti ... bo.

„ adv., Eiti.

absurd, adj., Kpiaria.

abundance, )i,, Kundo.

abundant, to be, v., Eokun.

abuse, v., Gi toko.

„ 71., Toko,

accept, v.. Go.

accident, 7^., Asara ; barima.

accompany, v., Yi.

according as, adv., Ke . . .

na.

datu.

„ (false), ?i., Ayibi

... si.

accuse, v., Dabotii
;
yi boda.

„ (falsely), v., Si ayibi,

accustomed to, to be, v.,

Daye.

ache (as the head), v., Sa.

„ (as the body), v., Ta.

acid, to be, v., Ba.

acknowledge, /'., Ye.

acquit, 7;., La ... li; La
. . . fo.

act, v., Jin.

add, v., Be ; la . . . be.

adjust, v., Ye . . . jin.

admit, v., Ye,

adult, 9^,., Nusa ; eza gban-

gban.

adulterer, 7i., Nyacidaci.

adultery, n., Nyacida.

advance, v., Da ; da ye.

151
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advice, n., Sawin'a.

acivise, v.y Jin sawura.

adze, n., Kekeregi.

afar, adv., Ea kpako.

afraid, to be, v., Sunda.

after, jjre^:>., Zunma.
again, adv., Be ; da . . . re.

against, "[rrcp., Ba.

agent, ?l, Bilali.

agree, to, r., G-ba
;
jin yeda

;

ye.

agreement, n., Alikawoli
;

ega la-sisi.

„ 5
to 1/iake, r.,

Jin alikawo-

li ; la ega sisi.

aid, V,, Ce . , . wu.

air, n., Efe.

alas, wtcrj., Kasa.

albino, n., Biabia.

alike, adv., Gangani.

alive, to be, r.. Da bo ; da

rayi o.

all, adj., Kpata.

all right, intcrj., To.

allow, v., Lugwa.
almost, adv., ke degi.

alms, 01., Sadaka.

„ , to give, v., Jin sadaka.

already, adv., Ani.

always, adv., Kami ndondo
;

ka ndondo ; ka ka ndondo.

amen, n., Ami.

ammunition, n., Alisa.

among, jjrc^j., Tacin ; tata-

cin ; ninmi.

amulet, n., Laya.

and, conj., To ; ci.

angel, n., Malayika.

anger, n., Ewiin ; fusi.

angry, to be, v., Zewun

;

jin fusi.

ankle, n., Bici kukungi.

annoy, v., Ga . . . sun.

annoyance, n., Sunga.

another, adj., Ndoci.

answer, v.. Go . . . mi ; ze

ant, n., Ziinziingi.

„ , white, n., Eka.

ant-hill, n., Gana ; kaji

;

dakiin.

antimony, n., Tanzari.

anxiety, oi., Wanikosa.
anxious, to be, v., Sa wa-

niko.

any, adj., Ndondo.

apparel, n., Enyadzuci

;

tiifuwa.

appear, v., Dzim ; dziin be.

„ (to seem), v., Beke
. . . na.

argue, v., Gbomi.

arise, v., Nakin.

arm, n., Egwa ; egwa ci-

gban.

armpit, n., Lukuntata.

arms, n., Enya 'kun.

around, to go, v., Ma . . .

keze ; ma ceze.

arouse, v., Sa . . . le ; sa

. . . tu.

arrange, v., Tadzu.

arrest, v.. Won.
arrive, v., Tim bo.

arrogance, n., Etigbo.
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arrogant, to be, v., Gboti;

jin gaga,

arrow, n., Ekpa.

artery, n., Ediii.

article, n., Enya.

as, adv., Kendo na . . . na

;

kemi na . . . na ; ke . . .

na.

ascend, v., Gun
;
gun 'fiii.

back, n., Ziinma.

,, , to come, v., Zin.

,, , to go, v., Lo zimma.
bad, adj., Dede.

„ , to be rotten, v., V6.

bag (grass), ?i.,Boma; gu-

ra
;
jika.

„ (leather), n., Gafaka

;

namba.
ashamed, to be, v., Sunzu-

;

baggage, n., Kara.

nye.

ashes, n., Tutumpere.

„ (charcoal), ebu.

bake, v., Nya.

bald, to be, v., fu 'ti.

baldheaded, adj., Etifu.

(grass), bibiri ; na- bale, v., Se ; to ; ku ya.

piti. bamboo, n., Gusa.

(of burnt building),
j

banish, v., Nya.
nango.

ask, v., Gbin . . . ga.

assist, v., Ce . . . wii.

astonish, v., Ka . . .-ye.

at once, ad.v., Bid eni
;

gbogiani.

aunt (paternal;, n., Maci-
nnia.

„ (maternal), n., Knagi.

authorize, v., Ya yiko.

authority, n., Yiko
;
yiku-

nci.

avenge, v., Jin . . . ga
;
ga

. . . gba.

awaken, to, v., Sale ; satu.

axe, 7^,, Egba.

B

babe, n., Egi mamangi.
baboon, n., Gbogi.

banjo, n., Dunguru.

bank, sand, n., Gunji.

„ ,
steep, n., Baba;

gakpan.

,, , opposite, n., Ekpan.
banner, n., Tuta.

barber, n., Gozan,

bargain, v., Cewo.

bark, n., Kpara.

„ v., Gbo.

barn, n., Edo.

bashful, to be, v., Sunzu-

nye ; de ziinye.

bashfulness, n., Zunye ; zu-

nyesuii.

basket, corn, n., Giinmi.

„ ,
fowl, Gudugudu;

luka.

„ ,
rough, Kasa.

„ ,
clothes, Kunkuru.

bat, house, n, pitingi.

„ , fruit, Eda.
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bathe, v., Fu nuwon.

battle, 01., Ekun.

,, , to join, v., Guiikun.

be, to, v., Da ; da . . . bo
;

fi . . . bo',

beak, n., Nukpa.
bean, n., Ezo.

bear (to give birth to), v.,

Ma.

„ (as fruit), v., Sun.

,,
(as guinea-corn), v.,

Wa 'ti.

,, (as bananas), i'., Si 'ti.

,, (as ground-nuts), v.^

Fi.

„ (as yams), v., Sa.

beard, n., Nukpayi.

beardless, adj., Siag'iri,

beast, n., Daba ; nyakiingi

beat (tlog), v., Wu . , . lu.

„ (drum), v., Ni ; ni 'nya.

,, (pound), v., Pa.

„ (overcome), i?., Jin na-

sara.

because, CO ?iy,, Ebo . . . bo
;

ebo na . . . na
;
gama

;

gamasi.

become, v., Ze.

bed, ??,, G-ado.

bed-bug, n., Jigangi.

bee, 01., Efu.

beer, oi., Ege.

beetle, ^t., Pibimpibi.

before (place), loo^ep., Ye-

gboro; yita.

„ (time), adv., Bedzo
;

ke.

beg, v., Tagwa ; ba.

beget, v., Ma.
beggar, o^., Barajinci.

begin, v., Ya ; ca.

behead, v., Ba 'ti.

behold, v., Cinle.

believe, v., Go 'ga ; la ga-

sikiya ya
;
yakpe.

bell, 01., Kule ; esa.

„ , small, ?i., Tsanganagi,

bellow, v., Kpogun.
bellows, 01., Gurii.

belly, 01., Gbako.

belly-band, saddle-girth, ^t.,

Esadin.

\)q\ow, prep., Tako.

bench, oi., Esa.

bend, v., Ya.

bent, to be, v., Ka.

best, adj., Ge ga kpata.

betray, v., Jin rikici.

betroth, v., Tuba.

better, to be, v., Gama
;

gama ga
;
ge ga.

between, po^ei)., Tacin ; ta-

tacin; ninmi.

bewail, v., Ti lali.

beware, ^'., Tswa.

bicycle, n., Doko nyankpa.

big, adj., Woncinko.

„ , to be, v., Gbo ; wonci^.

bind, v., Pa.

bird, n., Elu.

bird-cage, oi., Karaga nya
elu.

bird's nest, ??., Esa nya elu.

biscuit, oi.y Kara,

bit (bridle), oi., Dzami.

„ (a piece), oi., Tukiin
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bite, v., Ko nyika.

black, adj., Ziko.

,, , to be, v., Siziko.

black maD, n., Eza ziko;

epa ziko.

blacksmith, n., Tswaci

;

tswaci gbagba.
blacksmith's siiop, n.,

Tswata.

blanket, n., Borogo.

blaspheme, v., Qi toko dede.

bleed, v., Ti 'gia.

blemish, oi., Eani.

blind ma]i, n., Yebonci.

blindne>s. n., Yebo
;

yeria.

blink, v., Ba-ye.

blood, n., Egia.

blossom, v., La koro.

„ n., Korola.

blow (as the wind), v., Ku
;

tswa.

„ into, v., Be.

„ at, v., Zim
;
yi . . . 'fe

;

ke . . . 'fe.

„ the nose, v., La 'ein

nya.

blue, light, adj., Dofa.

,, , dark, adj., Ziko.

blunt, to be, v., Tsiin 'mi.

boast, v.y Jin aluwasi
;
jin

fari ; ziba ; wogi.

boat, n., Eya.

boatman, n., Eyapaci.

body, n., Eba ; naka.

bog, n., Mada ; bada.

boil, n., Sun.

,, , v., Gbin.

„ (to cook), v., Du.

bold, to be, impudent, -y.,

Cin zuiiye bo.

bondage, n., Wuzi.
bone, n., Tsiikiin.

book, %., Litafi.

boot. Sc€' sandal,

borrow (money or food), v.,

Ma.

„ (to be returned), v.,

Jin arc.

both, adj., Gubaba.

bother, v., Gasun
;
jin fitina.

bottle, n., Kpalaba.

bow (of boat), n., Eyami.

„ , ?i., Tanci.

,, ,
v., Ya 'ti.

^

bowels, n., Edziigi.

bowl, n., Tasa.

bowleggcd person, n., Edu-

nkaci.

box, n., Kpati.

boy, n., Egi bagi.

bracelet, n., Enyagwada.

„ (glass), n., Kara-
wii.

„ (metal), n., Efin.

„ (leather), n., gwa-
ka.

braid, v.. Tin.

bran, n., Diisa.

branch, n., Gwala.

brass, n., Efin.

„ smith, n., Tswaci fo-

foro tswa ; tswaci

yekogi.

brave person, n., Nyagba-
ntiici ; niaza.

bravo ! interj., Gawama !
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bread, 7i., Kara.

breadth, n., Epe.

break (in two), v., La ; ba.

„ (sever), v., Te ; dza.

„ (crosswise), v., Ziin.

breast, n., Nyagban
;
gaba

;

ebe.

breed, n., Yiri.

breeze, n,, Efe.

brick, ?i., Lankpa.

bride, ?t., Yawo.
bridegroom, n., Eba yawo.

bridge, n., Kpaiidara.

„ ,
to, v., Ta kpandara.

bridle, n., Dzami.

bring, v., Li . . . be.

broad, to be, v., Gope.

broom, w., Sokun ; sokil-

nbafiii.

brother, ?«.., Yegi bagi.

brush, ?i., Sokungi ; efingi.

„ v., Fin
;

piii ya.

buck. Sec male,

bug, bed, n., Jigangi.

bugle, n., Busa.

bugler, )i., Biisabeci.

build, v., Til.

builder, n., Ebatuci.

bullet, ?i., Alisa.

bump, v., Ze.

bunch, n., Cinga.

bundle (of corn), n., ipa.

„ (of grass), n., Kwa-
sa.

„ (ofstraw),'?i., Jengi.

burglar, n., Yigbeci.

burial place, ?i., Kosia

;

ko^iaba.

burn, v., Din 'na ; din 'na

ya.

burr, n., Mamarigbo.
bury, v., Dzu.

bush, n., Kmb.
„ cat, n.. Dangi lati.

„ cow, n., Eya.

business, n., Etun ; bukata

;

siani ; segali.

busy, to be, v., Lotun.

but, jy^^^^p-, Sayi.

,, conj., Ama.
butcher, n., Mafwoci.

butter, n., Mansianu.

„ ,
shea, 71., Mikote.

C

cactus, 71., Enu.

cage, ?i., Karaga.
.calabash, n., Evo ; voda

;

punanto
;

mangara

;

vata ; kondo.

calf (of leg), n., Bici santu.

call, v., Yi.

„ on, v., Tamida.

camel, n., Eakiin.

camp, n., Dota.

„ ,
to, v., Go 'do.

cam w^ood, n., Eza.

can, v., Ma ; wo ; tat^.

candle, n., Fitila.

canoe, 7i., Eya.

„ man, ?l, Eyapaci.

cap, 71., Fula.

captive, ?i., Konii.

capture, v.. Won.
carcass, ?l, Ekun.
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care, v., Dasa.

„ for, v., La 'ye da.

carelessly, adv., Harahara-

yi-

carpenter, n., Egba.

carriage, n., Kiakia.

carrier, n., Karalaci ; ekpo-

laci.

carry, v., La.

cartridge, n., Alisa; ak-

para.

carve, v., Din.

case (box), n., Kpati.

cash, 71., Ewo.
cassava, n., Rogo.

cast, v., Ce.

cat, 71., Dangi.

„ , wild, ?j,., Dangi nyd
lati.

catch, v., Won.
caterpillar, ??., Kunkwana.

„ (edible), ^t.,Ma-

nimani.

catfish, 7?,., Eze ; zengi.

cattle, ?i., Nanko.
i

,, -fold, ?i., Ruga.
I

cave, 9?.., Guse.

cease, v., Cinta ; kpegwa
;

fa.

centipede, :?i., Wanwara.
centre, 7i., Taciii ; tatacin.

certain, adj., Ndo ; ndoci.

chain, ?t., Dzari.

chair, ?i., Esa.

chameleon, ?i., Giama.

change, v., La . . . ze ; la

. . . zeba ; sa.

character, ?i., Eli.
]

charcoal, w., Eka.

„ burner, ?i., Eka-
niiei.

charm, 7i., Laya.

chase, v., Nya ; nya . . .

kpa.

chastise, v., Wu . . . lu.

chat, v., baza.

cheap, to be, v., Kpwo.

„ adj.. Kpukpwoci.
cheat, v., Jin bosi.

cheek, ?i., Mapa.
cheese, 7i., Wakasi.
chew, v., Ta.

chicken, ?i., Bise sunsungi.

chief, ?i., Tisi.

child, ??.., Dzakangi.

chill, 7t., Dzodzo.

„ , to catch, v., Won
dzodzo.

chin, 7^,., Nungbe.

choose, v., Tsa ; li.

chop (korse feed), v., Kia
;

kia 'go.

circumcise, v., Ziin 'ba.

circumcision, 7i., Ebazun.

citizen, 7i., Ezitso.

city, ?i., Ezi.

civet cat, 7i., Dakungba.
clap hands, v., K6 'gwa.^

clarionet, native, 7i., Ali-

geta.

clay, 71., Egun ; ezim.

„ pit, 71., Gbodoji.

clean, to be, v., Li.

clean, adj., Lilici ; ninaci.

,, . See wash.

„ up, v., Tadzu.
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clear, to be, v., Tinye.

clerk (black), ?i., Akwawii.

climb, v., Gun.

cloak, n., Alikiniba.

clod, n., Lankpa.

close, to be, v., Tsotso
;

tsoba.

„ ,
very, adv., Cikieikiyi.

„ . See shut.

cloth, ?i., Ede.

club, 71., Rongbo.

coat, n., Ewo.

„ of mail, n., Ewo iiya-

nkpa.

cock, n., Bise 'ba.

cocoanut, 7i., Yikunnii

kpota.

cold, to be, v., Fuyeko
;
yi

yeko.

„ (wiud), n., Efe.

(fever), 7i., Cingim.

„ in tlie head, 7i., Ci-

ngun 'ti.

,, season, n., Gbanfere-

ka.

collect, v., Ku ; ku yeka.

comb, 71., Sentigi ; tisegi.

v., Se 'ti.

come, v.. Be.

„ about, v., Be aze , be

jin.

„ across, v.. Be tsiin
;

kefi.

„ on, v., Be yi da; fe

be.

,, ()U^, v., Dztiii be.

comfort, v., Fa nyagban.

„ ,
?i., Nyagbanfa.

commence, v., Ya ; ca.

commerce, 7i., Ewoce; woce.

common, adj., Kpwo.
companion, ?i., Eza baci.

compfire, v., Li . . . gun.

con I pel, v., Jin tile.

complete, to be, v., Gun.

completely, adv., Kponyi
;

piti; fern,

compound, 7i., Enii.

conceal, v.. La . . . so.

conduct, ?i., Eli.

„ ,
to, v., Yi.

confess, v., Ye.

confused, to be, v., Kegbu-
gbu ; zi.

conquer, v., Jin nasara.

consent, v., Ye
;
jin yeda.

consider, -y., Du . . . won
;

kpaye.

console, ?\, Fa nyagban

;

cin nyagban ta.

conspire, v., Li 'mi gun.

constable, n., Dogari.

constantly, adv., Ka ndondo.

consult, v., Gbinga
;

jin

sawura.

contempt, 7i., Yegba.

converse, v., Baza.

cook, v., Du ; Jin.

cooked, to be, v., Gena.

copper, 71., Tugiila.

coppersmith, 7i., Tswaci-

yekogi.

cord, 7?., Egban.

cork, 7k, Enyagun.

corn (maize), n., Kaba.

„ (guinea), 7i., Eyi.
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corner, n., Kusuruwa.
corpse, n., Ekun.

conect, adj., Gboro.

cotton (raw), ??., Lulu,

cough, 71., Ekpa.

„ ,
to, v., Kpakpa.

council, n., Wunko.
counsel, v., Jin sawura.

count, v., Ba-

con ntry, n., Lati ; kin.

court, n.^ Wiinko ; emi
'tsu.

court3^ar(l, «., Zempa.
cousin, n., Magi.

cover, n., Kpere.

„ v., Kpe.

covet, y., Jin kodari ; da
'nya ye.

cow, 71., Nanko.
coward, n., Edasunci.

cowry, n., Ewo.
crab, n., Kara,

cracked, to be, v., La ; sa.

crawl, r., Ko ; so.

crawling thing, n., Enyaso-

sogi.

crazy, to be, v., Dzuyila.

„ person, 71. jYilandzuci,

creak, v., Ti.

cream, n., Emi nwonwo.
creek, n., Ebu.

cricket, ii., Etiagi ; cinni.

crocodile, n.^ Kasa.

crooked, to be, v., Ka.

„ ,
adj,, Kada ; koto,

cross over, v., Gbintu ; da

kpan.

crow, n., Kwankwa.

crow, to, v., Ti.

crowtl, n., Eza kama.
crowned crane, n., Gakun.
cruel, to be, i'., Wuye.

„ ,
adj., Yewuci.

cry, v., Tigi.

cup, n., Dare.

cure, v., Sa . . . giin.

curse, v., Bo ... mi ; la

bomi.

curtain, n., Ede yeka.

cushion, n., Tiiti.

custom, 71., Alada ; zizi.

cut, v., Ka ; ba ; sa ; kia.

,, (hair), v.^ Mil ya.

„ (across), ^., Ziiii.

D

daggei', 7?., Ebi gwada

;

baka ; ebi 'sin pa.

daily, adj., Yeliyeli.

damp, to be, v., Fuyeko.
damsel, n., Nyantsugi.

dance, n , Enya.

;, ,
to, v., Nyanya.

danger, n., Masiba.

dark, to be, v., Siziko.

darkness, n., Baziko.

date, 71., Dobina.

daughter, n., Egi nyizagi.

dawn, 71., Fafa.

day, n., Efo,

,, after to-morrow, n.,

Sunkpazi.

„ before yesterday, n.,

Tsotaci.
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day break, n., Tafa.

,, of Judgment, n., Efo

Siriya.

„ (Last), %., Efo Aliki-

yoma.

dead, to be, y., Tsu ; atsu.

„ adj., Tsutsuci.

deaf person, ii., Tiikpatenci.

deaf, to be, v., Te tukpa.

dear, to be, v., Malo.

death, n., Tsutsu.

debt, 7L, Gbata.

deceive, t'., Ta ; la . . . ta

;

ta . . . ta.

deduct, v., Li, ^m.

deep, to be, v., Sidu.

deer, n., Elogi.

defeat, t'.. La . . . gi.

delay, to, -y., Jin gbankogi.

deliver, 'y., Bo . . . ya.

deliverer, n., Zabolugwa.

delude, v., La gbinka.

demon, n., Jenu.

den, n., Gase.

denv, v., Gbomi.

depart, t'.. Da ; lo.

depose, v., Bomi.

descend, -y., Cin.

desire, v., Wa.
despise, %\, Gbaye.

destroy, v., La . . . gbiii.

detain, -i?., La ka.

devil, n.y Setan.

devour, v., Gi.

dew, 71., Emia.
^

diarrhoea, 7^., Atun.

die, to, i\, Tsu.

differ, v., Kperi.

difference, n., Erikpe.

(Jifferent, adj., TItititi ; ka-

kanyi.

„ ,
to be, 77. , Kperi.

difficult, rt., Kpaka.

, to be, v., Zo
;
gbo-

ka.

dig, /•., Gba.

,, up (the ground), v.,

Dzu ba.

,, „ (ground nuts), v.^

YA.

„_ „ (yams),^i'., Gba.

diligence, n., Sokari.

dimly, adj.^ Biribiri.

dirt, 7i., Sika.

dirty, to be, v., Sisika.

disease, n., Bata ; egiin.

dish, 7z., Tasa.

disobey, t;., Navo.

dispute, -y., Gbomi.

distant, to be, v., Lokpa.

distinctly, adv., Berebere.

distress, n., Wala.

„ ,
to be in, ^^, Jin

wala.

distribute, v., Ga ; la . . .

ga.

divide, v., Ga ; la . . . ga.

divine, to, v., Saba.

diviner, /?., Ebasaci.

divorce, t'., La . . . ya.

do, ^^, Jin.

doctor, n., Boci ; majin

cigbe.

dog, a,, Esigi.

donkey, n., Kiatiagi.

door, n., Kpako.
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doorway, n., Misun
;
yeko

;

yakun.

double dealing, 7l, Rikici.

,, dealer, n., Rikici-

jinci.

dove, n., Lukongi.

doze, v., Tayigbe.

drag, IK, Gba.

draw, v., Bin
;
go . . . diii.

dream, 7i., Ena.

„ v., Nana.
dregs, n., Ceki.

drink, n., Enyafinci.

v Fin

drive (a horse), v., Tu.

„ (a sheep), v., Ka.

„ (into), v., Ka.

„ away, v., Nya.
drop, v., Cin.

drown, v., Ye nuwon.
drowned, to be, v., Gbin

nuwon.

drum, 7^., Enya.

„ , to, v., Ni ; ni 'nya.

drunk, to be, v., Pe.

drunkard, n., Egepeci.

dry, to be, v., Wo kansana.

„ season, n., Yikere.

duck, ?i., Gbangba.
dull, to be, v., Tsun 'mi.

dumb person, n., Edigi.

dung, n., Ebi.

dust, n., Rungba.

„ , to, v., Pin rungba ya.

dusty, to be, v., Jin ptirayi.

dwarf, n., Lialiagi.

dwell, v.y Fedun.

dye, n., Ecin.

L

dye, to, v., La da ecin.

„ pit, n., Marina; ecin

gnse.

dyer, :?^.,Ecindaci; ecindaci.

dysentery, 72,., Atun.

E

each other, |:>ro., Dozi.

eagle, n., Kako.

early (morn), adj., Fafayi

;

fufunyi.

earth, 7i., Kin.

ease, to, v., Jin sawuki ; la

fa.

„ na ure, v., Tsabi ; fo-

foro.

east, n., Eyi dziin
;
gabas.

easy, to be, v., Fa.

eat, v., Gi.

edge, n., Kapa ; kati ; mi-

sun.

egg, n., Ezi.

„ hen's, 7^., Ezi bise.

elbow, n., Gwakpa.

,, v., Ka . . . ku.

elder, n., Nugunci ; nusa.

elephant, n., Dagba.

embroiderer, n., Enajinci.

embroidery, ?i., Ena.

empire, ?z^., Sarota ; muliki.

empty, adj., Kansana ; wa-

sa.

endure, v., La nyagban wu.

enemy, n., Makiri.

English, ?i., Ingiliz ; ana-

sara.

engrave, v., Din ; tsa.
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enough, to be, v., Kun.

enter, v., Lo
;
gada ; da.

entirely, adv., Kponyi
;
pi-

tipiti.

entrails, n., Edzugi.

entrance, n., Misun.

entreat, v., Tagwa.
entreaty, n., Egwata.

envy, v., La nyagban.

n., Nyagbanla.

equal (in rank), adj., Ye-

ziin.

,, ,
to be, v., Ganganl.

escape, v., Gagwa.
esteem, to, v., Ya cmwon.
eternal, adj., Hari abada

;

hari lo.

European. See white man.

evening, n., Lozun.

everlasting, adj., Hari lo.

everybody, pron. n., Eza
ndondo.

every day, adj., Efo ndondo.

„ iim.e,adi ., Kami ndo-

ndo; ka ka ndondo.

everywhere, adv., Bando-

ndo.

evil, n., Egiin.

„ adj., Dede.

„ doer, n., Dedejinci.

,, eye, n., Eye dede.

„ one, n., Ibili.

exact, adj., Gangani.

„ ,
to, v., Gi nyanya.

exactly, adv., Kadanyi
;
ja-

nyi.

exalt, v., Do ; la woncin.

examine, v., Cin . . . le.

exceed, v., Ga
;
gaga.

except, conj., Kaga ; sayi.

„ pre2)., Afe j aface
;

sayi-

exchange, v., Sa.

excuse, oi., Wujia.

„ v., Jin gafara.

executioner, 7i., Dogari.

exist, v., Da ; dabo.

expect, v., Tuye.

expectorate, v., Gbiii mi-

cinni.

expensive, to be, v., Malo.

„ adj., Lomaci.

experienced, to be, v.,

Daye.
expert, n., Egba.

explain, v., La kpeye ; Jin

fasara.

explaaation, n., Yekpe
;

fasara.

expose, v.. La ttila.

extend, v., Tun.

extort, v., Gi nyanya.

extortion, n., Nyanyagi.
extortioner, n., Nyanyagici.

extra, n., Ece.

eye, n., Eye.

eyeball, n., Eye kosun.

eyebrow, n., Eye gakpan.

eyelash, n., Eye binni.

F

face, n.. Eye ; fusika.

fade, to, v., Kuku ; kaku
;

ze.

faggot, 71., Cigban wawagi

;

cigban sisangi.
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faint, v., Zuntsu.

fall, v., Nikin.

falls (water), n., Tsuru.

false, adj., Gamana.
falsely (accuse), v.^ Si ayibi.

familiar spirit, n., Ega.

family, n., Yalizi.

famine, n., Mada.
famish, v., Gun mada.
fan, n., Fetswa.

„ v., Tswafe.

fancywork, n., Ena.

far, to be, v., Lokpa.

farewell, to bid, v,, Ti

kpamii.

farm, n., Kan ; lati.

„ v., Niinu.

farmer, n., Enuniici ; latici.

fashion, n., Alada ; zizi.

fast (Ramadan), n., Azun.

„ , to, v., Fe azun ; wu
mada.

„ (firmly), adv., Gbanyi

;

gbangbanyi.

„ (quick), adv., Vavanyi.

„ , to make, v., Go ; la . .

.

go.

fasten (on the back), v.,

La kpan.

faster, to be, v., Da kangi.

fat, n., Emi.

„ , to be, i\, Yeye.

father, n., K'da.

father-in-law, n., Yele ; ba-

yiwo bagi.

fathom, n., Gaba.

fear, to, v., Sunda.

„ n.y Dasun ; edo.

feather, n., Enyi.

feed, v., Kpa
;
ya enyagici.

feel, v.. Wo.
fellow, n., Bozi.

female, ??., Yiwo.

fence, n., Egba.

fetch, v., La . . . be.

fetish, n., Kuti.

fetter, n., Kuril.

„ v., Da kiirii.

fever, n., Cingiin ; eba.

„ , to have, v., Jin ci-

ngun ; ta eba.

few, adj., Degi.

fez (cap), n., Fiila dara.

fiddle, n., Gboge.

field, n., Lati; gonta.

fight (with sticks), v., Giin

tsukun.

„ (with fists), v., Ceko.

„ (war), v., Giinkun.

file, 11., Enya.

fill, v., Se.

find, v., De ; leye.

fine, adj., Bologi.

„ , to be, v., Ge ; sa.

finger, oi., Egwa ginginni.

finish, v., Jin zo ; sa jin.

finished, to be, v., Zo.

fire, n., Ena.

„ , to light, v., Giiii 'na.

„ , to catch, v., Won 'na.

„ , set, v., Da 'na.

„ (^un), v., Ce.

,, fly, n., Nababangi.

„ place, 71., Nance.

„ pot, n., Nasi,

first, adj., Mafari.
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first, adv., Bedzo.

fisb, n., Nyika.

„ , to catch, 7;.,Won nyika

;

ce goro.

„ eagle, n., Esia.

„ hook, n., Goro.

„ net (seine), n., Esa.

„ „ (hand), 91., Foma.
fist, n., Eko.

fix, v., La . . . ka.

„ a day, v., Da 'fo.

„ a time, v., Da 'ka.

flag, n., Tuta.

flame, n., Ena gintara.

„ v., Wa gintara.

flat, adj., Pata.

flea, ?z., Dzanketegi ; kokota.

flee, v., Bici.

fleet, to be, v., Sa.

flesh, n., Naka.
fling, v., Ce.

float, Z5., Satu.

floix, 'i'., Din biilala ; wu . . .

in.

flood, to be in, v., Za ; se

kpe.

floor, n., Eba ; ebapaci
;

kin.

„ ,
threshing, n., Finzo.

flour, n., Yikiiiu.

flow, r., Je.

flower, n., Korola.

„ v., La koro.

fluid, n., Nuwon.
flute, native, n., Kpansa-

nagi.

fly, v., Fu.

„ (house), ??., Dinni.

fly (horse), oi., Dinniko.

„ (sand), n., Bingi.

flying insect, ^l, Enyafungi.

foam, 01., Futanfu.

foe, ?i., Makiri.

fog, n., "Wiituwutii.

fold, n., Ruga ; ega.

follow, v., Lamitii
;
gba.

„ in order, Zinmitu.

food, n., Enyagici.

fool, 9L, Wawa; edagi.

foolish, to be, v., To ya
;

jin wawa.
foot, n., Bici.

„ soldier, n., Dakare.

for, prep., Ebo . . . bo
;
ya.

„ conj., Gama
;
gamasi.

forbid, v.. La ka.

force, v., Jin tile.

„ n., Tiie.

foreigner, n., Eza 'zi wuru
;

eza 'zi kati.

forest, n., Kiisd.

for ever, adv., Ka ndondo
;

hari lo.

forge, v., Tswa.

„ n., Tswata.

forget, v., Bata.

forgive, v., Jin gafara.

forgiveness, n., Gafara.

fork of tree, n., Kpalaka.

fornicate, v , Danyaci.

fornication, n., Nyacida.

forsake, v., La lugwa.

forward, to be, v., Kaye.

„ ,
go, v.. Da ye.

fowl, n., Bise.^

freely, adv., Efia.
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fresh, adj., Fumfuru.

Friday, oi., Dziima
;
jima.

friend, ti., Eya.

„ ,
to make, v., Da 'ya.

frighten, v., Sun ... da
;

11 . . . da.

fringe, n., Geza.

'

frog, n,, Kwankwa.
ivom, prep., Daga.
froth, n., Futanfu.

frown, v., La 'ye nu ; nu
'ye.

fruit, n., Clgban sunsim.

fry, v., Ka.

full, to be, v., Se ; funiii.

fan, n., Edzo.

„ , to make, i'., Dzodzo.

G

gable ridge, n., Koka.
gain, n., %\h ; elegi.

„ v., Gi 'le.

gale, n., Efeko.

gallop, v., La.

garden, n., Egba niii ; kan.

garment, n., Ewo.
gate, n., Kpako.
gather, i'., Ku ; Ku yeka.

„ shea-butter nuts,

v., Wa.
„ locust fruit, i\, Fe.

gazelle, n., Barewagi.
genii, n., Jenu.

gently, adv., Karayi.

get ready, v., Jin siri.

giant, 11., Kato.

giddy, to be, v., Wonyi.

gift, n., Eriatwa.

gin, n., Barasa.

girl, n,, Egi nyizagi.

give, v., Ya ; twaria.

glad, to be, v., Manin.
glass, n., Bayele.

glitter, to, v., Bana.

glory, n., Cinwon.

glutton, n., Yekaralaci.

go, v.. Da ; lo.

„ about, v., Za ; ceka za
;

daza za.

„ after, v., TSyi kpa.

„ around, v., Go ba ; ma
keze.

„ away, v., Kpekpe ; keba.

„ before, v., Sidzo.

goat, 01., Bikungi.

God, n., Soko.

goitre, n., Kpwohokpwoho

;

robo.

gold, 71., Zanariya.

good, adj., Wangi ; bolobolo.

„ n., Wangi ; alibxeri.

good-afternoon, interj., Oku
be yigidi nyi.

good-bye, interj., Wuii aze

ka ndoci.

good-day, interj., Oku.

good-evening, interj., Oku
be loziin nyi.

good-morning, interj., Oku
be lazin nyi.

good-night, interj., Sayi

lazin.

goods, n., Dukiya.

goose, n., Gbangba.
go out, i\, Dziin da de.
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gospel, n., Linjila ; ega
wangi.

gourd, n., Evo.

graiu, «., Eyi.

granary, n., Edo.

grandchild, n.^ Yagi.

grandfather, oi., Ndako.
grandmother, n., Nnako.
grasp, 2?., Won; lagwasun.

grass, n., Ego.

„ fields, n., Gdnta.

„ hut, n., Tokpe ; evun.

grasshopper, n., Kokondagi.

gratis, adv., Efia.

grave, n., Kosia ; kosiaba
;

ruwo.

gravel, n., Cakia.

gravy, n., Eni.

grease, n., Emi.

greasy, adv., Manyi.

great, to be, v., Woncin.

greatgrandchild, n., Eya.

greatness, n., Cinwon.

great person, n., Eza ci-

nwonci.

greed, n., Boyefa.

greedy, to be, v., Faboye.

„ person, n.^ Boye-

faci.

green, adj., Aliga.

grieve, v., Ta nyagban.

grind, ?;., Go.

ground, n., Eba ; kin.

„ nut, n., Guzia.

„ „ oil, Qi., Emi
guzia ; roro.

grow (as animals), v., Sa.

„ (as yams), v., Sa.

grow (as a beard), v., Ka.
growl (as animals), v.,

Nawiin.

grown-up person, n., Eza
gbangban.

gruel, n., Katsa ; kunnu
;

ekwa.
grumble, v., Gintin.

guard, v., Tswa.
guide, v., Wu . . . ba.

guile, n., Rikici ; zamba.
guilty, to be, v., Ebo ava.

guinea-corn, n., Eyi.

guinea-fowl, oi., Selii.

guinea-pig, n., Etsugi ana-

sara.

guinea-worm, 7i., Sombiya.

gun, n., Bindiga.

„^ (breach-loading), oi.,

Akpara.

gunnel, n., Eya kpara.

gunpowder, n., Aliibaru.

H
habit, n., Eli.

hades, n., Eku.

hadji, n., Haji.

hail, n., Takim Soko.

hair, 7i., Enyi ; ti 'nyi.

half, n., Gafi
;
gada.

half-brother, n., Tsogi bagi.

half-sister, n., Tsogi nyi-

zagi.

halt, v., Gikinni.

hammer, n., Etsu.

„ into, v., Ka.

hamper, n., Kunkiiru.
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hand, n., Egwa.

„ (palm), n., Gwada.

„ (back), n., Egwa zu-

nma.

bandbreadth, n., Taka.

handcuff, n., Kuril nya
egwa.

handle, n., Efu.

hang, v.^ Ba ; da.

hapjjy, to be, v., Woma.
harbour, n., Kpata.

hard, to be, v., Gboka.

„ (difficiilt),tobe, '2;.,Zo.

„ (tough), to be, v.,

Nyidin.

hare, n., Kayigi.

harlot, n., Saiikalagi.

haste, to, v., sanin ; dinnyi

;

dinye.

hat, n., Marufa.

hatch, v., Ka ; ka 'gi.

hatchet, ii., Egbagi.

hate, V,, Navo.
have, v., De.

„ patience, v., Jin ha-

nkuri.

hawk, n., Lugbe
;
gira.

head, n., Eti.

head-cloth (large), 7i., Ede
'ti kpe.

„ (small), n., Rii-

futa.

headman, 7i., Tisi.

heap, n.y Eda.

„ of earth, n., Ewo

;

wogba.

„ together, 'y.,Kuyeka.

hear, v., Wo.

hearken, v.. Si tukpa.

heart, n., Nyagban.
heat, n., Banaguii.

heathen, n.^ Gberi.

heaven, n., Sama.

„ (Mohammedan). 71.,

Alijena.

heavy, to be, v., Lukpin;
ludo.

heed, v., Dasa.

heel, n., Bici bokiiii.

hell, 7^., Emina.

helmet, n., Mariifa.

,, (iron), n., Ekpan
'ti kpe.

help (to aid), 'y., Ce . . .

wu.

„ (to give a hand), v.,

Da . . . gwa.

„ (to relieve), -y.jGo . . .

gwa.

„ to do, 'i\, Ba . . . re.

hemp, n., Nyimfurii ; rama.

hen, n., Bise yiwo.

henna, n., Lali.

herd, to, v., Ka.

herdsman, n., Enakaci.

here, adv., Babo.

hero, n., Nyagbantiici.

hew, v., Ba.

hiccough, n., Sike ; sikia.

„ v., Jin sike

;

jin sikia.

hide, v., La . . . so.

„ n., Epa.

hidden thing, 7^., Enyasu-

soci.

high, to be, v., Keto.
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hill, n., Pati.

hinder, -y., La . . . ka.

hinge of door, top, n., Kere.

,, „ bottom, n.,

Edo.

hippopotamus, n., Kanku-
rii.

hire, v., Jin lada be . . .

nyi.

„ 71., Lada.

history, n., Eta ; labari.

„ ,
to relate, v., Kpi-

nta.

hoe, n., Dugba.

„ v., Niinu.

hog, n.^ Klitsiin.

hold, v., Lagwasmi.
hole, n., Efo

;
guse.

holy, adj., Lilici.

home, 7i., Emi.

honey, n., Efu.

honour, n., Cinwpn.

,, v., La cinwon ya.

honourable person, n., Eza
cinwonci.

hoof, Ekti.

hook, n., Goro.

hoop, n., Kangba.

„ , to, v., Ka.

hope, n., Yetii.

,; v., Ttiye.

horn (of animals), oi., Guru.

„ (trumpet), n., Kaka-
ki ; busa.

horse, n., Doko.

„ boy, n., Doko.

„ fly, n., Dinniko.

„ rope, 11., Egban doko.

horseman, n., Dokoci.

hot, to be, v., Wona.
„ adj., Bipa

;
yipa.

„ season, n., Banagunka.
hour, 01., Kami ; efin.

house, n., Kata.

house-boy, n., Egi kata.

house-fly, n., Dinni.

house-top, n., Katanti.

how, adv., Ke . . . na.

howl, v., Tiwu.

hug, v., La gwa gba.

hunger, n., Mada.
huDgry, to be, v., Giin mada.
hunt, n., Egbe.

„ 'y., Da^'gbe.

hunter, a., Ndace.

hurricane, n., Efeko.

hurt, to be, v. Nyi 'ba.

„ , to, v., Ta.

husband, n., Eba.

hut (grass), n., Evun; tokpe.

hyena, n., Makundunnu.
hypocris}^, n., Manafiki.

hypocrite, n. Manafiki.

idiot, n , Wawa. Sec fool,

idle, to be, v,, Jin kafii.

idleness, n., Kafu.

idler, n., Kafunci ; komara.

idol, n., Kuti ; zasa kuti.

idolater, n., Kutijinci.

if, conj., Kaba ; abeke . . .

na ; wun ayi ke . . . na.

ignore, v., Gbaye.

ill, to be, v., Tanya.
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illness, n., Bata ; egun.

illustrate, v., Jin kotonkoci.

image, 7l, Zasa.

imagination, n., Yekpa.

imagine, v., Kpaye.

imitate (wordsj, v., Sa . . .

mi.

„ (appearance), ^'., Sa

. . • ye.

immediately, adv.^ Gbani

;

gbogiani.

implore, v., Tagwa.
in, prep., Ninmi.

„ , to be, v., Giin ... bo
;

da nin bo.

indeed, adv., Mana ; eba.

infant, n., Egi mamangi.
infidel, n., Kafiri.

inform, v., Wimya.
inherit, v., Gi 'gun.

ink, n., Tadawa.
inkpot, n., Mangegi ta-

dawa.

inquire, v., Gbinga.

insane, to be, v., Dzuyila.

„ person, n., Yila-

ndzuci.

insanity, n., Yila.

insect, flying, %., Enyafu-

ngi.

inside, prtp., Ninmi ; nin

bo.

„ out. Eye bodi.

instantly, adv., Gbani
;
gbo-

giani.

instead, adv., Kakadi
;
go-

maga.
insufficient, to be, v., Gba.

insult, v., Gi toko.

intelligent person, n., Ye-

madeci.

intercede, v., Tagwa.
intejpret, v.. Go ye ga.

intestines, ii., Edzugi.

invalid, /?., Gunei.

iron, n., Nyankpa.

„ , to, v., Ko.

is, v., Da
;

yi.

island, n., Esun.

it, pron., TJ ; wun ; wuncin.

ivory, n., Nyika dagba.

jack knife, n., Agbori.

jacket, n., Ewogi.

jail, n., Ledu ; kata ziko.

jaw, n., Mapa.
jealous, v., La nyagban.

jealousy, n., Nyagbanla.

job, n., Etun.

join, v.. La keba ; fin.

journey, n., Eza.

„ v., Daza ; lo 'zi.

joy, n., Ninma.

„ to, v., Manin.

joyful, to be, v., Manin.

judge, n., Alikali ; ebogaci.

„ v., Jin siriya
;
gabo.

judgment, 7^., Siriya; eboga.

jug, n., Daro.

juju, n., Kiiti.

,, , to make, v., Jin kiiti.

jump, v., Yifiiru.

just, adj., Gboro.

„ adv., De.
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K

keen, to be, v., Nu.
keep, v., So.

kerchief, n., Riifuta ; tswa-

fagi.

kerosene, n., Emi fitila,

kick, v., Ce 'tsun.

kill, v., Wu.
kind (species), n., Yiri.

„ (equivalent), ?l, Loda.

„ ,
to be, v., Jin ceto.

kindle fire, v., Gun 'na.

king, n., Etsu.

„ of" small village, n.,

Zitsu.

kingdom, n., Sarota ; mu-
liki.

kitchen, n., Katanjebo.

knee, n., Vokpa.

kneel, v., Kukiira.

knife, n., Ebi.

know, v., Kpe ; kpeye.

knock, v., Ze ; da.

knock-kneed, to be, v.,

Egba aka.

„ person, 7i.,

Egbakaci.

knowledge, n., Egban

;

yema.

knuckle, n., Kpankoro.

kola nut, 7i., Ebi.

labour, n., Etun.

„ v., Lotun.

labourer, n., Etunloci ; faci.

lad, n., Gbarufu.

ladder, n., Ekpa ; dagun.

ladle, ??-., kantara.

„ out, v., K6.

lake, n., Ewon.

lame, to walk, ?'., Da du-

kun.

lamp, 71., Fitila.

lamp-wick, ?i., Egban fitila.

lance, 7i., Pere.

land, n., Kin.

language, n., Ezi.

lap, n., Bici dundunko.

large, adj., Woncinko
;
gba-

kala.

„ ,
to be, v., Woncin.

„ adv., Bandabandayi

;

gbagbagbayi.

last, adj., Zunmago.

„ , to be, v., Gozunma.

latch, 71., Egiyeko.

lately, adv., Tosi.

laugh, n., Etsa.

„ v., Matsa.

lay (down), v.. La cici ; la

sisi.

„ hold of, v., Won; lagwa-

sun.

lazy, to be, v., Jin kafii.

„ person, n., Kafiinci

;

komara.

lead, v., Sidzo ; wu 'ba.

„ n., Eva.

leaf, n., Finni.

leak, v., Lu.

lean (against), v., Kpetso

;

yakpe.

„ to be, v., Kekun.
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leap, v., Yifuru; jafurii.

learn, v., Kpin.

leather, ?i., Epa.

leather-worker, n., Kimpa.

leave, v. , La lugwa.

leech, n., Tuturu.

leg, n., Bici ; egba.

lemon, n., Lemu.
lend, v., Ma

;
jin aro.

length, n., Kpawiin.

leopard, n., Nampa.
leper, 7i., Sokogunci.

leprosy, n., Sokogun.

let, v., Lugwa.
letter, n., Wosika.

liar, n., Gamanazuiici.

lick, v., Nimu.

lid, n., Kpere.

lie, n., Gamana.

„ , to, v., Zlin gamana.

life, n., Rayi.

lift, v., La lofin ; dzu.

light, :?i., Bayetin.

„ (in weight), r.. Fa.

like, v., Yebo.

„ adv., Ke . . . na.

„ adj., Dozi.

liken, v., Sa ; sa . . . ye.

lime, 71., Lemii.

limp, v., Da diikun.

lion, 71., Gaba.

lip, 71., Emi kpere.

liquid, ?i., Nuwon.
listen, v.. Si tukpa ; la

tukpa sisi.

little, adj., Degi.

, ,
(small), adj. , Tetengi.

live, v., Da ; da bo.

lizard, 7?.., Nyakungbara

;

nianlwalwa.

load, n., Kara.

„ (a boat), 7'., Ta.

lock, n., Egiyeko.

„ v., Tsu; fi da.

locust, 71., Boro.

log, 71., Cigbantun.

lonely, to be, v., Saye.

long, to be, v., Wunkpa.

„ (far) to be, v., Lokpa.

,, time, to be, v., Gaka
;

jin 'fo.

look, v., Cinle.

loom, 71., Masaka.

loose, v., Lo.

lord, ?i., Tsoci.

loss, ?t., Asara.

lost, to be, v., gbinka
;
ya

;

gbin.

lounge, v., Yaye.

louse, 7i., Kokota.

love, 71., Cincin ; boye.

„ v., Cin
;
yebo.

luck, 71., Aziki.

lucky, to be, v., Jin aziki.

lukewarm, to be, v., Wona
wagiwagi.

M

mad, to be, v., Dzuyila.

madman, 7^., Yilandzuci.

maggot, 71., Kunkwana.
magician, 7i., Enyamaci.

maiden, 7i., Nyantsiigi.

maize, 7i., Kaba.

make, v., Jin.
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male, n., Eba.

malign, v., Si ayibi.

man, n., Bagi.

manatee, n., Enagbakun.

mane, n., Rworwo.
mankind, n., Eza wangi.

manner, n., Eli,

manners, ??., Ledabi.

mantle, n., Alikimba.

manure, n., Ebi; taki.

many, adj., Dokun.

„ (how), adj., Giinkin.

mare, n., Doko yiwo.

market, n., Dzuko.

marriage, n., Yawo.
marry, for a man to, r.. La

yawo.

„ ,
for a woman to, v.,

Lo yawo.

„ (a woman previous-

ly married),

^'., Pa yawo.

marsli, n., Bata.

marvel, ?^., Enyayeka.
v., Kaye.

mash, %'., Ko
;
pa.

master, n., Tsoci.

mat (sleeping), vL, Zogiin

;

azubi.

„ (door), n., Esegi.

„ (fence), n., Zana.

match, ?i,, Naiisa.

measure, n., Ema; tsu-

iiwon.

„ v., Ma ; da tsii-

nwon.

meat; n., Naka.
medicine, n., Cigbe.

medicine man, ?i., Boci.

meek, to be, v., Fuyeko
;

de hankuri.

meekness, n., Hankuri.

meet, v., Gun ; tsun.

melt, v., Zun.

mend, v., Ye jin.

mercy, n., Yegun.

message, n., Ega ;
labari.

messenger, n., Tunci.

metal, n., Nyankpa.
midday, adj., Yigidi 'ti ta-

cin.

middle, adj., Tacin; tata-

cin.

midnight, adj., Yesi sadu.

might, n., Kagbo,
milk (fresh), n., Mandara.

„ (sour), n., Nwonwo.
„ v., Ka mandara.

milleped, n., Ekwa.
millstone, n., Takiin 'yi

go.

mimic (words), v., Sa . . .

'mi.

„ (appearance), v., Sa

mirror, n., Bayele.

misfortune, n., Asara.

miss, v., Cin . . . bo ; le . . .

ba.

mist, n., Wutuwutu.
mix, v., Ka; keba.

mix mud, v., Vun 'gun.

moan, v., Gbindun.

modest, to be, v., De zunye.

mole, n., Esi^ko.

Monday, n., Atenin.
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money, ?i., Ewo.
monkey, /?., Kana ; ebe

;

gbogi.

month. See Moon,
moon, ??., Etswa.

morning, n., Lazin.

mortar, n., Donci.

raoslem, Musiiluini.

mosque, n., Masalaci.

mosquito, 7i.,^ Emagi.
mother, n., Nna.
mouldy, to be, v., Kurufu.

mountain, 71 , Pati
;
patiko..

mouth, n., Emi ; misun.

move, v., Sasa ; kiabo.

much, to be, v., Dokiin.

mud, n., Edo.

muezzin, ?i., Ladan.

mug, n., Daro.

mule, n., Dzaka.

must, au. v.y Tile,

must not (prohibition), v.,

Ga . . . ma.

mute, n., Edigi.

N

nail (finger), n., Vudunnii.

„ n., Konto ; koto.

,, into, v., Ka konto ; ka.

naked, adj., Yavun.
name, n,, Kaye ; suna.

namesake, 7i., Masuna.
narrow, to be, v., Pin.

navel, n., Koro.

near, to be, v., Tsoba

;

tsotso.

nearly, adv., La.

neck, n., Koro ; Kpatsun.

needle, »., Ekin.

negro, n., Epa ziko.

neighbour, n., Emilegunci.

net (seine), n., Esa.

„ (hand), 71., Foma.

„ (packing), ?i.,Sangbara.

new, adj., Woro.
New Testament, ?t.,Lmjila.

news, n., Labari.

next, adj., Baci.

next day, 71., Yeli.

nice, adj., Wangi ; bologi.

„ ,
to be, v., Ge.

Niger river, n., Edii.

night, n., Yesi.

no, adv., Aa ; eye ; awa,
nobility, n., Sarakizi.

nod, v., Du 'ti.

noon, n., Yigidi 'ti taciii.

north, n., Eyi gwapin

;

arewa.

nose, ?j. Eye.

nothing, n., Enya ndondo a.

now, adv., Gbani.

numb, to be, v., Gban.

oar, n., Ete.

oath, n., Kiitizi ; ebazi.

„ to take, v., Zi kuti

;

ziba.

obey, v., Gba 'ga.

object, v., Navo
;
gbomi.

obtain, v., De ; de go.

of, jj^'cp., Nya.
offend, v., Jin lefi ; nyi

nyagban.
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often, adv., Ka ndondo.

oil, n., Emi.

okra, n. Kpanmi.
old, adj., Gbako ; nya

panyi.

„ person, n., Nusa.

on, 'prei^.^ Ta.

,, account of, adi'.^ Ebo . . .

bo.

once, adv., Zunni.

one, adj., Nini.

,, another, pron., Dozi.

onion, n., Alubasa.

only, adv., Kadanyi ; kete.

open, v., Kpe.

„ adj., Kpikpeci.

orphan, n., Ekungi.

ostrich, n., Eluko.

other, adj., Ndoci ; dozi.

oven, n., Ezun.

overcome, v., Jin nasara.

owe, v., Gi g^bata.

owl, n., Yisigi
;
gbigbi.

own, v., Wun.
owner, n., Nyantso.

paddle, n., Ete.

v.. Pa.
^

pagan, n., Gberi.

pain, n.. Eta.

,, v., Ta.'

paint, n., Karo.

„ r., Fi karo.

palm (cocoanut), n., Yi-

kunnu kpota.

„ (date), 01., Dobina.

palm (oil), n., Yikunnuci.

,, oil, 7?,., Minjinni.

,, nut, n., Yikunnu
tsakpa.

„ wine, n., Muge.
paps, n., Ebe.

papa, n., Nda ; baba.

paper, n., Takada.

pardon, n., Gafara.

„ v., Jin gafara.

parrot, n., Didia ; didia-

woye.

.
partridge, n., Kparo.

pass, v., Goga.

„ over, v., Vunga.

path, n., Yeko ; ekpa.

patience, n., Hankuri.

patient, to be, v., Jin han-

kuri.

pauper, n., Yajinci.

pawn, n., Swafa.

,, , to, v., La da swafa o.

pavv'paw, n., Konkeni.

pay, v., Wo gbata.

„ attention to, c, Si

tukpa ; la ye da 'ba.

peace, n., Mawo.
peel, v., Pa.

,, n., Kpara.

peep, v., Siye.

pen, ?i., Alikalami.

penetrate, v.. Tun.

penknife, n., Angbori.

people, n., Ezazi.

pepper, n. , Yaka ; masoro.

perfume, n., Turare.

I

perish, v., Gbin.

I

permit, v., Lugwa.
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perplex, v., Kaye.

persecute, v., Gasun.

person, n., Eza.

perspiration, n., Enu.

perspire, v., Kpanii.

petition, u., Egwata.
v., Tagwa.

petticoat, n., TbVigi.

pick, v., Li ; tsa.

picture, n., Zasa.

pierce, v., Tun.

pig, n., Kutsun.

pigeon, n., Lukuku.
pillar, n., Ekpo.

pillow, n., Tuti.

pimple, n., Egbagi
;
gizogi.

pin, n., Ekin bubworwo.
pincb, ^^, Ko vudunnu.

pinchers, n., Emugi.

pipe, n., Efa taba.

pit, n., Guse.

pity, n., Yegun.

„ i\, Gunye.

place, n., Eba.

plant, v., Dzo.

plantain, 7^, Yabako.
plate, n., Tasa.

play, n., Edzo.

„ v., Dzodzo.

„ (banjo), r., Tsa.

plead, v., Tagwa.
please, v., Ba ; mafi.

pocket, n., Dzufa.

point, n., Etigi.

„ of, to be on tlie, v.,

La.

poison, n., Nance ; cigbe

dede; asamu.

pole (for canoe), n., Micin.

„ canoe, v., Pa 'ya.

poler, 71., Eyapaci.

police, n., Dogari ; olokpa.

polite, to be, v., Be ledabi.

pond, n., Ewon ; lebu.

poor, to be, v., Jiya.

„ person, n., Yajinci.

porch, ?t., Katamba.
porridge, n., Eje.

post, n., Ekpo. ,

„ , carved, n., Ekpodi-

ndinci.

pot, n., Dukiin.

potato (sweet), 7i., Duku.

potter, n., Enyamici.

pound (as yam), v., Pa.

pour (as rain), v., Du swa-

swaswayi.

„ (into), v., Lwp.
powder (gun), n., Alubaru.

„ n., E-ukii.

power, n., Kagbo
;
yiko.

praise, v., Kin ; do.

pray, v., Jin aduwa.
prayer, n., Aduwa.

„ beads, n,, Tasabi.

preach, v., Jin waziin.

preaching, n., Wazun.
precede, 7i., Sidzo.

present, 7i., Eriatwa.

press, v., Pa.

prestige, n., Rufuma.
pretend, v., Cika.

pretty, to be, v., Sa
;
ge.

prickly heat, 7i., Cecengi

;

cincingi.

pride, 7i., Egiwo
;
gaga.
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priest (Mobanimedan), n,,

Liman ; man.
prison, n., Ledii ; kata ziko.

proceed, v., Da ; lo.

profit, n., Anfani ; ele.

„ ,
to make, i\, Gi' le.

prophet, n., Anabi.

prosper, v., Jiii aziki.

prosperity, n., Aziki.

proud, to be, v., Jin gaga

;

wogi.

prudent, to be, ^^, De yema.

prudent one, n., Yemadeci.

puddle (rain), 7l, Lebii.

punch, r., Tun nasi; da nasi,

punish, v., Wu . . . lu
;

jin foro.

pure, to be, v., All.

„ adj. Lilici.

put, v., La . . . da.

„ (down), v., La cici ; ia

sisi.

„ on (as garment), v.,

Fa.

,, „ (as trousers), -z;.. Da.

., „ (as turban), v., Pa.

., „ (as hat), v., La kpe

'ti.

„ „ (as cloth), v., La kpe

'ba.

Q

quake, v., Sasa.

quarrel, n., Ewiin.

„ v., Siinwini.

queen, n., Etsu nyizagi.

question, v., Gbinga.

quick, to be, v., Tsogwa
;

sa.

quickly, adv., Vanyi

;

vavanyi.

quicksand, n., Mada.
quiet, to be, v., Cliita ; stin-

sun.

quilt, n., Borogo.

quiver, n., Kuci.

R

rabbit, n., Kayigi.

race, to, v., Ma 'ci.

rafter, n^, Kapoci.

rag, n., Ede sakun.

rage, ?i., Fusi ; ewiin.

„ ,
to, ^^, Jinfusij zewiin.

rain, n., Ele.

„ v., Du 'le.

rainbow, n., Duwa.
rainy season, n., Ztinziinka.

raise, v., La lofin.

ram, n., Karo.

Ramadan, n., Etswa azun.

rank, n., Tici.

rascal, n., Gibi.

ravine, n., Guse ; dzang-

bodo ; kpankoro.

raw, adj., Bimbiri.

razor, n., Efin.

reach, v., Tun.

read, v., Gba
;

jin karatun.

reap (maize), v., Te.

„ (guinea corn), i\,Ma.

„ (rice), r.^Gbe.

reason, n., Wujia.

rebel, v., Jin ganiga.
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rebellion, n., Ganiga ; kan-

gara.

rebuke, v., Nawiin.

receive, v., Go.

recently, adv.^ Tosi.

recline, t\, Kpe para,

red, aclj.^ Dziiru.

redeem, v., Sa; sa wuzi.

refuse, r., Navo.
regard, v., Dasa; Iwo.

reign, v., Gi 'tsu.

rejoice, v., Manin.

relation, n., Dangi ; nyici.

relieve, v., Ya sawuki.

„ (of burden), v., Go
gwa.

religion, ?^., Adinni.

remain, v., Ke.

remember, v., Pa.

remind, v., Pa tukpa.

remorse, n., Rogonkpe.
remove, v., La kiabo.

rend, v., Le.

repair, u, Ye . . . jin.

repay (a debt), v., Wo
gbata.

v., Jin ... ga;
ga . . . gba.

rejDeat, v., Ye ga be.

repent, v., Jin tiiba ; ze '11

ba.

repentance, n., Tuba ; eli

baze.

reply, v., Gomi ; zega.

report, n., Labari ; esa.

„ (sound), n., Diiku.

reprove, v„ Nawun.
reptile, n., Enyakokogi.

M

rescue, ?\, Bo . . . ya.

reserved person, n., Eza
yeko ; ezafuci.

reside, v., Fedim.

respect, n., Cinwon.

„ v., La cinwon ya.

rest, v., Fa.

resurrection, n., Kinna.

return, v., Keze ; zin.

revenge, v., Jin . . . ga
;

ga . . . gba.^

revile, v., Gi toko,

reward, n., Lada.

„ v., Ya lada.

rheumatism, n., Egiin ka-

nsanagi.

rib, n., Bangi.

rice, %., Cenkafa.

rich, to be, r., De ewo.

ride, v., Tu.

rider, %., Dokotuci.

ridicule, v., Lami.

„ n., Emila.

rifle, n., Akpara.

right, to be, v., Ebo ma.
righteous person, n., Eza

gasikiya.

ring, n., Biika.

„ (bell), t'., Ze.

rinse, v., Dza.

ripe, to be, v., Gena.

rise, v., Nakin.

rival, n., Tsudo.

roar, v., Kpogun.
roast, v., Po.

rob, i\, Dagara.

robber, n., Garadaci.

robe, 71., Ewo.
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rock, n., Takun.

roll (as mat), i\, Fa.

„ (as into balls), v., Tsun.

„ (over), v., Pin.

roof, ??., Sankpere ; ezun.

root, n., Gbere.

rope, n., Egban.
rot, to, i\, V6.

rough (as wood), adj., Kari.

round (as ball), adj., Ru-
bugi.

„ (circular), «6?/'.,Kuru.

rub, v., Gbo.

rubber, 7i., Ete.

rule, n., Ema.

„ (as king), v., Gi 'tsu.

ruler, n., Etsu.

rump, n., Biye.

run, n., Bici.

rust, n., Kadzo.

„ ,
to, v., Kpe kadzo.

S

Sabbath, n., Efofaci.

sack, v., La viingi.

„ n., Jika. See bag.

sad, to be, ^^, Nyi nyagban
;

ta nyagban.

saddle, »., Esa doko.

„ v., Pa 'sa.

,, blanket, 7?., Esapa.

„ girth, 71., Esadin.

salt, n., Esa.

salute, v., Sami.

same, adj., Gangani.

sand, n., Jikana.

„ fly, n., JBingi.

sandbank, n., Gnnji.

sandal, n., Eda.

Satan, n., Setan.

satchel, n., Guragi.

satisfy, -v., Kun ye,

Saturday, n., Asibi.

sauce, n., Eni.

saucer, %., Tasagi.

save, v., "ho . . . ya.

say, v., Ga
;
ga.

scale (of fish), n., Kpara.

scales, n., Tsiinwon.

scarce, to be, v., Malo.

scare, v., Dofi. See

frighten,

scatter, v., Ga ya.

school, n., Makanta.
scissors, n., Alumakasi.

scold, v., Nawun.
scorpion, oi., Kinkere

;

garanta.

scoundrel, n., Zebi.

scrape, r., Wa.
scum, n., Futanfu.

scythe, n., Lenze.

seat, 71., Esa.

see, v., Leye.

seed, 71., Edzo.

seek, r., Wa za.

seem (resemble), v., Be.

seize, v., Won.
select, v., Li ; tsa.

sell, v., Kun.
send, v., Tun.

senior, ?i., Nugunci.

sense, 71., Egban.
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senseless, adj., Bana ; fela-

nla ; batarama.

sensible, to be, Gban.

set a time, ik, Da 'ka.

„ day, v.. Da 'fo.

sew (as two edges), i\, Gun.

,, (in general), v. Kin.

shade, n., Wurii.

shadow, n., Wiirii.

shake, i\, Du.

shake hands, v., Go tafi.

„ head, v., Pa 'ti.

shame, n., Ziinye.

shameless, to be, v., Cin

ziinye bo.

sharp, to be, v., Nti.

sharpen, v., Le.

shave the head, i'., Won 'ti.

„ „ face, v., Jin gia-

ria.

Shea butter oil, n., Mikote.

„ „ tree, n., Koci.

„ „ ^
nut, n., Eko.

shears, %., Alumakasi.

sheath, n., Efa.

shed (market), n., Riifa.

sheep, n., Kingbagba.
shield, n., Kutufani.

„ (round), n., Kiilele
;

wogiri.

ship, n., Eya.

shirt, n., Ewo.
shoe, n., Eda.

shoot, v., Ce.

short person, n., Eza kii-

kurugi.

„ time, adj.^ Ekaga
degi.

short (in length), to be,^'.,

Gba.

„ (in amount), to be,

v., Din.

shortly, adv., Tosi.

shoulder, n., Eba.
shout, v., Kpogun.
shove, v., Dagwa.
shovel. See hoe.

show, v., La wu.
shut, v., Kpe ; tsu.

sick, to be, v., Tanya.
sickle, 7t., Lenze.

sickness, 7^., Bata ; egiin.

side, n., Kasa.

sieve, n., Sami.

sign, n., Eri.

silver, n., Azarufa.

sin, n., Lefi ; aleki ; bola
;

ziinnubi.

„ v., Jin lefi ; ku aleki

;

labo
;
jin ziinnubi.

since, ^r^^., Daga.
sing, v., Koni.

singer, n., Enikoci.

sinner, n., Lefijinci ; bola-

nci.

sister, n., Yegi nyizagi.

sit, v., Fedun.
skill, ?i., Yema.
skin, n., Epa.

„ , v., Fe.

sky, ?i., Sama,
slander, ^^, (ji toko ; ko
... bo.

slap, v., Gba dzti ; da pin.

slate, n., EI6.

slave, n., Wuzi.
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slavery, 7i., Wuzi.

sleep, n., Ele.

„ r., Lele.

slight, v., Gbaye.

sling, n., Gbanjere.
„'

I'., Ce.

slip, v., Ta ; ta . . . ya.

slippery, to be, v., Ta.

small, adj., Tetengi.

smart, to, v., Ya.

smell, n., Etswa.

„ , to, vt., Wo 'tswa.

„ ,
V. int., Mwotswa.

smile, n., Etsa.

„ v., Matsa.

smoke, n., Nawu.
„ tobacco, r.. Fin
taba.

snail, n., Ekpa.

snake, n., Ewa.
sneeze, v., Cincin.

snore, v., Gbanlegban.

snuff, n., Taba ruku.

so, adv., Acin.

So-and-so, 'pron., Eza kaza;

wani ; wance.

soap, n., Eko.

soft, to be, r., Da.

soldier, n., Ekungunci ; da-

kare.

sole of foot, n., Bici kimpa.

some, adj., Sasi.

son, n., Egi bagi.

song, n., Eni ; eniko.

soon, adv., Tosi.

soot, n., Nawu pata.

sore, to be, v., Ta.

sorrow, n., Nyagbanta.

sorrow, v., Ta nyagban.
sort, n., Yiri.

soup, n., Eni nuwon.
sour, to be, v., Ba.

south, n., Tako ; kUdu.

sow, v., Dzo.

„ (broadcast), v., Mi.

speak, v., Ga
;
gaga.

spear, n., Ekwa.
spider, n., Edzu.

spill, v., La .ze ya.

spin (as cotton), v., Pin.

spittle, n., Micimii.

splash, v., Ce ; fu.

split, v., La ; sa.

spoil, v., Li nyi.

sponge, n., Riimaka.

spoon, n., Ewogi.

spotted, adj., Yere.

spread, v., Ta.

spring (of water), n., Sangi.

sprout, v., Dzwa.
spur, w., Ekagi.

spy, n., Eletiici.

,^ v., Tule.

squabble, v., Tami.

squash, v., Bi ya.

stab, v., Tmi.

stable, 71., Gbodo doko; do-

komba.
stair, n., Dagun.

stake, 01., Kangari.

stale, to be, v., Kuku.
stammer, v., Ta kokobamba.

stand, v., Gikinni.

erect, v., Kpetu gi-

kimii.

star, n., Tswangi.
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starch, n., Efun.

startle, v., Dofi.

starve, v., Wu mada.
starved person, n., Mada-

gunci.

steal, v., Yi
;
yi 'nya.

steam, n., Ruru.

steamer, n., Eya nawu ; eya

anasara.

steer, v., Tso.

steps, n., Dagun ; ekpa.

stick, n., Cigban.

stiff, to be, V-., Gboka.

still, be, r., Cinta ; simsun.

„ adv., Yi.

sting, v., Tun.

stingy, to be, v., Taiiyabo.

„ person, n., Nyabo-
taci.

stink, v., Mwotswa.
stirrup, n., Alikayifa.

stomach, ??., Gbako.

stone, n., Takun.

stool, n., Esa.

stoop, v„ Ya.

stop, v., Gikinni.

„ (as rain), v., Zun.

store, n., Edunba ; kata dii-

kiya.

story, n., Gamaga.
stove, n., Nasi ; nance,

straight, adj., Gboro.

straighten, La ta ; la ta-

sun.

strain, v., Sa.

,,
(dislocate), v., Ba

;

ye.

stranger, n., Ega.

straw, n., Ego ; dogo.

stray, v., Gbinka.

stream, n., Nuwonjeci.

street, n., Yeko.

strength, n., Kagbo.
stretch out, v., Ta.

„ (as rubber), v., Bele.

strike, v., Da ; ze.

„ (with sword), r.,Ka.

„ the foot, v., Ciii bici.

string, n., Egban. See

hemp,
stroll, v., Din bici ; ceka.

strong, to be, v., Gboka.

„ person, n., Kagboci.

study, v., Kpin.

stump, n., Cigban 'ti kii-

kuru.

stupid, to be, v., Kegbugbu

;

zi.

stupidity, n., Gbugbuke.
stutter, r., Ta kokobamba.
success, n., Gwago.

„ ,
to have, v., Go

gwa ; de aziki.

sudden, adj., Giriku ; da-

giri.

suddenly, adv., Be gkiku
nyi ; dagiri.

suffer, v., Jin wala
;

jin

azaba.

sufficient, to be, v., Kun.
suit, r., Go nyi.

sun, n., Yigidi.

Sunday, n., Alade.

superior, n., Nugunci.

„ ,
to be, v., Ge ga.

surprise, v., De . . . de.
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surround, v., Ma keze.

swallow, v., La nyi.

swamp, 71., Bata.

swear (take oath), v., Zi

kuti ; zi Soko.

sweat, n., Enu.

„ v., Kpanii.

sweep, v., Fill,

sweet, to be, v., Ma.
swim, v., Gbin iiuwon.

sword, n.y Ebiko.

sympathize, r., Giiiiye.

sympathy, n., Yegun.

T

table, ?i., Esako.

tail, n., Cintara.

tailor, n., Eiiyakinci.

take, v., La.

talk, v., Gaga.

tall, to be, v., Wiinkpa.

tame, to be, v., Daye.

tangled, to be, i*., Nyiye.

taste, v., Gi cinle.

tattle, 1'., Jin rokoto.

tattler, n., Rokotojinci.

tax, ??., Edu.

teach, v., La wii.

teacher, n., Aliifa ; nda
makanta.

tear, n., Giye.

„ v., Le.

tell, v., Ta
;
ga.

tempt, v., Ma cinle.

tent, 01.^ Lema.

„ , to pitch, v., Ka lema.

termites, ?i., Eka.

tbank, v., Jin yebo ; dajin.

thankless person, n., Ma-
naawoci.

that, adj., Ga.

theft, n., Yigbe.

then, adv., Kanga.
there, adv., Baga.

therefore, adv., Ebogabo.
thick (as board), to be, v.^

Lekpan.

,, (as oil), to be, v..

Kin.

„ (as stick), to be, ^•.,

Gbo.

thief, 11., Yigbeci.

tbin (as animals), to be, v.,

Kekiin.

,, (as a stick), to be, v.,

Yi.

adj., Je-

regi
;

wara.

„ (as soup), to be, v.,

Tsaye.

tbing, n., Enya.

think, v., Kpaye.
tbirst, v.. Wo nuwon.
this, adj., Nana ; ana.

tbitber, adv., Baga.

thorn, n., Eka.

thought, n., Yekpa.

thrash, v., Wu . . . lu.

thread, oi., Lulugi.

„ ,
to, v., La . . . fu.

throat, n., Bere.

throb, v., Jin bibinyi.

throne, n., Esa diinfe nya
'tsu.
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through, to go, v., L6 ; tarii.

throw, v., Ce.

thunder, v., Sam a ekun.

Thursday, n., Alami.

thus, adv., Acin.

tickle, v., Fu kiariangi.

tidings, n., Labari ; esa.

tidy, to, v., Tadzu ; won
da.

tie (ends), v., Fin.

,, up, T'., Pa.^

tight, adj',, Gbanyi.

till, prcjy., Hari.

time, n., Kami.
tip, 71., Etigi.

tired, to be, v., Bo.

toad, 01., Tankpolo.

tobacco, n., Taba.

to-day, n., Ifyina.

together, adv., Gani.

toil, v., Lotun.

„ 7i., Etun.

tomato, n., Yengi.

to-morrow, n., Esun.

„ , day after, n.,

Sunkpazi.

tom-tom, n., Tsari.

tongs, 71., Emugi.
tongue, 01., Gintara.

tooth, 01., Nyika.

top, 01., Eti.

tornado, oi., Efeko.

tortoise, oi., Ndakpagi.
toss about, v., Sagara.

touch, v.. La gwa kun ; la

gwa to.

tough, to be, v., Nyidin.

town, ?i., Ezi.

trace, v., Gba.

track, 01., Ekpa.

trade, oi., Woce.

„ v., Cewo.

trader, oi., Kodagba ; sinya.

traders' camp, ol, Zango.

tradition, oi.. Eta.

train, oi., Eya kin.

traitor, oi., Rikicijinci.

trample, v., Pa.

trap, 01., Tangi.

„ v.. Won.
treachery, oi., Zamba.
treason, oi., Ganiga ; ka-

ngara.

tree, oi., Cigban.

trim (with scissors), o\,

Twa ya.

trip, v., Cin bici.

trouble^ oi., Wala.

„ v., Jin wala.

trousers, oi., Tsaka.

true, adj., Gasikiya ; akika.

trumpet, oi., Kakaki.

trust, 'V., Yakpe.
truth, 01., Gasikiya.

try, v., Jin cinle.

Tuesday, oi., Talata.

tune, 01., Taki.

turban, %., Rowoni.
turkey, oi., Tolotolo.

turn, v., La ze.

„ aside, v., Sa.

„ around, -v., Keze.

„ over, v., Zekpe ; la

zekpe.

twins, 01., Bakombagi.
twist, v., Tswani.
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U
udder, n., Ebe.

ugly, to be, r.. Bill,

ulcer, n., Etin.

umbrella, n., Kata.

uncle (paternal), n., Ndagi.

„ (maternal), n., Mnia.

unclean, to be, v., Sisika.

uncleanness, n., Sika.

uncomfortable, to be, r.,

Haha.
uncooked, adj., Bimbiri.

uncover, v., Kpe.

under, i^rep., Tako.

undercooked, to be, i\, Ci.

understand, i'., Kpe.

understanding, oi., Kpikpe.

undo, v., L6.

ungrateful person, n., Ma-
naawoci.

unless, C07VJ., Afe ; aface.

unravel, v., Wa.
untidy, to be, r., Jin fula-

fulayi.

ViWi\\ jprep.^ Hari.

untrue, adj., Gamana.
untruth, n., Gamana.
up, adv., Fiti.

upbraid, v., Nawun.
upset, v.. La zekpe.

urinate, v., Jin boli ; va
vidinni.

urine, n.^, Boli ; vidinni.

use, n., An^ni.
used to, to be, v., Daye.

useless, adj., Banza.

usury, n., Siasia.

vain, adj., Banza.

valley, n., Gudii.

vein, 71., Edin.

verandah, n., Diadia.

very, adv., Gaya ; nyasa-

sanyi ; saranyi.

vex, v., Gasun.

victory, n., Nasara.

„ ,
to gain a, i\, Jin

nasara.

vile, adj., Dede.

village, 51., Ezi; dota; tunga.

vine, n., Enu.

violence, 7i., Kagbo.
violin, n., Gboge.

visit, v., Da ba ; tamida.

visitor, n., Ega.

voice, n., Bere.

vomit, v., Tun
;
jin mazuwa.

vulture, n., Giilii.

W
wages, n., Lada.
waoraon, n., Kiakia.

wail, v., Tigi ; kpogun.

waist, n., Esin.

wait, v., Ka.

wake, to, v., Sale.

walk, v., Daza.

wall, n., Kara ; sokun

;

sempa ; eba.

wander, v., Za.

want, i\, Wa.
war, n., Ekun.

„ , to, v.y Giinkun.
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warm, to be, v., Wona.

„ (by a fire), v., Yena.

warn, v., Jin gang'ba.

warrior, n., Ekuiigimci.

wash (cloth), r., Fo.

„ (body), r., Fii.^

„ (dishes), v., Na.

watch, v., Tswa.

water, n., Nuwon.
waterfalls, n., Tsuru.

watering-place, n., Kpata

;

kun.

wave, n., Gbangba nya
nuwon.

way, 71., Yeko.

weak, to be, v., Bifo.

wealth, n., Dukiya.

wealthy person, n., Dukiya-

deci.

wear (as a garment), v.,

Fa.

„ (shoes, trousers), v.,

Da.

„ out, v., Gi.

weary, to be, v., Bo.

weave, v., Lu.

weaver, n., Masaki.

wedding, n., Yawo.
Wednesday, n., Lariiba.

Aveek, n., Efo gutwaba.

weep, v., Tigi.

weigh, to, r.. Da tsiinwon.

welcome, interj.^ Maraba

;

berenyi.

well, n , Goga.

„ , to be, /•., De lafiya.

„ done, interj.y Gawa-
ma.

west, n., Eyizo
;
yama.

wet, to be, v., Da.

wharf, n.y Kpata.

what, proii., Ke ; ki.

„ interj., Ki o ; ki 'nya.

wheat, n., Aldkama.
when, adv., Kami na . . .

na.

whence, adv., Babo.

whenever, adv., Kami ndo-

ndo.

where, adv., Babo.

wherefore, adv., Eboki-

nyabo ; ebokiyibo.

whether, pron., Kici.

which, pron., Kici.

whip, n., Bulala.

„ v., Din biilala.

whirl, v., Kpoyi.

whirlpool, ?t., Ezin.

whirlwind, 7?., Diindufe.

whisk, v., Efingi ; sokiuigi.

whiskers, n., Saje.

whistle, v., Be yiko.

n., Eyigi.

white, adj., Bokun.

„ ant, n., Eka.

„ ant-hill, n., Dakiin;

gana; kaji.

„ man, n., Eza bokiin.

whitesmith. See copper-

smith,

whither, adv., Babo.

who, pron., Ze ; zi ; Ze ; zi.

whole, n., Giingurii.

why, adv., Ebokinyabo

;

ebokiyibo.

wick, u., Egban fitila.
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wide, to be, v., Gope.

width, n., Epe.

wife, n., Nyimi.

wind, v., Ka.

„ n., Efe.

window, 71., Zufa.

wine (palm), n., Muge.
wing, 71., Gwapa.
wink, v., Baye.

winnow, v., Go 'yi 'fe.

wipe, v., Wun.
wisdom, n., Egban

;
yema.

wise, to be, v., De ^gban
;

de yema.

„ person, 7i.,Egbandeci;

yemadeci.

witch, 7i., Gael.

with, ^j?'ej:>., Be . . . nyi.

without, prejx, Bambe . . .

nyi.

witness, n., Eri ; erijinci.

„ v., Jin eri.

woman, n., Nyizagi.

wonder, n., Enyayeka.
v., Kaye.

wood, n., Cigban.

word, n., Ega.

work, n., Etun.

„ v., Lotun.

world, n., Yize.

worry, to, v., Bobo ; sa wa-

niko.

worthless, adj., Banza.

wound, n., Etin.

wrestle, v., Tobajia,

write, v., Ka ; ka riibutu.

writing, 7^., Rubutu.

wrong, to be, v., Gbinka.

„ side, 7i., Eye bodi.

yam, 7i., Eci.

„ ,
pounded, n., Cinginni.

„ pounder, n., Donci.

yawn, v., Yaya.
year, n., Eya.

yell, v., Kpogun.
yellow, adj., Wonjin.

yes, adv., Hin.

yesterday, n., Tsuwo.

„ ,
day before, 7i.,

Tsotaci.

yield, v., Bele. Lit. to

stretch.

„ . /See bear,

yonder, adj., Batsozi.

younger, adj., Gwazunma.
youth, n., Gbarufu.

zeal, n., Aniya.
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